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Nofiya S. Denbaum  

POLYMORPHISM OF SECOND PERSON SINGULAR FORMS OF ADDRESS IN 

MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA: USAGE AND LANGUAGE ATTITUDES.  

The present study examines the usage and language attitudes toward polymorphism of 

second person singular forms (2PS) in the Spanish of Medellin, Colombia. Several researchers 

have observed polymorphism and have reported that it occurs due to the situational context and 

the intention of the speaker. However, no study has systematically examined all cases of 

polymorphism. The present study addresses this gap by focusing explicitly on polymorphism as 

the dependent variable. Additionally, no previous study has examined implicit language attitudes 

toward polymorphism. With this in mind, the current study examines explicit and implicit 

language attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS across three Colombian populations: speakers 

from Medellin, Bogota, and Cali. 

A total of 72 speakers from Medellin completed three tasks: an oral discourse completion 

task (DCT), a soap opera perception task, and a matched guise. In addition, 24 participants from 

Cali and 24 from Bogota also completed the latter two tasks.  

Results show that polymorphism is common in Medellin Spanish as it occurred 23% of 

the time. In addition, polymorphism was favored by three variables: change in speech act, 

intimate interlocutors, and male speakers. It was observed that most cases of polymorphism 

consisted of one switch between tú and usted or usted and tú and no explicit subject pronouns. 

Regarding implicit language attitudes, findings indicate that for paisas, most of the time there 

were no significant differences between polymorphism and unimorphism stimuli. Importantly, 

ratings of polymorphism varied greatly depending on stimulus; unimorphism was evaluated 
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higher than polymorphism for stimuli 1 and 2 but the opposite was found for stimulus 3. In 

general, paisas tended to rate the matched guise stimuli more positively than bogotanos and 

caleños, and this was especially the case for the polymorphism stimuli. Most speakers did not 

notice the polymorphism in the telenovela task until their attention was explicitly directed to it. 

In sum, the data confirm that polymorphism is a useful tool that speakers take advantage of to 

express different speech acts. Findings are discussed in terms of broader connections to 

polymorphism in general and pedagogical implications, contributing to the fields of variationist 

sociolinguistics and second language acquisition.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 This study has two main objectives: 1) examine usage of polymorphism of 2PS with 

speakers of Medellin, Colombia and identify what factors favor it and 2) investigate language 

attitudes with listeners from Medellin, Cali, and Bogota. A broader goal of this dissertation is to 

identify why polymorphism of 2PS has been maintained in the Spanish of Medellin, which will 

be informed by both usage and language attitude data. Findings from this study are reviewed and 

connected to polymorphism more broadly and to the second language acquisition of Spanish 

2PS. In this chapter, an introduction to sociolinguistic variation is provided followed by a brief 

summary of 2PS and sociolinguistic variation. Subsequently polymorphism and language 

attitudes are outlined. The chapter is then concluded with the contributions and outline of the 

present study.  

1.1 Sociolinguistic variation 

The field of sociolinguistics variable phenomena examines variation in language and 

language change. Language is inherently variable, and all languages contain variation (e.g., 

Penny, 2000). Sociolinguistics examines variation, which is defined as two or more ways of 

expressing the same thing. For example, one of the first sociolinguistic studies examined the 

variation between “-ing” and “-in” as in “singing” versus “singin’” (e.g., Fischer, 1958). This 

variable has been shown to be constrained by both linguistic and extralinguistic variables 

(Fischer, 1958; Labov, 1989). Specifically, in terms of linguistic variables, -ing/-in’ variation is 

conditioned by speech style and part of speech, including progressives and participles, 

adjectives, gerunds, and nouns like “ceiling” and “morning” (Labov, 1989). For extralinguistic 

variables, it has been observed that -ing/-in’ variation is constrained by speaker gender, boy type 

(“model” boy versus “typical” boy), and socioeconomic class (Fischer, 1958).  
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 As can be seen in the above example, contrary to what some non-linguists may think, 

variation is not random but rather, it is systematic as it displays patterns based on linguistic and 

extralinguistic variables. Observing the patterns of extralinguistic variables allows us to make 

predictions about the future of language (hence, ‘language variation and change’). Specifically, 

if women and younger speakers favor a variant of a sociolinguistic variable, then it is likely that 

this variant will progress in the speech community. In contrast, a stable variable has social and 

stylistic stratification and is favored by older speakers and is generally not conditioned by 

speaker gender. However, in some cases, a stable variant can be favored by male speakers (Diaz-

Campos, 2013).  The present study examines polymorphism of 2PS from a sociolinguistic 

perspective in order to observe the patterns of variation in the speech community of Medellin 

and also to make predictions about the future usage of this phenomenon.  

1.2 2PS and sociolinguistic variation  

Most Spanish dialects feature at least the usage of tú and usted, and several other dialects 

in Latin America also include vos. In most dialects, usted is the distancing pronoun while tú and 

vos are indicative of intimacy. The Spanish of Medellin consists of a tripartite system of 2PS 

including vos, tú, and usted. In addition, the Spanish in Medellin (as well as in other dialects in 

Colombia) includes a dual usted, as usted is used both with the typical distant interlocutors but 

also with intimate interlocutors. Thus, Medellin Spanish makes the perfect case for the study of 

polymorphism of 2PS.  

Previous studies examined 2PS in terms of the semantics of power and solidarity (e.g., 

Brown & Gilman, 1960). It was considered that 2PS were chosen solely based on the speaker’s 

relationship with the interlocutor. For example, if someone wanted to show condescension, they 

would use “tú” or “vos” to address the interlocutor, but to demonstrate deference the speaker 
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would use “usted.” Following these first studies, subsequent research started to examine Spanish 

2PS from a sociolinguistic perspective and taking into factors other than the relationship with the 

interlocutor, such as social variables of the speaker in addition to the communicative intention of 

the speaker and the context of the interaction (Hummel, 2010; Serrano, 2017). Specifically, 

previous research has found that 2PS in Colombian Spanish are conditioned by both linguistic 

and extralinguistic variables including socioeconomic class, speaker gender, speaker age, 

interlocutor age, relationship with interlocutor, interlocutor gender, speech act, subject pronoun 

expression, verbal frequency, and speaker origin (Díaz-Collazos, 2015, forthcoming; Jang, 2010, 

2012a, 2014, 2015; Michnowicz & Quintana Sarria, 2020; Millán, 2011, 2014; Newall, 2016; 

Simpson, 2002).  

Spanish 2PS have been documented extensively. However, an intriguing phenomenon 

related to 2PS called polymorphism has not been investigated to the same extent, and thus this 

dissertation addresses this gap in the research. Polymorphism of 2PS is detailed below in section 

1.3.   

1.3 Polymorphism  

Polymorphism is the act of using more than one form to express the same thing. For 

example, in Spanish there is polymorphism of subject expression since both a null subject and an 

explicit subject pronoun can be used to express the same thing. The focus of this dissertation is 

polymorphism of 2PS, which is the use of more than one 2PS addressing the same person in the 

same interaction (Newall, 2016). In paisa1 Spanish, polymorphism would consist of any 

 
1 Paisa refers to people from the region of Antioquia, Colombia.  
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combination of at least two of the three 2PS (vos, tú, usted). An example of polymorphism is 

shown below in (1).  

(1) Papá, ¡te he dicho tantas veces que no me mueva mis cosas de lugar! ¿Por qué lo 

sigues haciendo? Me cogió la tarde por tu culpa. ‘Dad, I have told you so many times not to 

move (U) my things from their place! Why do you keep (T) doing it? I’m late because of you.  

In (1) above, first the speaker uses ustedeo “mueva” and then switches to tuteo with “sigues.” 

Polymorphism of 2PS in Medellin could consist of the following combinations: voseo + tuteo, 

voseo + ustedeo, ustedeo + tuteo, and ustedeo + tuteo + ustedeo. It should be noted that these 

combinations could be either directionality(ies). The above example has only one switch, but it is 

of course possible for there to be multiple switches as well.  

 Previous studies on Spanish 2PS have observed that polymorphism exists in various 

dialects (Bartens, 2006; Bishop & Michnowicz, 2010; de Caro, 2011; Fernández-Mallat, 2020; 

Jang, 2012c; Millán, 2011, 2014; Murillo Fernández, 2003; Newall, 2016; Pinkerton, 1986; 

Simpson, 2002; Weyers, 2016b, 2018). Several researchers have reported that polymorphism of 

2PS occurs due to the situational context and the intention of the speaker (de Caro, 2011; Murillo 

Fernández, 2003; Newall, 2016). Furthermore, Newall (2016) posits that polymorphism occurs 

because each 2PS is favored by specific speech acts. For example, the researcher observed in the 

Spanish of Cali, Colombia that tuteo was favored by indirect commands and statements. Voseo 

was favored by commands, questions, and statements while ustedeo was favored by commands 

and indirect commands. It appears that this is due to the employment of pragmatic strategies. 

Newall (2012) predicted that ustedeo may be favored by commands since commands may pose 

an imposition on the interlocutor and ustedeo could serve as mitigation of this imposition. 

Furthermore, Newall (2012) posited that the usage of tuteo with various speech acts could serve 
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as an involvement strategy. Jang (2012c) specifically examined polymorphism of 2PS in the 

Spanish of Medellin using surveys. He found that speakers switch from tú or vos to usted in 

moments of anger (91.9%), seriousness (82.61%), joking (60.26%), and requests (46.37%). 

Weyers (2018) observed various instances of polymorphism between voseo and tuteo in written 

domains in Medellin. The researcher affirms that polymorphism is “emblematic of paisa speech” 

(Weyers, 2018, p. 479).  

 Jang (2012c) is the only researcher that has examined polymorphism of 2PS as the main 

objective of study. However, no study has investigated all cases of polymorphism in comparison 

to unimorphism with the aim of providing a complete description of the instances in which 

polymorphism occurs. This dissertation, therefore, addresses this gap in the literature and 

examines which linguistic and extralinguistic variables condition polymorphism/unimorphism 

variation. Furthermore, to date, no study has examined the implicit language attitudes toward 

polymorphism of 2PS. The current study investigates both explicit and implicit language 

attitudes regarding polymorphism of 2PS. The motivation for examining language attitudes is 

provided below in section 1.4.  

1.4 Language attitudes  

Language attitudes can either be explicit or implicit. The current study examines both. 

Explicit language attitudes can be investigated using direct methods, such as surveys or interview 

questions that ask informants for their opinions. While most questionnaires or surveys 

concerning 2PS ask participants what 2PS they would use in particular situations or with specific 

interlocutors, Michnowicz and Place (2010) affirm that instead of these data being interpreted as 

representative as actual usage frequencies, they serve as language attitude data. In contrast, 

implicit attitudes consist of informants’ opinions without them realizing what is being 
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investigated. Implicit language attitudes can be elicited using matched guise and verbal guise 

tasks.  

Few previous studies have examined language attitudes toward 2PS, and virtually no 

study has examined language attitudes towards polymorphism of 2PS (with the possible 

exception of Jang (2012c) if you interpret his data as representative of explicit language 

attitudes). All language attitude data on 2PS and polymorphism of 2PS have concerned explicit 

language attitudes using either surveys (e.g., Jang, 2012c; Michnowicz & Place, 2010) or 

interview questions specifically asking opinions about 2PS (e.g., Simpson, 2002). However, 

these studies that have examined explicit attitudes toward 2PS and polymorphism of 2PS are 

very few as most research has focused on usage and not attitudes, and furthermore, no study to 

date has examined implicit language attitudes regarding 2PS (except for Denbaum & Restrepo, 

2019) or polymorphism of 2PS. Examining implicit language attitudes is informative in the field 

of language variation and change for predicting the future of linguistic phenomena, which is 

detailed in section 1.4.1 below.  

 1.4.1 Language attitudes and language variation and change  

 As mentioned above, the general tendency in linguistic research has been to focus on 

usage and production instead of language attitudes and perception. However, language attitude 

data can be very informative and provide further details into speakers’ grammars and the future 

of linguistic phenomena in a speech community. Labov (2001, p. 193) affirms that “sound shifts 

develop social evaluations of considerable strength, and their subjective correlates are an 

important aspect of the study of the social dimension of change.” Implicit language attitudes are 

useful in determining the level of prestige or stigma of a linguistic variable, which in turn supply 

us with information as to where the variable is on the scale of social awareness (Labov, 2001). 
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Changes from above tend to have high levels of social awareness while changes from below 

generally develop social stigma. Furthermore, implicit language attitude data provide important 

information on gender differences, which is useful in observing changes in progress and 

therefore predicting the future of linguistic phenomena. The present study furthers research on 

polymorphism of 2PS by investigating both explicit and implicit language attitudes in order to 

predict the future of polymorphism in the Spanish of Medellin, Colombia.  

1.5 The current study and contributions  

 The current study seeks to determine the patterns of usage for polymorphism of 2PS in 

the Spanish of Medellin, Colombia using a variationist sociolinguistics approach. In addition, 

another aim of the present study is to examine language attitudes toward polymorphism across 

paisas, caleños2, and bogotanos3. Speakers from Medellin realized an oral discourse completion 

task, and speakers from all three populations completed two language attitude tasks, a matched 

guise, and a telenovela task. For the usage data, data were coded for linguistic and extralinguistic 

variables conditioning the usage of polymorphism versus unimorphism and were then submitted 

to a regression analysis in order to identify significant variables that favor polymorphism of 2PS. 

Furthermore, additional characteristics of polymorphism were observed with the aim of 

observing a more detailed description of polymorphism of 2PS in Medellin. Data from the 

matched guise and telenovela tasks were compared across populations in order to evaluate the 

levels of prestige or stigma of polymorphism of 2PS and thus aid in predicting the future of 

polymorphism in Medellin.  

 
2 The term caleño refers to a person from Cali, Colombia.  
3 Bogotano refers to a person from Bogota, Colombia.  
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 As such, this dissertation contributes to the fields of sociolinguistics and 2PS research. 

First, although previous studies have observed instances of polymorphism (e.g., Bartens, 2006; 

Bishop & Michnowicz, 2010; de Caro, 2011; Fernández-Mallat, 2020; Jang, 2012c; Millán, 

2011, 2014; Murillo Fernández, 2003; Newall, 2016; Pinkerton, 1986; Simpson, 2002; Weyers, 

2016b, 2018), no study has examined usage data in a systematic way. That is, the current study 

investigates polymorphism compared to unimorphism as the dependent variable, which allows 

for us to observe the patterns of usage in terms of frequency and linguistic and extralinguistic 

constraints using a regression analysis. This will provide accurate details of the nuances 

associated with polymorphism. For example, Murillo Fernández (2003) observed that 

polymorphism occurred with all groups of people in Popayán, Colombia. The present study will 

allow us to observe whether this is the case with the Spanish in Medellin or, although all groups 

of people may use polymorphism to some extent, whether some groups employ polymorphism 

more. This information will be indicated by the probabilities (factor weights) in the regression 

analysis. Furthermore, analyzing all cases of polymorphism will facilitate the examination of 

specific characteristics of polymorphism of 2PS, including the identification of the average 

number of switches of 2PS, the most common 2PS combinations and directionality, and rate of 

explicit subject pronouns. These characteristics have never been identified in the previous 

research. Instead, prior studies have only identified that polymorphism exists and have made 

hypotheses as to why it occurs, with particular attention on with whom and when. This 

dissertation aims to identify a complete description of the instances in which polymorphism of 

2PS occurs in the Spanish of Medellin.  

 Second, very few previous studies have investigated language attitudes toward 2PS 

(Michnowicz & Place, 2010) and no other study has examined language attitudes toward 
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polymorphism of 2PS. The present study examines both explicit and implicit language attitudes 

toward polymorphism of 2PS. Attitudinal data provide more detailed information regarding why 

speakers think polymorphism is employed and allows us to determine the relative level of 

prestige or stigma of polymorphism compared to unimorphism. These data aid in predicting the 

future of polymorphism in the Spanish of Medellin. The telenovela task, which measures mainly 

explicit language attitudes, provides a methodological contribution to the field of linguistics. It is 

an innovative task that uses real speech to elicit attitudinal data. The telenovela task paves the 

way for future studies examining attitudinal data of distinct linguistic phenomena.   

 This dissertation contributes to the field of second language acquisition as it includes 

pedagogical implications regarding the language instruction of 2PS, especially polymorphism of 

2PS. It provides important suggestions in terms of what 2PS should be taught and how language 

instructors should explain the usage of 2PS with regard to linguistic and extralinguistic variables. 

Although polymorphism of 2PS is an aspect of language that is not taught in the second language 

classroom, it is important that learners are exposed to the ways that real native speakers use 

language.  

Finally, another contribution of the present study is that while it examines specifically 

polymorphism of 2PS in the Spanish of Medellin, it makes broader connections to polymorphism 

and Language in general. Based on the results from this dissertation, observations are made that 

are applied to polymorphism of other Spanish variables and compared to English. The utility of 

polymorphism in general is considered, taking into account principles of Language.  

 From a methodological standpoint, this study contributes a new perspective on traditional 

analyses of sociolinguistic variation, providing a new understanding to the field. In general, most 

sociolinguistic studies focus on usage or production of variables, but the current study 
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demonstrates that language attitude data is also important. This dissertation lays a foundation for 

future studies to examine language variation and change using evidence from both usage and 

language attitudes. Furthermore, the present study provides a new method for analyzing the 

overlap of variants that are generally thought to be discrete categories. Previous quantitative 

studies on 2PS have carried out analyses using 2PS as the dependent variable with three discrete 

variants. However, this dissertation takes a different approach by providing a way to analyze the 

overlap of these categories that were previously thought to be separate.  Future studies in 

sociolinguistics and second language acquisition can benefit from this new approach.  

1.6 Study outline  

 The current investigation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the previous literature 

including the theoretical approach, the development of Spanish 2PS, current approaches to 2PS, 

polymorphism, and language attitudes. Chapter 3 describes the methodology involved, including 

the research questions and hypotheses, the participants, tasks, and procedure. Chapter 4 presents 

the results. Finally, in Chapter 5, a discussion of the findings in light of the research questions is 

provided in light of the field of language variation and change. Additionally, broader connections 

and implications for second language acquisition are detailed. Chapter 5 ends with a general 

conclusion of the findings and contributions of this dissertation.  
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Chapter 2: Previous Literature 

 To begin this chapter, an overview of variationist sociolinguistics is presented. This is 

followed by a description of the development of Spanish 2PS and previous diachronic studies. 

Next, theoretical approaches to 2PS is considered, followed by a summary of current approaches 

to 2PS. A description of 2PS in Medellin, Cali, and Bogota is then presented followed by an 

explanation of polymorphism and previous research on polymorphism of Spanish, Portuguese, 

Italian, and French 2PS. Next, an explanation of language attitudes and previous literature on 

language attitudes toward 2PS are detailed. Finally, gaps in the previous literature are identified 

and contributions of this dissertation are described.  

2.1 Theoretical approach: Variationist sociolinguistics  

 The field of sociolinguistics variable phenomena examines variation in language and 

language change. Penny (2000, p. 1) affirms that “All languages that we can observe today show 

variation.” Variation is inherent to language. In order for a phenomenon to be a sociolinguistic 

variable, it must have variants that are more than one way of saying the same thing. This is much 

simpler with phonological variation. After Labov ’s (1966, 1972) pioneer publications about 

phonological variation, Sankoff (1973) proposed an extension and inclusion of (morpho)syntax 

and semantics regarding sociolinguistic variation. Since then, several morphosyntactic 

sociolinguistic variables have been examined in the field of variationist sociolinguistics. 

 Labov (1966) is known as the first variationist sociolinguist. However, there were a few 

other linguists prior to Labov who observed that language varied systematically based on social 

variables. One of these researchers is Fischer (1958), who examined g-dropping of the English 

gerund “-ing” with boys and girls between the ages of 3-6 and 7-10 years-old. He observed that 
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males produced “in” most of the time while females tended to use “ing.” Additionally, what 

Fischer (1958) deemed “model” boys, produced “ing” almost all the time while the “typical” 

boys tended to use “in.” There was also a slight tendency for students of higher socioeconomic 

classes to use more “ing,” but this finding was not significant. The author posits that it might not 

be significant due to the small sample size and the fact the differences in socioeconomic class 

were not strongly marked.  

 Following Fischer (1958), Labov (1963, 1966) published his pioneering studies, some of 

the first accounts of sociolinguistic variation in language. Importantly, Labov (1963) 

demonstrated that language variation is systematic and that sociolinguistic variables are 

conditioned by linguistic and social variables. His 1963 study on the centralization of diphthongs 

evidenced the importance of social variables for a sound change (described in more details in 

section 2.7). His 1966 study examined the social stratification of the English of New York City. 

Specifically, Labov (1966) investigated the retention or elision of <r> using rapid and 

anonymous survey in three department stores, indicative of different socioeconomic classes. 

Saks Fifth Avenue represented the highest ranking, following by Macy’s, indicative of the 

middle ranking, and last, S Klein with the lowest ranking. Labov (1966) wanted to elicit 

sentences including <r> and thus, taking the role of a customer, he asked the informants where I 

particular department was located, so that informants would answer “Fourth floor.” This answer 

gave the researcher four instances of <r> per informant. Labov (1966) then said, “Excuse me?” 

so that the informant would repeat “fourth floor” in a more careful and emphatic speech style. 

Overall, results showed that r-retention was indeed conditioned by social variables, mainly 

socioeconomic class, as Saks showed the highest rates of retention (62%) followed by Macy’s 

(51%), with S Klein (21%) showing the lowest rates of retention.  
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 In addition to his department store study, Labov (1966) conducted a linguistic survey 

(i.e., a sociolinguistic interview) of the Lower East Side of New York City. This time, he 

included other variables in addition to r-retention/elision. He observed the same results in terms 

of these variables being conditioned by socioeconomic class. In addition, he observed that 

speech style also affected usage of these variables (Labov, 1966). He observed that as formality 

and self-consciousness increased, usage of stigmatized variables decreased. Labov’s work has 

laid the foundation for studying language variation and change. The approach of variationist 

sociolinguistics can be attributed to his work and are summarized briefly here. The analysis of a 

social factors that condition a variable in apparent time can predict what phenomena are likely to 

expand over time and what ones will remain stable. Simply put, when we compare a variable 

across several generations, we can expect that the variant that the younger generations favor will 

expand over time while the variant used by the older speakers will remain stable. However, 

language variation and change is more complex than this. Labov (1972) documented that women 

tend to show higher use of variants that are considered prestigious and avoid usage of 

stigmatized variables because their speech is monitored and self-monitored more closely. 

Women have also been documented to be the leaders of language change for variants that have a 

positive social value in their speech community. Thus, when younger speakers and females favor 

a variant, it is indicative of a change in progress, which means that the variant is likely to expand 

its use over time.  

 The present study follows the variationist sociolinguistics approach for the usage of 

polymorphism of 2PS in the Spanish of Medellin. It therefore examines polymorphism in 2PS 

with a sample of informants stratified by age, sex, and educational level in addition to linguistic 
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variables. This allows us to make inferences about the future language usage of polymorphism in 

the Spanish of Medellin.  

2.2 Development of Spanish 2PS 

 In this section, the development of voseo and ustedeo is described in order to give context 

for current Spanish 2PS. The evolution of voseo is described first followed by the development 

of ustedeo. Next, the development of voseo in America is detailed, and last, previous diachronic 

studies on Spanish 2PS are summarized.  

2.2.1 Evolution of vos 

In Latin, the only forms of address that existed were tu, which was the second person 

singular and vos, the second person plural. Vos was first used as a singular form of address when 

directed towards an emperor in the 4th century (Brown & Gilman, 1960). There are several 

theories as to how this plural form of address first started to be directed toward just one person. 

One theory is that it was because there were multiple emperors. There was one in the east (in 

Constantinople) and one in the west (in Rome). Thus, when a person addressed one of the two 

emperors, they were implicitly addressing two people (Brown & Gilman, 1960). Another theory 

is related to the idea of an emperor being the summation of his people. For example, it is 

common for an emperor to use “we” or “nos” where a common person would normally say “I.” 

Yet another theory is that plurality is often used as a metaphor for power. Thus, one reason for 

using the plural to address an emperor could be due to the power associated with the emperor 

(Brown & Gilman, 1960). Eventually vos was extended to be directed to people of high status 

(Brown & Gilman, 1960). This was a gradual process that consisted of centuries of fluctuation 
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between T and V in Old French, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese and Middle English (Brown & 

Gilman, 1960). 

2.2.2 Evolution of usted  

Usted originated from the nominal form of address vuestra merced, which went through 

processes of phonological reduction to eventually arrive at usted. There are conflicting views on 

the exact phonological steps in between vuestra merced and usted (Pla-Cárceles (1923) vs. De 

Jonge (2005)).  The first occurrence of “usted” is also controversial. The exact date is unknown. 

Pla Cárceles (1923) cites a supposed first occurrence from a play by Antonio Hurtado de 

Mendoza from 1620. However, information about the edition of the play does not exist, and it is 

thought that this might be an error by the typesetter. Early examples from CORDE include a 

Mexican document from 1572: “En lo que usted me dice que Pedro Ocharte quería pagar a 

Jorge de Aranda de la manera que usted me dijo.” However, according to Campos & Morales 

(2010), in CORDE the spelling is modernized and thus, this example could have been taken from 

abbreviations and then changed to usted and thus also brings about serious doubts. Some early 

examples from philology include an instance from Mexico in 1694: “y le dixo dicho alcalde 

mayor al susso dicho: ‘¿es usted señor don Sebastián de Guzman?’” An example from 

Venezuela cited by Stefano & Tejera (2006) in 1692 is as follows: “un sambo que no conoce 

llego a la dicha su casa y le entrego dicho negritto disiendole se lo ttubiese hast que Vsted 

viniese.” In Spain, the Reino de Granado corpus has examples from 1681: “se arrojo a él, el paso 

apreasurado pa reconozerlo y el testigo lo alcanzo diciéndole mire Vsted que no es lo q 

Pienssa.”  

The process of grammaticalization of vuestra merced to usted that started in the 14th 

century was very advanced by the end of the 17th century (Campos & Morales, 2010). A 
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summary of this process is presented in Table 1, and the details of the steps are further explained 

below.  

Table 1. Summary of development of forms of address in Peninsular Spanish 

15th Century 16th Century End of 17th Century 18th Century 

Generalized use of vos 

 

Vuestra Merced starts 

displacing vos 

Vos has several 

conflicting uses 

Vuestra Merced 

becomes the pronoun 

of respect  

Peninsular Spanish 

has eliminated vos 

 

In the 15th century, vos was utilized in most social uses instead of tú. Vos had a 

generalized usage in that mutual voseo was used with superiors and inferiors, such that in order 

to mark social distance, nominal titles had to be employed. For example, an inferior would 

address their superior as “señor licenciado” or “señor.” In contrast, the superior would address 

the inferior with just their first or last name. Throughout the 15th century in written works or very 

formal speech, nominal forms su/vuestra + abstract noun (e.g., Su Señoría, Vuestra Señoría, 

Vuestra Alteza, Vuestra Merced, Su Merced) started to be employed. Vuestra merced was the 

most successful form to break out of the formal style and into general colloquial spoken Spanish 

(Campos & Morales, 2010). Vuestra merced started displacing vos towards the area of tú. 

Fontanella Weinberg (1992) confirms that in the period between 1540-1616, vos stopped being 

used as respect toward a superior but rather as solidarity between equals.  

Brown & Gilman (1960) affirm that in the 16th century, equals of the lower class used tú 

while equals of the upper class employed the mutual vos. Benavides (2003) asserts that vos in the 

16th century had many conflicting values. In the first third of the 16th century, addressing 

someone with vos meant one of three things: 1) an insult, 2) very intimate familiarity, or 3) a 

superior social rank from the groups that employed vos (Benavides, 2003). According to 
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Keniston (1937), the literary uses of vos in the 16th century were the following: 1) between 

equals of the upper class in formal conversations, 2) respectful vos addressing a superior, 3) 

respectful and considerate vos directed toward an inferior, and 4) “vos de enojo” addressing 

someone who one would normally call tú. As can be seen in these above descriptions, there were 

several circumstances in which vos was used and they could be rather conflicting such as 

addressing a superior but also addressing an inferior. Some researchers attribute the gradual loss 

of voseo in Spain to this confusion (Gregorio de Mac, 1967; Kany, 1969).  

Towards the end of the 17th century: vuestra merced (usted) had become the pronoun of 

respect. The “anomalous” use of vos was eliminated in places where standardization was 

stronger (Spain, Mexico, Peru) while the use of vos kept extending in other locations where 

standardization was less intense or took place later (Southern Cone and some areas of Central 

America). Other factors also affected the extension of vos in Latin America and are discussed in 

the next section.  By the 18th century, Peninsular Spanish had eliminated vos (and its verbal 

paradigm) whose uses were taken over by tú.  

2.2.3 Development of voseo in America  

Voseo arrived in all parts of Latin America. However, currently voseo does not exist 

everywhere in Latin America. According to Benavides (2003) voseo is found in Argentina, 

Central America, Chile, and some regions of Bolivia, Paraguay, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, 

Cuba, Peru, and Mexico. The distribution of voseo in these areas is unequal in that in some 

places it has an extensive use (Central America and Argentina) while in others, it is very limited 

(Mexico and Peru). According to Benavides (2003), this is due in large part to sociocultural, 

economic, political, and geographic reasons. This unequal distribution can be clearly explained 

by taking into account the virreinatos or viceroyalties. The viceroyalties were entities or districts 
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governed by a viceroy in the name of the Spanish crown. The first viceroyalties that were 

founded in Latin America were la Nueva España (1535) and el Peru (1544). La Nueva España 

included Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Dominican Republic, Central America, and parts of 

the United States (Florida, New Mexico, Texas, and southern Arizona). The viceroyalty of Peru 

included Lima, Bogota, Quito, Panama, Buenos Aires, and Chile. In 1717, the viceroyalty la 

Nueva Granada was founded, which included Colombia, Venezuela, and Ecuador. Finally, in 

1776, the Rio de la Plata viceroyalty was founded, which included Argentina, Paraguay, and 

Uruguay (Benavides, 2003).  

The viceroyalties that were founded early and became the main viceroyalty centers 

(Mexico, Peru, Caribbean) maintained much more contact with Spain and its linguistic norms. 

Thus, these areas paralleled Spain’s development of the pronominal system, changing from 

voseo to tuteo, and eventually eliminating voseo. In contrast, areas that were more isolated or that 

became a viceroyalty center much later, developed the use of voseo to a much greater extent 

(Benavides, 2003). Carricaburo (1999) confirms this observation, explaining that certain 

linguistic modifications that occurred in the Spanish of Spain, such as tuteo, did not arrive in all 

of Latin America; they only the arrived at the two axes of the metropolis of Mexico and Peru 

(and also the Caribbean) that had viceroyalty courts. The rest of Latin America kept using vos. 

According to Carricaburo (1999), the isolation of these regions that were not part of viceroyalties 

was the main reason for the survival of voseo.  

Benavides (2003) asserts that an important question may occur upon reviewing the 

founding dates of the viceroyalties: if la Nueva Granada was also founded later on (1717) like 

the Rio de la Plata viceroyalty (1776), how come these areas (Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela) 

that it included are not predominantly voseo regions? Montes Giraldo (1967) posits that this is 
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because Cartagena became an area of great commercial and cultural contact between Spain and 

Colombia. Voseo was generalized in all areas of Colombia during the first years of the colony. 

However, with this intense contact that Cartagena had with Spain, the influence of tuteo spread 

to the Atlantic coasts of Colombia and Venezuela and some areas of Ecuador. Nonetheless, there 

were some areas in Colombia, Venezuela, and Ecuador that did not feel the influence of 

Cartagena or Bogota. Thus, they continued with voseo, and these regions still use vos.  

Other than the geographic influence, another important factor that affected the 

distribution of voseo in Latin America was the social and cultural level of the conquerors and 

colonizers. The regions where voseo now predominates (Central America and Rio de la Plata), 

were originally under power of the conquering soldiers for a considerable amount of time. This 

society reached high levels of solidarity, and thus voseo was used as a form of address to express 

comradery and equality. Even though the use of vos in Spain was conflictive at this time, the 

employment of vos by the newly arrived soldiers in these areas in America did not imply any 

kind of negative connation or condescension. In contrast, it was considered a prestigious form 

used between nobles. The conquest made the conquerors feel like masters and lords and they 

adopted the hierarchies of Spain. Due to this, they addressed the indigenous people and later 

mestizos with vos (Benavides, 2003).  

2.2.4 Previous diachronic studies on Spanish 2PS  

In this section, I will discuss previous studies that have examined Spanish forms of 

address from a diachronic perspective. An early account that describes the change of Spanish 

forms of address is a chapter by Alonso (1962) titled “la muerte de usted.” He starts by 

recounting his own memories in 1920 of the “invasión femenina de nuestra Facultad” (Alonso, 

1962, p. 264). He recounts that he and his male colleagues would always use usted with their 
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female colleagues. The same was true with other male colleagues that were a little bit older than 

them (“algo más viejos”) (Alonso, 1962, p. 265). He then describes a change that started to occur 

some years before 1936. This is when advances in tuteo started to become notable, partly due to 

comradery in the army. This extension in tuteo meant that women were now addressed by tú. 

Alonso (1962, p. 266) recalls overhearing a conversation between two women just meeting each 

other: “Encantada de conocerte. Había oído hablar mucho de ti…” Alonso is astonished by the 

fact that they use “te” and “ti” when they have just met. However, he realizes that tuteo has 

invaded his own speech. He noticed this when he used tú with an acquaintance. He thus asks the 

question “is usted going to die in Spain?” This question seems comical now because the answer 

is clearly “yes.” Alonso (1962) mourns the loss of usted and the invasion and profanation of tú. 

He recalls that usted was so “suave,” sincere, and had so many nuances. He posits that tú took 

time to use with someone – it was earned – reserved for God, family, and “sabrosa y 

sedimentada intimidad” (Alonso, 1962, p. 266).   

Alonso’s (1962) study does not employ a robust dataset but rather is based on his 

personal experiences with the language. In contrast, Díaz-Collazos (2015) presents an empirical, 

quantitative study that examines the sociolinguistic development of voseo in the Colombian 

Andes from 1555-1976. Specifically, she examined literary works and documents from archives 

split into three time periods: the Golden Age (1555-1637), the latent period (1638-1827), and the 

contemporary period (1828-1976). Díaz-Collazos (2015) coded both social variables and 

linguistic variables for each token of a 2PS. In Table 2 below, the variables that she coded are 

listed including possible variants.  

Table 2. Variables coded in Díaz-Collazos (2015) 

Variable Examples of variants 

Social Variables 
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Status superior, inferior 

Sex male, female 

Social class upper class, lower class 

Domain private, public 

Race white, indigenous  

Origin rural, urban 

Linguistic Variables 

Nominal forms of address proper name, familiarity term, insulting term, 

respectful term, title (e.g., señor/señora), 

absence of nominal form 

Standard/non-standard forms associated with 

speaker/interlocutor 

standard, non-standard 

TMA Present perfect, present, imperfect, preterit, 

simple present, etc.  

Lexical type of verb copula, cognitive perception, etc.  

Polarity affirmative, negative  

Clause type main, subordinate  

 

 She provides the following examples and how they were coded. The first example is the 

following: 

(1) “- ¡Indio asqueroso! – le gritó de súbito, dándole una patada al mostrador.   

  - ¿te crees que porque me das a tu hija sos igual que yo? 

 Y rió a carcajadas agitando el cuerpo rechoncho” (suroccidente, José Tombé 1942, 25) 

In terms of social variables, Díaz-Collazos (2015) coded this example as the following: 

Superior → inferior, male → male, white → indigenous, upper class → lower class, and rural → 

rural. For origin, only the origin of the speaker was coded, and in this case, “caucano” (someone 

from Cauca). Finally, the domain is public. For the linguistic variables, the author demonstrates 

how she coded for the word “sos” in the example above: pronoun V, insulting term (“indio 

asqueroso”), standard speaker → non-standard speaker, copula for type of verb, simple present, 

affirmative polarity, and main clause. The evidence of being a non-standard speaker was taken 
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from the speech of this character from other excerpts. Díaz-Collazos (2015) describes that she 

based non-standard speech on non-standard linguistic markers that are typified in Pharies (2007, 

p. 191) as español popular.  If the author represented a character’s speech by altering standard 

writing to portray phonetic elements, that was a clue as to whether there was some non-standard 

speech. For example, Díaz-Collazos (2015) observes examples of non-standard speech from the 

same indigenous character from example (1) above. His non-standard speech can be observed in 

example (2) below: 

(2) “¿Di ahí, mocosa, no sabe que tiene que obedecer a su pagre?” (suroccidente, José 

Tombé 1942, 15) 

In example (2) above, it can be seen that the speaker uses “di ahí” instead of “de ahí” and also 

“pagre” instead of “padre.” Thus, Díaz-Collazos (2015) classified this speaker as a non-standard 

speaker.  

 Díaz-Collazos (2015) concludes by affirming that vos is a traditional pronoun of the 

Andean Colombian region. It started with the first colonizers and has been used continuously 

until the present. Díaz-Collazos (2015) posits that her study proves wrong the linguistic myth 

(that some Colombians apparently believe) that voseo was brought to Colombia by Argentinian 

soccer players.  Díaz-Collazos (2015, p. 261) presents the following quote published in 

elpais.com/co:  

Se dice por ahí que el ‘vos tenés’, el ‘vos sabés’ etc., no es más que una copia del 

hablado que los futbolistas argentinos trajeron a Colombia, y que los hinchas y los 

comentaristas deportivos lo siguieron repitiendo, solamente para congraciarse con sus 
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‘ídolos’, así como algunos los remedan hasta en el caminado (Se habla caleñol 2013 

(seen in Díaz-Collazos (2015)).  

Her results show that contrary to this myth, voseo is an autochthonous phenomenon and not a 

foreign innovation. However, it is entirely possible that in addition to voseo being brought to 

Colombia by Spanish colonizers, Argentinian soccer players could have reinforced voseo or 

spread it to new domains in parts of Colombia.4  

Díaz-Collazos (2015) then identifies four stages of development for voseo in the 

Colombian Andes after its plural use in Classical Latin. Table 3 below summarizes the stages 

and their timeline.  

Table 3. Summary of 4 stages of development of voseo described by Díaz-Collazos (2015) 

Stage 1: Vos como 

pluralis majestatis 

Stage 2: El vos 

cortesano y de 

respeto 

Stage 3: Vos de 

confianza y 

formación del voseo 

Stage 4: 

Desaparición del 

voseo 

Since 4th century From 13th century 

until middle of the 

16th century 

From 15th century 

until the middle of 

the 16th century 

Beginning of the 20th 

century 

 

Stage 1 consists of vos used as a singular in written texts in Latin. It is usually respectful and 

spoken to authorities in the context of a plea or petition. In stage 2, vos is used to address not 

only superiors but also inferiors and equals in public. This started with the upper class and 

disseminated to the other classes. In Stage 3, vos among equals starts to invade the private 

domain, demonstrating closeness or familiarity (confianza). In the middle of the 16th century, vos 

starts to only be used to express closeness or familiarity. It is important to note that stage 4 only 

occurred in some regions of Latin America. This stage consists of a reassignment of vos to the 

 
4 Thank you to Daniel Suslak for pointing this out.  
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lower class, causing vos to become stigmatized, which in turn led to its disappearance. In the 

Colombian Andes, this only happened in the eastern mountain range (e.g., Bogota).  

 Next, Díaz-Collazos (2015) discusses the relationship of the social variables with the use 

of voseo. In terms of class, vos was used by all social classes from the 18th to 20th centuries. The 

author posits that vos was conserved because the upper class used it at least in the private 

domain. Voseo maintained a covert prestige in all social classes. Regarding status, vos was 

mainly used to address an equal, showing confianza. Vos was sometimes used to address an 

inferior, what Díaz-Collazos (2015) refers to as voseo de poder. This voseo de poder is a 

metaphoric extension of voseo de confianza. Voseo de poder was stigmatized in the public 

domain, but in the private domain it was not as it was seen as paternal/maternal or affectionate. 

Voseo de confianza in public was somewhat socially risky but was not stigmatized like voseo de 

poder. Sex was not a significant correlate of voseo in the 17th century data. In the 18th century, 

vos was used more by men, but in the 19th century, women used vos more, which the author 

attributes largely to the ignorant and barbarianism stereotype of women. Finally, in the 20th 

century corpus from Valle de Cauca (1969-1976), men used vos more than women, 

demonstrating that vos had become a typical sign of masculinity. In literary portrayals by authors 

from the Cundiboyacense region of Colombia, vos was used more by rural characters, which 

makes sense seeing as it is one of the regions in which voseo was eventually reassigned to the 

lower class. Authors from all other regions, portrayed voseo as used only by characters from the 

same region as them. For example, an author from Antioquia only had his antioqueño characters 

use vos while characters from other regions did not use vos. This occurred with all authors, 

demonstrating that voseo is an identity marker for all. Lastly, race does not seem to have a direct 
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relationship to use of voseo. Although, Afro-Colombians and indigenous characters receive vos, 

Díaz-Collazos (2015) explains that this is due to their status and not their race. 

 Finally, Díaz-Collazos (2015) briefly describes the influence of the linguistic variables. 

The three variables that have a significant effect on voseo are non-standard speech, nominal 

forms, and verb type. The author observed that from the second half of the 18th century, there is a 

tendency for voseo to be associated with non-standard speech. In judicial documents, voseo 

appears frequently with insulting terms, which extends until the 20th century. By the end of the 

20th century, there is a tendency for vos not to be used as much as a social stereotype. Regarding 

nominal forms of address, from the 16th century to the 20th century, lordly terms, such as 

señor/señora or don/doña disfavored vos, which demonstrates that it is unlikely that respectful 

forms of vos were introduced to the Spanish of the Americas. In contrast, insulting terms favored 

vos. Terms of race, such as “zambo”, “indio”, and “negra”, also coexist with vos and insulting 

terms. In addition, vos coexists with terms that show closeness and familiarity, such as proper 

names and nicknames. Finally, in terms of verb type, vos was favored by physical perception 

verbs, such as “mirar” or “oír”. Díaz-Collazos (2015) states that voseo has to do with material 

reality, everyday life, and corporal actions. Vos is also favored by movement verbs, especially 

“andar.” The author concludes that voseo is related to concrete verbs, including body movement 

and domestic tasks.  

 In a more recent study, Díaz-Collazos (forthcoming) examines the sociolinguistic 

development of the familiar usage of usted in southwest Colombia. Her corpus consists of 

literary works by authors of four regions in Colombia: Eastern Andes (Bogota), Northwestern 

Andes (Medellin), Far Southwestern Andes (Cauca and Nariño), and Southwestern Andes (Cali). 

Her main finding is that honorifics favored ustedeo. Additionally, there are several instances of 
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usted used by an inferior addressing a superior or between equals, which supports the familiar 

usted or usted dual that Uber (1985) describes. Another very intriguing contribution is the 

finding that women favored ustedeo in the regions where voseo exists currently (Northwestern 

Andes and Southwestern Andes), but men favor ustedeo where voseo is not characteristic 

(Eastern Andes). This makes perfect sense with the current day literature regarding the 

effeminate tú (the perception that men using tú with each other is seen as a sign of effeminacy or 

homosexuality) (Jang, 2010; Pinkerton, 1986).  

2.3 Theoretical approaches to 2PS 

Brown & Gilman’s (1960) seminal study on the semantics of forms of address paved the 

way for theoretical approaches to 2PS. Brown & Gilman describe the two semantics related to 

forms of address: power and solidarity. These are the two axes that determine 2PS selection. 

Brown (1965) describes the asymmetrical status norm in which one person has power, and thus 

is non-reciprocal. Power can be based on a variety of characteristics including physical strength, 

wealth, age, sex, and role in church, state, army or within family (Brown & Gilman, 1960). In 

these situations, the superior says T (familiar form) and receives V (polite form) (Brown & 

Gilman, 1960). For example, in medieval Europe, nobles said T to the common people and 

received V. The master of a household said T to his slave, servant, and squire and received V. In 

families of all socioeconomic levels, parents said T and children used V to them. In the late 14th 

century in the work of Froissart, God said T to his angels, and they say V while all celestial 

beings say T to humans and receive V. In 15th century Italian literature, Christians addressed 

Turks and Jews as T and received V. In the medieval period, there were also reciprocal uses 

relating to status in that V was used reciprocally among the upper class whereas T was used 

reciprocally among the lower class. 
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  On the solidarity side, T is used to express intimacy while V demonstrates distance. In 

contrast, with the power semantics, solidarity is reciprocal. Solidarity is normally expressed due 

to like-mindedness or similar behavior dispositions such as political membership, family, 

religion, profession, sex, or birthplace (Brown & Gilman, 1960). The situation with the most 

probability of solidarity is between twin brothers. T of solidarity is normally influenced by 

frequent contact or also objective similarities. However, frequent contact does not necessarily 

lead to T of solidarity (Brown & Gilman, 1960). As solidarity declines, use of V is more likely. 

When these two dimensions of power and solidarity are combined (which in practice is 

always the case, even for a pair of twins)5, the situation becomes much more complex as there 

are two connotations per pronoun as exemplified in Table 4 below. 

Table 4. Role of reciprocity in status versus solidarity meanings in forms of address 

Form of Address Reciprocity Result 

T Reciprocal Intimacy 

Non-reciprocal Condescension 

V Reciprocal Formality/remoteness 

Non-reciprocal Deference 

 

As can be seen in Table 4 above, replying with T in a non-reciprocal way is much different from 

replying with V in a non-reciprocal way. Non-reciprocal T results in condescension whereas 

non-reciprocal V is indicative of deference. Similarly, there are great differences between 

 
5 Thank you to Daniel Suslak for emphasizing this.  
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reciprocal T and reciprocal V. Reciprocal T creates a feeling of intimacy whereas reciprocal V 

exemplifies formality or remoteness.  

During the 19th century, the power semantic was the most important. Thus, it was 

common for waiters, common soldiers, and employees to be addressed as T by their customers, 

superiors, and bosses while parents, masters, and older siblings were called V by their children, 

subordinates, and younger siblings. However, evidence from Brown & Gilman (1960) supports 

the idea that the solidarity semantic is becoming more important. For example, Brown & Gilman 

(1960) show that instead of non-reciprocal address, reciprocal address is now common. Whether 

T or V is used depends on whether speakers want to adopt a solidary or non-solidary approach. 

For example, in Figure 1, 2PS selection is restricted according to a power semantic. Thus, we see 

non-reciprocal pronoun use.  

Figure 1. 2PS selection in dyads according to power semantic (adapted from Brown & 

Gilman, 1960) 

Customer 

V      T 

Waiter 

Officer 

V      T 

Soldier 

Employer 

V      T 

Employee 

Parent 

V      T 

Son 

Master 

V      T 

Faithful Servant 

Elder Brother 

V      T 

Younger Brother 

 

In contrast to Figure 1 above, when solidarity is the more influential semantic, we observe 

reciprocal address as seen in Figure 2 below.  

Figure 2. 2PS selection in dyads according to solidarity semantic (Adapted from Brown 

& Gilman, 1960) 

Non-solidary Customer 

V 

Officer 

V 

Employer 

V 
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Waiter Soldier Employee 

Solidary Parent 

T 

Son 

Master 

T 

Faithful Servant 

Elder Brother 

T 

Younger Brother 

 

As can be seen in Figure 2 above, when the solidarity semantic has the greater influence on 2PS 

selection, 2PS become reciprocal instead of non-reciprocal. When V is used reciprocally, there is 

no solidarity, but when T is used, there is solidarity.  

 Since 1960, there have been critiques of Brown & Gilman’s (1960) theory. Mainly, the 

issue has been raised that 2PS selection relies on much more than semantics (Blas-Arroyo, 2005; 

Solé, 1978).  Blas-Arroyo (2005) posits that since the first applications of Brown & Gilman’s 

(1960) model, several researchers made it clear that their model would have to be tuned if it were 

actually going to predict 2PS selection in real life. Blas-Arroyo (2005) continues by mentioning 

the important fact that the axes of power and solidarity vary largely depending on various 

factors, including not only language, but specific speech communities, social groups, and 

individuals within these. Fasold (1990, p. 16) discusses the gradience of variation that exists: 

“…the truth is that there is considerable variation in address form usage, across social 

groups within the same country, from one individual to the next, and even in the behavior 

of the same person from one instance to another. It would be foolhardy to try and predict 

exactly what address form will be used at any given time, even if you know exactly what 

the relationship is between the speaker and the person he or she is talking to.”  

The above quote by Fasold (1990) demonstrates that using the information about power and 

solidarity in a given relationship, in reality, is difficult –if not impossible –to predict their 2PS 

selection. Blas-Arroyo (2005) stressed this too, affirming that social and communicative factors 

condition 2PS selection. Some of these factors that have regularly been shown to be significant 
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include location (urban/rural), age, type of relationship, sex (of speaker and interlocutor), in 

addition to communicative situation. In addition, the idea of power and solidarity varies greatly 

depending on the society. For example, an egalitarian society versus a hierarchized society will 

have different conceptions of what power is, and in turn solidarity. Finally, Blas-Arroyo (2005, 

p. 307) indicates that power and solidarity are not the most effective way of predicting 2PS 

production because several times it does not depend on the relationship between the speakers but 

rather communicative situations: 

“Por otro lado, las manifestaciones del poder, el distanciamiento social o la solidaridad 

no son siempre atributos vinculados directamente a los individuos en particular, sino que, 

con frecuencia, obedecen a interpretaciones contextuales acerca de las relaciones 

comunicativas, las cuales pueden cambiar de acuerdo con diversos factores 

situacionales.”  

Thus, it appears that the predictive power of 2PS is much more complex than Brown & Gilman 

(1960) made it out to be with their model of power and solidarity. Solé (1978) seems to agree 

with Blas-Arroyo (2005). She examines the topic from the perspective of the acquisition of 2PS 

by second language learners. She too critiques the use of only semantics in the explanation for 

2PS selection.6 She posits that if only semantics is used, it obscures the underlying criteria of 

selection and also the function of the sociolinguistic context. Just using the axes of power and 

solidarity results in two ends of a continuum but does not allow for the gradience in between the 

two extremes that exists in reality. For example, usted has more than just two meanings. It can 

mean formality, courtesy, deference, social or psychological distance, and respect. Tú can show 

 
6 However, it should be noted that Brown & Gilman (1960) used the terms power semantics and solidarity semantics 

in a much broader way than semanticists typically use it.  
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informality, familiarity, affection, and intimacy. Thus, power and solidarity really are not 

adequate to describe the full extent of the meanings of the 2PS. Solé (1978) emphasizes that a 

model that predicts 2PS selection needs to take into account the following in addition to the 

interpersonal relationship: 1) norms governing personal relationships within a given setting, 2) 

personal characteristics of speakers (country of origin, rural/urban upbringing, education level, 

sex, etc.), 3) speech context, and 4) the neutrality or affectivity of speech. Thus, as previously 

mentioned, the 2PS system is much more complex than a simple model with two axes of power 

and solidarity.  

2.4 Current approaches to 2PS 

Current approaches to 2PS have gone much further than Brown & Gilman’s (1960) 

model of power and solidarity. New approaches have utilized innovative tools to analyze forms 

of address. In Serrano’s (2017) study on tú and usted variation in oral speech in the Canary 

Islands, she utilizes cognitive characteristics (salience and informativeness) to show that tú and 

usted variation can be explained by conveying different meanings that are used as 

communicative tools to subjectivize or objectivize. Her approach challenges the idea that 

linguistic forms are quite often the carriers of social values that may be indexical. This is because 

when a speaker chooses a variant, they are also selecting the meaning considered to be more 

suitable in terms of the communicative goal based on the contextual situation and/or 

socioprofessional function. Serrano (2017) explains that normally tú and usted are used to index 

interlocutors. They are thought of as being opposites of polite/impolite or formal/informal with a 

base in social distance. She comments that some researchers have tried to overcome the axes of 

power and solidarity based on speakers’ relationships from Brown & Gilman’s (1960) model. 

Serrano (2017) emphasizes that address is conditioned by factors other than social ones, such as 
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linguistic functions and communicative goals. She posits that 2PS are highly dependent on 

specific contexts of interactions and can give rise to diverse or conflicting results (Blas-Arroyo, 

2005). According to Serrano (2017) and Hummel (2010) , it is more important to consider 2PS 

selection based on context of interaction or communicative situation than the interlocutor 

relationship. This is why Serrano (2017) goes beyond the typical analysis of 2PS by considering 

different indexing possibilities and also utilizing cognitive aspects: saliency and informativeness.  

According to Serrano (2017), saliency presents known information. Thus, the referent of 

an omitted subject is salient, also described as accessible or activated in the context. The 

cognitive process of attention is the “activation of structures in the mind across communicative 

acts” (Langacker, 2009, p. 112). In contrast, informativeness consists of a higher degree of 

unexpectability and cognitive processing of the subject referent. An expressed subject is an 

example of informativeness. It conveys new or contrasting information. Saliency and 

informativeness are inversely related cognitive dimensions. Figure 3 below shows the continuum 

of saliency and informativeness in subject expression and position.  

Figure 3. Gradience of saliency and informativeness of omitted, preverbal, and postverbal 

subjects (from Serrano, 2017, p. 92) 

 

As can be seen in Figure 3 above, an omitted subject is the most salient while a postverbal 

subject is the most informative. Serrano (2017) relates objectivity and subjectivity to saliency 

and informativeness. She posits that omitted subjects tend to be more objective whereas 

expressed subjects are generally more subjective. Serrano (2017) explains that usted is more 
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objective than tú due to its historical development from Vuestra Merced. Because of this, it is 

considered an indirect way to index the interlocutor. Interestingly, the syntactic behavior of 

usted, such as frequencies of omission versus expression is closer to a nominal phrase than any 

other pronoun, displaying remnants of the nominal phrase Vuestra Merced before the process of 

grammaticalization.  

Figure 4 below presents the continuum of subjectivity and objectivity for the pronouns.  

Figure 4. Continuum of subjectivity and objectivity of subject pronouns. 

 

In Figure 4 above, it can be noted that the first person is the most subjective, followed by tú, and 

finally usted before moving on to third person and the impersonal as the most objective.  

Serrano (2017) utilizes these cognitive aspects to analyze forms of address. The data she 

examined were taken from an oral corpus, Corpus Conversacional del Español de Canarias. She 

used the section from TV and radio programs that consisted of news programs, informative 

debates, talk shows, and magazines. Speakers were divided into four types of socioprofessional 

affiliations: 1) journalists, 2) politicians, 3) public figures, and 4) private individuals. She 

observed that for tú, the omitted variant was the most frequent, and pre-verbal was higher than 

post-verbal. Results showed higher occurrences of omitted subjects in news programs and 

magazines, which the author posits can be explained by the fact that these genres are 

interactional and dialogical and thus the subject is salient, so there is no need to reformulate. In 

addition, she found that although the omitted pronoun is the prevailing variant, the preverbal 

placement of this pronoun was frequent in those communicative situations that may require a 
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slight increase of subjectivity. Regarding usted, Serrano (2017) confirmed that the omitted 

variant was preferred for all genres. The omitted variant was the highest for magazines and then 

talk shows due to accessibility or salience of referents in these interactional genres. Serrano’s 

(2017) study exemplifies a way to go beyond the typical axes of power and solidarity and paves 

the way for future innovative studies.  

When reviewing recent research that has examined 2PS in Spanish, there are several 

themes that appear as a tendency across studies. The first theme is only relevant to varieties that 

consist of a tripartite system with tú, vos, and usted. In these varieties, some studies have found 

that tú acts as an intermediate step between usted and vos in terms of formality (Alonzo, 2016 ; 

Michnowicz & Place, 2010; Pinkerton, 1986). In Alonzo’s (2016) study, examining 2PS 

perception in a Nicaraguan community in Miami, she found that there was a progressive increase 

in formality: vos > tú > usted. Pinkerton (1986) observed the same phenomenon in 2PS selection 

in Guatemalan Ladino Spanish in the late 1970s and early 1980s. When examining perceptions 

of 2PS in San Salvador, Michnowicz & Place (2010) found that that tú was used in very few 

communicative situations and that it was an intermediate level of formality between usted and 

vos.  Last, although the pronominal system in Bogotá is not the typical tripartite system as vos is 

not characteristic of bogotano speech, in a way, the Bogota pronominal system is tripartite. This 

is because in Colombia, usted is used in an intimate way (with known and sometimes equal or 

inferior interlocutors, such as sons/daughter, spouses, and even pets) in addition to its normal 

formal use (Uber, 1985). Thus, in this way, bogotano Spanish does functionally have a tripartite 

pronominal system, consisting of tú, usted íntimo, and normal usted. Figure 5 (from Uber, 1985) 

depicts the continuum of solidarity described by Uber in Bogotá Spanish.  
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Figure 5. Continuum of solidarity in Bogotá Spanish (from Uber, 1985) 

 

Figure 5 above shows that tú once again acts as an intermediate step in solidarity between normal 

(usted no solidarity) usted and usted íntimo (usted solidarity). Thus, it appears that in a tripartite 

system of 2PS, it is common for tú to be an intermediate step in formality or solidarity even 

when the pronominal system is not the typical tú-vos-usted tripartite system.  

 Another common theme in the literature for tripartite systems with tú-vos-usted is the 

perceived effeminacy when two males use tú with each other. For example, in Pinkerton’s (1986) 

study of 2PS in Guatemalan Ladino Spanish, the author found that vos was used more by men 

and points out that voseo is sex preferential but not sex exclusive. Additionally, Pinkerton (1986) 

affirms that males do not use tú with each other as it is seen as a sign of effeminacy or 

homosexuality. When examining perceptions of 2PS in San Salvador, Michnowicz & Place 

(2010) affirm that men responded by a margin of 2 to 1 that it is not acceptable for men to 

tutearse. Comments that men expressed as to why it is inappropriate for men to use tú with each 

other included comments such as “no es normal,” “suena extraño,” “entre hombres se escucha 

muy raro,” and “se oye amanerado” (Michnowicz & Place, 2010, p. 14). Comments like these 

often imply homosexuality in San Salvador. Lastly, Jang (2010) in his study of 2PS in Medellin 

also reports that tuteo among men has an effeminate perception.  

 Related to the theme of effeminacy perceived when two males use tú in tripartite systems 

is that it is common that speaker gender constrains 2PS production. This means that voseo has 

been found to be produced more with men and in some cases ustedeo is utilized more by men. 

For example, as mentioned above, Pinkerton (1986) found that males used vos more than females 
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but that vos was not exclusive to females. In Chile, Bishop & Michnowicz (2010) also observed 

that voseo is a sex preferential phenomenon in that voseo is used more by men and younger 

speakers. Similarly, Bartens (2006) observed a significant difference between men and women in 

her study in Bogota. The Spanish in Bogota consists of a two-term system, in which voseo is not 

present. However, Bartens (2006) found that men used usted íntimo much more and thus 

concludes that for men, tú is not the 2PS indicative of most closeness but rather, it is usted. In 

contrast, for women, she posits that tú is the 2PS of most closeness.  

 Some studies have found that certain nominal phrases are associated with specific 2PS. 

For example, Alonzo (2016), with Nicaraguans in Miami, observed that certain words are used 

more with tú (e.g., princesa) while other words are more common with vos (e.g., chavala). As 

mentioned previously, Díaz-Collazos (forthcoming) observed that for the early 20th century, 

honorifics favored the selection of usted. Thus, as evidenced by these two works, some studies 

have examined this effect of certain nominal phrases and have found that they influence 2PS 

selection.  

 A common theme that has been noted in the literature is that speakers from rural areas 

tend to use more of the distancing politeness (usted) whereas urban areas tend to employ 

solidarity politeness (tú/vos). This is what Jang (2012a) found in his study with university 

students from the Medellin area. He compared 2PS selection of informants from rural areas to 

that of speakers in urban parts of Medellin. He found that informants from rural parts around 

Medellin used usted more than tú and vos for the majority of relationships. In a more recent 

study, Jang (2014) examined ustedeo in three areas, varying in ruralness. The most urban was 

Medellin, followed by Carmen de Viboral, which was considered semi-rural. Lastly, he 

examined 2PS in Andes, which was the most rural. He found once again that usted was used 
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more in the most rural area and was used the least in Medellin. Usted usage in the semi-rural 

region, Carmen de Viboral, was in the middle of the rural and urban areas. Jang  (2014) supports 

these findings by quoting Moreno Fernández (1992, p. 350): “en el español de hoy en día 

predomina el tratamiento solidario sobre el de distanciamiento…las zonas urbanas propician y 

acogen las innovaciones lingüísticas mientras que los rurales tienden a ser conservadoras.”  

 Another factor that has been shown to influence 2PS selection is civil conflicts or 

political beliefs. This is because more egalitarian ideologies are associated with solidary forms of 

address (tú, vos) while an authoritarian government or ideology is associated with non-solidary 

forms (usted). Thus, for example, the end of a dictatorship can influence communities to avoid 

use of usted and instead extend tuteo or voseo. In previous studies, these civil conflicts have been 

taken into account in order to explain results. For example, Michnowicz & Place’s (2010) results 

showed that the younger group favored voseo. The authors point out that this could be related to 

the Salvadoran Civil War as the youngest speakers in their study grew up during the height of the 

conflict. They posit that “it has been argued that civil conflicts of this sort, rooted in 

communist/socialist ideologies, can play a role in the changing use of pronouns of address” 

(Michnowicz & Place, 2010, p. 19). Similarly, Alonzo (2016) affirms that the greater use of 

voseo by the older generation could be related to the fact that this generation grew up during the 

Nicaraguan revolution when voseo became a strong solidarity marker.  

An overarching theme observed in recent studies is the strong association that 2PS 

selection has with identity. For example, in their study on forms of address in Chilean Spanish, 

Bishop & Michnowicz (2010) posit that even though verbal voseo in Chile appears to have 

stigma, linguistic identity may play a role in its use by certain groups. According to Wolfram & 

Schilling-Estes (1995, p. 698), nonstandard varieties can be key in the creation of a cultural 
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identity of a community. Similarly, Michnowicz, Despain, and Gorham (2016) posit that 

linguistic identity accounts for the increase in ustedeo by Costa Ricans, a finding that contradicts 

previous studies. They explain that in Costa Rica, an increase in Nicaraguan immigrants has 

occurred recently. These Nicaraguans are known for employing voseo and they also have a bad 

reputation in Costa Rica. Thus, the researchers affirm that Costa Ricans may have increased their 

use of usted to distinguish themselves from the stigmatized Nicaraguan immigrants. They are 

becoming “hyper Costa Rican.” Alonzo (2016) also found that voseo is a marker of 

sociodemographic identity for Nicaraguans living in Miami. Weyers (2013) also observed 2PS 

selection as a strong identity maker in his study on attitudes toward tuteo and voseo in 

Montevideo, Uruguay. He points out that identity is an underlying factor in that historically, 

Montevideo’s tuteo has been a social marker that distinguishes it from Buenos Aires. However, 

his results show an increase in voseo suggesting a growing closeness to Buenos Aires. In 

addition, Weyers (2018) examined the usage of tuteo and voseo in public domains of three 

entities in Medellin: the local beer company Pilsen, a hot dog company, and the Alcaldía de 

Medellín. He concluded that these three agents use voseo vocatively to connect paisas to their 

local identity. Finally, Jang (2013) examined voseo in university students in Medellin, and also 

found that voseo is a strong symbol of Paisa identity.  

2.5 2PS in the Spanish of Medellin, Cali, and Bogota 

 This section describes 2PS in all three populations examined in this dissertation. First, I 

would like to note a phenomenon that is characteristic of all three varieties. Uber (1985) 

describes bogotano Spanish as consisting of a dual usted in that usted is used both in its 

normative non-solidary contexts but also in solidary contexts. Uber (1985) posits that the usted 

of non-solidarity is employed with people that one does not know, such as a student to a teacher, 
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to a police officer, waiters, one’s boss, etc. However, she also observed that bogotanos use usted 

with intimate interlocutors, such as spouses, parents, siblings, intimate friends, and pets.  Uber 

(1985) observes that tú falls in the middle of the non-solidary usted and the solidary usted as 

depicted in Figure 5 mentioned above. The author also mentions that as relationships change, so 

can 2PS. As a relationship becomes more intimate, the 2PS could change from non-solidary 

usted to tú, eventually moving to solidary ustedeo if the relationship continues evolving (Uber, 

1985). This dual usted has also been attested in Medellin and Cali (Michnowicz & Quintana 

Sarria, 2020; Millán, 2011; Newall, 2016). Millán (2011) observed that paisas employed usted in 

intimate situations, including with family members at home. Similarly, for caleño Spanish, 

Newall (2016) found some usage of usted with known interlocutors, demonstrating the presence 

of a dual usted in Cali.  

2.5.1 2PS in the Spanish of Medellin 

 The Spanish of Medellin (and Cali) consists of tripartite system of 2PS, comprised of 

tuteo, voseo, and ustedeo. Examples of each 2PS are shown below in Table 5. 

Table 5. Forms of address in paisa (and caleño) Spanish (as seen in Newall, 2016). 

2PS Subject pronoun and 

verbal morphology 

Prepositional 

pronoun 

Object pronoun 

tuteo tú cantas para ti te veo 

voseo vos cantás para vos te veo 

ustedeo usted canta para usted lo/la veo 

 

As can be seen in Table 5 above, each 2PS has its own subject pronoun and corresponding verbal 

morphology. For voseo and ustedeo, each have the same prepositional pronoun as their 

corresponding subject pronouns. However, for tuteo, the object pronoun is distinct from its 
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subject pronoun as it changes to “ti.” Ustedeo has its own object pronouns “lo” and “la” whereas 

voseo and tuteo share the same object pronoun “te.” It should be noted that there are various 

conjugations for voseo and tuteo that are the same. This is the case for monosyllabic words, such 

as “das,” and “vas” or other verbs for which the tuteo form already has an accent on the last 

syllable like in “estás.” Table 6 below presents tenses and examples for which voseo and tuteo 

differ.  

Table 6. Voseo verb forms that differ from tuteo forms in Medellin (and Cali) Spanish (from 

Weyers 2018) 

 Present 

indicative 

Affirmative 

imperative 

Negative 

imperative 

Present 

subjunctive 

 voseo tuteo voseo tuteo voseo tuteo voseo tuteo 

Hablar hablás hablas hablá habla no 

hablés 

no 

hables 

hablés hables 

Comer comés comes comé come no 

comás 

no 

comas 

comás comas 

Escribir escrbís escribes escribí escribe no 

escribás 

no 

escribas 

escribás escribas 

Ser sos eres sé* sé* no seás no seas seás seas 

*voseo and tuteo forms are shared 

As can be seen in Table 6 above, in general tuteo and voseo verbal morphology differ in the 

present indicative (except for the cases mentioned above), imperatives, and present subjunctive. 

This means that voseo and tuteo are the same in the preterit, imperfect, future, and conditional 

tenses.  

 Previous literature on 2PS affirms that Medellin is the Colombian center of voseo and has 

observed that voseo is a strong identity marker for paisas (Jang, 2012b ; Jang, 2013, Weyers, 

2018). It is likely that this is due to historical reasons. Montes Giraldo (1967, p. 33) mentions 

that voseo did not become as generalized in every socioeconomic class in any other region as it 
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did in Antioquia. Jang (2013) points out that Montes Giraldo (1967) predicted that voseo usage 

in Medellin would decrease. However, based on Jang’s (2013) findings, the author hypothesizes 

that voseo in Medellin will not disappear, at least not anytime soon. Jang posits this due to the 

fact that paisas have such positive attitudes toward themselves and their dialect. Furthermore, 

paisas showed negative attitudes toward non-voseante speakers and their way of speaking (e.g., 

bogotanos). Jang (2013) concludes that paisas like the way they speak and use voseo as an 

identity marker to differentiate themselves from speakers of other dialects. Interestingly, Jang 

(2013) describes how some older speakers confess that they do not know how to conjugate verbs 

using tú. A relatively young participant of Jang’s (2013, p. 78) study explains, “el tú no es de 

aquí, sino que es extranjero.”   

Weyers (2016a) corroborates and extends Jang’s (2013) assertions regarding paisa 

identity. Weyers (2016a) affirms that paisa prestige has increased in the past decades after the 

death of Pablo Escobar in 1993. Weyers (2016a) describes how Time labeled Medellin “the 

World’s Most Dangerous City” in 1988. However, Pablo Escobar’s death marked a great change 

for Medellin as post-drug cartel as several agencies have invested in Medellin in terms of 

education, health, and infrastructure. Contemporary Medellin is a new city, which Weyers 

(2016a) points out was awarded a new label in 2013 by the Wallstreet Journal, “the World’s 

Most Innovative City.” The author acknowledges that understandably, this incredible change in 

Medellin has caused great pride for paisas. Indeed, Weyers (2016a) argues that this increased 

pride of being paisa results in increased prestige of the regional voseo. Weyers (2016b) 

examined Facebook posts by the Alcaldía de Medellín from January to July 2016 in order to 

analyze their usage of 2PS. The author observed a growing trend in voseo throughout the 

monthly totals at the expense of tuteo and hybrid forms. Weyers (2016b) concludes that the 
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Alcaldía de Medellín could be the required agent to start a linguistic change in favor of voseo, 

resulting in increased usage of voseo in writing. Following Weyers (2016b), Weyers (2018) 

expanded his study of the linguistic landscape of Medellin by analyzing written voseo in three 

public domains: the local Pilsen beer company, a hot dog restaurant, and the Alcaldía de 

Medellín. The author found that although voseo in written domains is nascent, each of these 

domains uses voseo in a vocative way to connect with the readers’ sense of local identity, 

encouraging them to drink the local beer, eat the local hotdogs, and participate in local 

government. Weyers (2018) argues that this increase in written voseo could be indicative of 

increase in Medellin’s prestige and could represent the beginning of a linguistic change.  

Previous studies on 2PS in Medellin have found that linguistic and extralinguistic 

variables constrain the usage of 2PS. Millán (2011, 2014) and Jang (2010, 2012a, 2014, 2015) 

employed surveys to examine 2PS usage in Medellin. Millán (2011, 2014) collected data with 

college students in Medellin using surveys and found that usted was the most common form. 

Indeed, Jang (2010) observed that usted was used much more than in other countries, such as 

Spain, and he also affirmed that voseo is very vital. Previous studies have observed that usted is 

used more with lower class speakers (Jang, 2010) and males (Millán, 2011, 2014) whereas tú is 

produced more with the upper class and females (Jang, 2010; Millán, 2011, 2014). In addition, 

ustedeo is favored by older speakers, negative feelings, public topics, and distance in age, 

feelings, familiarity with topic/interlocutor (Millán, 2011, 2014). Vos is favored by men, intimate 

or familiar situations, same age or younger interlocutors, and private issues (Millán, 2011, 2014). 

Millán (2011, 2014) observed that usage of vos increased as socioeconomic class increased 

whereas ustedeo showed the opposite pattern.  
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Jang (2012a, 2014, 2015) has examined 2PS usage based on speaker origin. Specifically, 

he compared speakers from the urban area of Medellin to more rural zones. He found that 

speakers from rural areas used usted more for the majority of relationships and used vos more 

exclusively for romantic relationships. Furthermore, usted was used more with the older speakers 

in this study (note that participants ages ranged from 16-29 years). Continuing this line of 

research Jang (2014) examined 2PS usage with speakers from the urban zone of Medellin 

compared to more rural areas, such as Carmen de Viboral (semi-rural) and Andes (rural). Results 

corroborated his previous findings, that ustedeo is used more in rural areas. In addition, in this 

study, he found that this was true regardless of age of the interlocutor. The more rural the zone, 

the more ustedeo he observed. In a later study, Jang (2015) found the opposite tendency for tuteo 

for these three zones: the more urban the area, the more tuteo. He thus concludes that tú is 

expanding from urban centers to more rural areas although tuteo is scarce compared to voseo. 

Last, Jang (2010) mentions that tuteo has a feminizing nuance among men and therefore is barely 

used as an address between males.  

2.5.2 2PS in the Spanish of Cali 

 The 2PS system in Cali is similar to that of Medellin because both are a tripartite system 

with tuteo, voseo and ustedeo. Furthermore, the voseo conjugations are the same in each variety. 

Using data from an oral discourse completion task, Newall (2016) observed that tú was the 2PS 

most used. However, using data from surveys, Michnowicz and Quintana Sarria (2020) found 

that both usted and vos were used around 40% of the time, with voseo usage slightly higher. In 

contrast, Millán (2011) found that usted was the predominant form and that vos was somewhat 

frequent as well but was only used half as much as usted. Michnowicz and Quintana Sarria 

(2020) affirm that voseo is the default intimate 2PS in Cali and that since there has been a 7% 
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increase in pronominal voseo from Millán’s (2011) findings, there seems to be an increase 

acceptance of voseo. Michnowicz and Quintana Sarria (2020) observed that pronominal voseo 

compared to verbal voseo was disfavored by the lower and middle classes but favored by the 

upper classes, indicating a covert prestige that the upper classes enjoy. The authors posit that an 

expansion of voseo could be a future change since there is a lack of stigma by the upper-class 

usage of voseo. Millán (2011), also employing surveys, similarly observed that usage of vos 

increases as social class increases whereas ustedeo decreases as social class increases. In 

Simpson’s (2002)  study, she conducted interviews in which she asked informants to share their 

opinions about 2PS usage. The researcher found that social class was the most important 

variable. All socioeconomic classes used each 2PS, but they had different attitudes toward their 

usage. The upper-middle class used vos with their close friends and family but said it is 

“incorrect” and demonstrative of lack of education. In contrast, the lower class accepted vos as 

the appropriate way to talk within their social group and added that tú sounds fake or ostentatious 

except to express romantic interest or to flirt. They assume that the upper class does not use vos.  

 In terms of gender, vos is favored by men (Millán, 2011; Newall, 2016) while tú and 

usted are used more often by women (Millán, 2011; Newall, 2016). Vos is appropriate for most 

contexts, but is used more with same age (Newall, 2016) or younger interlocutors and private 

topics (Millán, 2011). Additionally, Newall (2016) observed that vos is favored by male 

interlocutors. Tú is also used more with same age (Newall, 2016) or younger interlocutors and 

known interlocutors. Furthermore, Newall (2016) points out that tuteo is favored by female 

interlocutors. Similar to findings in Medellin, Simpson (2002) posits that men do not use tuteo 

with each other as it is too intimate. When Simpson asked her informants in what contexts each 

2PS is used, everyone agreed on ustedeo and tuteo. However, voseo was hard for informants to 
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define. Caleños affirmed that usted is used with people who are older where respect is needed 

(i.e., in formal situations) whereas tú is used in familiar or romantic situations. Finally, it is 

worth mentioning that Newall (2016) found that type of speech act constrained 2PS usage in 

Cali. Specifically, indirect command and statements favored tuteo while commands, questions, 

and statements favored voseo. Last, commands and indirect commands favored ustedeo. 

Furthermore, ustedeo was found to have the highest rate of explicit pronoun expression while 

voseo had almost as high of rates as usted, despite not having unambiguous verbal morphology.  

2.5.3 2PS in the Spanish of Bogota 

 In contrast to the Spanish of Medellin and Cali, voseo is not characteristic of bogotano 

Spanish. However, de Caro (2011) affirms that voseo is present in the Spanish of Bogota to some 

extent. In addition, some speakers use su merced or sumercé, which Uber (2011) posits is a form 

of extreme intimacy. However, Uber’s (2011) consultants said that su merced was dying out in 

the 1970s. Bartens (2006) conducted a sociolinguistic study on the 2PS usage in Bogota. She 

found several differences between males and females. First, she observed that solidary usted is 

used much more by men, positing that for men, tuteo is not the 2PS of most closeness. However, 

the researcher affirms that for women, tuteo is the 2PS of most closeness. For women, ustedeo is 

reserved for instances when there is distance with the interlocutor. Bartens (2006) found that 

men use usted with other men of the same age and socioeconomic class but use tú with females 

of the same characteristics. The author posits that these gendered nuances result in non-

reciprocal address in which men use tú because it is not the 2PS of most familiarity, but women 

cannot use tú because for them it is the 2PS of most closeness.  

 Bayona (2006) used a street survey methodology similar to Labov (1966) that consisted 

of four different interviewers asking various people the following: “¿Perdón, cómo llego a 
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Unicentro?” in addition to a survey that asked participants what 2PS they would use with various 

people. Results showed that overall, participants had a tendency to address all strangers with 

usted. However, when addressing a young male (under 25 years old), tú and usted were used 

evenly, which the author posits is indicative of a moment of sociolinguistic ambivalence 

regarding the 2PS system. The researcher observed a generational shift when addressing younger 

coworkers in that older speakers used usted while younger speakers used tú. Finally, it is worth 

noting that there was one case of su merced, demonstrating its scarce survival. De Caro (2011) 

investigated 2PS in Bogota using interactions from Colombian films and radio in Bogota. She 

found that tú was used the most (42%) followed by usted (34%). Vos was observed 13% of the 

time and sumercé 1.4%. Finally, Uber (1985, 2011) posits that tú is expanding on both sides of 

the continuum (with non-solidary usted and solidary usted on each side). She explains that it 

could be the consequence of a more egalitarian society, for which the result is that younger 

speakers are not sure which 2PS to use with whom and thus, they use tú with almost everyone. 

Uber (2011) examined 2PS usage in various workplaces by recording spontaneous interactions 

that took place in the 1970s. She observed great variability in 2PS usage. In some businesses, 

there was a preference for usted while in others, there was a preference for tú. The author affirms 

that the power semantic is still present as evidenced by the asymmetrical tú/usted address 

between supervisors and employees. In terms of family usage, Uber (2011) found that usted is 

most common with family members and close friends while tú or usted is used by good friends 

including an alternance between the two. Last, younger or more “outgoing” speakers use tú, but 

usted is still seen as the default 2PS.  

2.6 Polymorphism  
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 In general, polymorphism is the act of using two or more forms in the same discourse 

turn. An example of polymorphism is subject expression, more specifically, the use of explicit 

subject pronouns and null subjects. They are two different ways of expressing the same category 

and can be used in the same context. The topic of this dissertation is a specific case of 

polymorphism: polymorphism in 2PS contexts in the Spanish of Medellin Colombia. 

Specifically, polymorphism is the use of more than one 2PS with the same person during the 

same interaction (Newall, 2016). The examination of this specific case of polymorphism can 

shed light on questions about why and where polymorphism happens in language. Why has 

polymorphism of 2PS stuck around in Medellin? With this in mind, this section of the literature 

summarizes polymorphism of 2PS in Spanish in general and specifically in Medellin followed by 

connections to polymorphism of 2PS in other Romance languages, including Portuguese, Italian, 

and French.  

2.6.1 Polymorphism of 2PS 

 2.6.1.1 Polymorphism of Spanish 2PS 

Second or foreign language learners of Spanish are normally taught that 2PS are fixed for 

each relationship based on semantics—tú is informal and usted is formal. However, in reality, 

this is not the case, as many studies have observed the phenomenon of polymorphism. One of the 

earliest mentions of polymorphism that I have encountered is from Brown & Gilman’s (1960) 

seminal study. Although they do not use the term “polymorphism,” that is what they are 

describing: “…the ways in which a man may vary his pronoun style from time to time so as to 

express transient moods and attitudes” (Brown & Gilman, 1960, p. 253). Further on, Brown & 

Gilman (1960, p. 277) explain polymorphism in more detail: 
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“The general meaning of an unexpected pronoun choice is simply that the speaker, for the 

moment, views his relationship as one that calls for the pronoun used. This kind of 

variation in language behavior expresses a contemporaneous feeling or attitude. These 

variations are not consistent personal styles but departures from one’s own custom and 

customs of a group in response to a mood.”  

In the 20th century, polymorphism has begun to be mentioned even in grammars. For example, 

Butt and Benjamin (2000, p.131) posits that “…one also finds varieties (e.g., Antioquia, 

Colombia) where all three pronouns, usted, tú and vos may be found addressed to the same 

person, depending on the degree of intimacy reached at any moment.”  

Bentivoglio (2003) observed polymorphism of 2PS very early on in the 1500s. Her study 

examined polymorphism in a corpus of letters written between 1556 and 1599, all written 

between siblings or spouses. The letters were sent from several places in the New World, 

including from Mexico to South America, to various destinations in Andalusia. Bentivoglio 

(2003) was not interested in the semantics of power and solidarity as previous studies had been 

focused but rather, cases of polymorphism and psychopragmatic reasons for switching. Out of a 

total of 52 letters, the researcher found that vos without switches was used in a total of 23. In 

thirteen letters, she observed thirteen cases of vuestra merced also without switches. Finally, in 

sixteen letters there were cases of polymorphism between the two forms. The researcher 

observed that the changes from vos to vuestra merced implied a change in tone to be more 

distant, in order to make requests in a more formal way. Changes from vuestra merced to vos 

were interpreted as changing from a formal tone to a more intimate or affectionate tone. 

However, a change from vuestra merced to vos could also be interpreted as showing anger 

toward the interlocutor.  
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Several studies on present-day Spanish have also cited examples of polymorphism. 

Pinkerton (1986) states that it is common to hear ladina mothers of Guatemalan Ladino Spanish 

using all three pronouns (tú, vos, usted) with their children in a period of only a few minutes. The 

researcher states, “it is not the pronoun chosen that carries the total meaning, but rather it is the 

shift that demonstrates the meaning desired” (Pinkerton, 1986, p. 695). Bartens (2006, p. 11) 

posits that switching between 2PS is common in the Spanish of Bogotá: “En el español 

bogotano, son muy frecuentes los cambios en el tratamiento según factores afectivos 

situacionales.” In her study, she examined 2PS using a sociolinguistic survey with 25 students in 

Bogota. However, speakers had been born in a variety of cities including Barranquilla, Monteria, 

Cali, Bucaramanga, Cúcuta, Cartagena, and Neiva, and had lived in Bogota for varying amounts 

of time (some for only four or five months). One of the questions on the survey explicitly asked 

participants to describe a situation in which they change their 2PS from the one that they 

normally use with that person. One of the examples a participant of hers gave for when she 

changes 2PS was “cuando me entero de algo malo que una persona ha dicho o hecho” (Bartens, 

2006, p. 11). In another study about 2PS in Bogotá, de Caro (2011) also observed cases of 

polymorphism that represented 9.6% of her data based on interactions from Colombian films and 

exchanges from the radio in Bogota. She posits that changes in 2PS depend on the situational 

context and the communicative intention of the speaker. For example, in one radio interaction, de 

Caro (2011, p. 23) observed that the interviewer switched from usted to tú in order to mitigate 

the illocutive force of the request he asks “Quédate ahí, por favor.”   

Murillo Fernández (2003) examined 2PS in the speech of Popayán, Colombia. Using 

surveys and recordings of spontaneous speech, she found that 80.8% of the informants confirmed 

that they use all three 2PS (tú, vos, usted) with the same person in what she deems the same 
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speech act. She also observed that polymorphism is not conditioned by sociocultural variables 

but rather register or communicative factors as polymorphism was found with speakers from all 

social strata. Her data show that speech act may affect 2PS selection.  

In Newall’s (2016) study on 2PS in present-day Spanish of Cali, Colombia, he also 

observed cases of polymorphism that represented 4.8% of his data. Similar to Bentivoglio’s 

(2003) explanation of polymorphism from letters in the 16th century and Fernández Murillo 

(2003), Newall (2016) explains this phenomenon by speech acts. See below for examples of 

polymorphism from Newall’s (2016) data.  

(3)  Lo único que le digo es que me dirá con tiempo porque vos sabés que yo no me 

mando en la oficina. 

‘The only thing I’ll say is that you (U) tell me in advance because you (V) know I’m not 

my own boss in my office.’ 

(4) Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué color la querés pintar? 

‘Yes, Mom, I’ll do it, don’t worry (T). What color do you want (V) to paint it?’ 

In example (3) above, the speaker uses usted in the indirect command (“me dirá”), but 

then switches to vos when making a statement (“vos sabés”). When looking at example (4), the 

speaker uses tú in the direct command (“no te preocupes”), but then switches to vos to ask a 

question. Thus, Newall (2016) concludes that the reason for these changes is that they are 

different speech acts, and as he found in his data, different speech acts are associated with 

different 2PS. Specific speech acts and associated 2PS from Newall (2016) are summarized in 

Table 7 below.  
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Table 7. Speech acts and associated 2PS from Newall (2016) 

 Tuteo Voseo Ustedeo 

Speech act indirect commands, 

statements 

commands, questions, 

statements 

commands, indirect 

commands 

 

As can be seen in Table 7 above, questions are a niche that are only associated with voseo. 

Statements are characteristic of tuteo and voseo while indirect commands favor tuteo and 

ustedeo. Finally, commands are more likely to be produced with vos or usted.  

 Simpson (2002) also examined 2PS in the Spanish of Cali but by conducting 45 

ethnographic interviews in which she asked open-ended questions that stimulated discussion of 

2PS. She noted that participants mentioned a change in 2PS when a speaker is angry. Some 

participants affirmed that they switch to usted when they are angry to put up a barrier and create 

distance, while others mentioned they switch to vos in these situations. One informant mentioned 

the following: “Usted puede ser despectivo y el vos también es despectivo. Se convierte en 

despectivo cuando estamos colocando la significación de estar enjoado” (Simpson, 2002, p. 30).  

 Millán (2011) examined 2PS usage in Cali and Medellin using surveys that asked 

participants which 2PS they would use in given situations with specific interlocutors. They had 

the option to mark more than one 2PS. For results with caleños, polymorphism was the least 

frequent of all 2PS options (reported to be used 5.4% of the time), but it was the most frequent at 

home compared to in public or at the university. Between the university and in public, 

polymorphism was reported more in the university than in public. The author affirms that this 

could be due to the fact that the university setting is more of a mixed kind of setting that involves 

interactions with a variety of social factors that could contribute to the usage of more than one 

2PS. Furthermore, polymorphism was conditioned by closeness with the interlocutor. The closer 
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the relationship, the higher the reported usage of polymorphism. Similarly, the more private the 

topic of conversation, the more reported polymorphism. The researcher noted that polymorphism 

was more frequent with the lower classes; they reported giving and receiving polymorphism about 

five times more than participants from the highest socioeconomic group. However, it is important 

to note that the data elicitation method could have an effect on this great difference between 

socioeconomic groups since on surveys, informants may put what they think they say or what they 

think they should say rather than what they actually say (Michnowicz & Quintana Sarria, 2020. 

Thus, these results could be showing a stigma that the upper classes have regarding polymorphism. 

In interactions with relatives, friends, and classmates, polymorphism was reported more with 

speakers of the lower class. As socioeconomic class increases, usage of polymorphism with these 

interlocutors decreases. However, with professors or strangers, the middle class tended to report 

more polymorphism than the lower class, especially with professors. Last, results showed the 

women reported more usage of polymorphism compared to men. Additionally, there was higher 

usage of polymorphism when the speaker and interlocutor were not of the same sex.  

 Bishop & Michnowicz (2010) also note examples of polymorphism in their Chilean data. 

See example of an interaction between a client and an employee below (from Bishop & 

Michnowicz (2010)).  

(5) Client: Lo que pasa es que no sé si necesito el timbre del ministerio de Educación. 

 Employee: Bueno, me llamas y lo puedo agregar si lo necesitas.  

 Client: Y cuando esté listo, ¿lo paso a buscar o…? 

 Employee: Sí, vienes acá.  
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Client: ¿Y para cuándo será? Lo que pasa es que me voy el 5… ¿se podría hacer más 

rápido? 

Employee: A ver…¿para cuándo lo necesitái? 

The employee uses tuteo throughout but then switches to verbal voseo when the client requested 

a favor. The researchers suggest that this could be due to the fact that the employee was 

responding to the client’s plea with a sense of solidarity. It is interesting to observe that this 

utterance of verbal voseo is also a question, corroborating Newall’s (2016) results that voseo is 

favored by questions.  

 In a more recent study on Chilean Spanish, Fernández-Mallat (2020) examined shifts in 

2PS in everyday familiar contexts and institutional contexts. His data come from three types of 

interactions. For the everyday, familiar speech, conversational data is presented from a 

grandmother who is at her son’s home watching her two grandchildren. The institutional data 

come from a call to the Chilean police (between a teenager and a policewoman) and an interview 

from a television show (between a 45-year-old female interviewer and a 31-year-old 

congresswoman). He found that it was common for shifts in 2PS to occur, and importantly, he 

observed that speakers shift 2PS in order to accomplish specific communicative goals. For 

example, the grandmother used all there 2PS (vos, tú, and usted) during the course of one 

interaction. The author posits that she switched 2PS to achieve specific communicative goals and 

change her identity that aided in realizing these specific communicative goals. For example, 

Fernández-Mallat (2020) affirms that the grandmother switched from tú to usted to invoke her 

authoritative identity. In another interaction, the grandmother shifts from vos to tú in order to 

express her “loving grandmother” identity, according to the researcher (Fernández-Mallat, 2020, 

p. 99). The researcher affirms that it is important to note that the same 2PS can be used to 
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achieve various communicative goals or invoke several distinct identities. For example, usted 

can be used to be a loving grandmother or to portray authority. Additionally, the various 2PS can 

be utilized to achieve the same goal; both tú and usted can be used to show discipline or anger. In 

the institutional interactions, both started with the use of usted and then switched to tú. In the 

second institutional interaction, there was only one switch, but in the first one, the policewoman 

switched back and forth from usted to tú multiple times. Some important differences were 

observed between the familiar setting and the institutional settings. First, there was a wider 

repertoire of 2PS used in familiar settings. The grandmother used all three 2PS with her 

grandchildren, whereas in the institutional settings, only tú and usted were used with no vos 

usage. Additionally, in the institutional setting, there was no variation in the starting 2PS as usted 

was always used first. Overall, Fernández-Mallat’s (2020) findings challenge some previous 

beliefs that only one 2PS can be used with a given interlocutor in a certain situation and that 

polymorphism occurs without justification or motivation.  

 2.6.1.2 Polymorphism of 2PS in Medellin  

 This section details previous studies that have examined polymorphism, specifically in 

Medellin. Weyers (2018, p. 479) affirms that “form-mixing,” what he calls polymorphism, is 

“emblematic of paisa speech.” The author further posits that given the range of 2PS forms in 

paisa Spanish (tú, vos, non-solidary usted, solidary usted) polymorphism is common. Weyers 

(2018) adds that polymorphism of 2PS is not haphazard but rather systematic.  

  Jang (2012c) carried out a study that specifically examined momentary pronominal 

changes in 806 university students in Medellin. Using a survey, he asked participants if they 

changed from tú or vos to usted with solidary relationships (e.g., friends or relatives) in the 

following situations/emotions: anger, seriousness, joking, and requesting. He observed that a 
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change to usted was most frequent in the following situations: anger (91.9%), seriousness 

(82.61%), joking (60.26%), and requests (46.73%). Jang (2012c) affirms that these speakers 

change 2PS with the objective of changing the nature of the interaction. The researcher affirms 

that these changes in 2PS from tú/vos to usted is negative or distancing politeness (Brown & 

Levinson, 1987). Additionally, Jang (2012c) observed that these 2PS changes were reported 

more with lower class speakers.  

Millán (2011, 2014) also examined 2PS in Medellin using a written questionnaire. She 

supplies an excellent example of polymorphism, what she calls mixed-use (Millán, 2014, p. 93): 

(6) Mother: ¿Cómo estás? 

 Daughter: Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿estás bien? 

Example (6) above is an excellent example of polymorphism because it shows how close 

together in the discourse each 2PS can be and how natural this phenomenon is in paisa Spanish 

as it is used in such an everyday phrase. Millán (2011, 2014) observed that polymorphism was 

reported 4.4% of the time (the least frequent of all the 2PS options). Reported polymorphism 

usage by females was four times that of males, and additionally, polymorphism was most 

common in the classroom setting during interactions with classmates (Millán, 2011, 2014). 

Females used reported using polymorphism the most with family (7.2%) and classmates (6.9%) 

followed by friends (5.5%) whereas men reported polymorphism the most with classmates 

(5.9%) and professors (4.4%). Polymorphism was reported to be used 5.3% of the time in the 

university setting vs. 4.8% at home and 3.6% in public (Millán, 2011). However, it should be 

noted that the differences for rates of polymorphism based on setting are not large. Additionally, 

if the setting of the interactions is broken down by speaker sex, there were differences. Men 
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reported employing polymorphism the most often at the university (4.5%) followed by in public 

(2.8%) and last, at home (1.8%). In contrast, for women, they used polymorphism the most at 

home (7.4%) followed by the university (6%) and in public the least (4.3%). It should be noted 

that while females reported using polymorphism more than men, men reported receiving 

polymorphism more than women (4% and 3.5% respectively). Finally, polymorphism was 

reported almost 5% of the time with younger or same generation interlocutors compared to 3.9% 

of the time with older interlocutors. It is important to note the observed tendencies, but this 

difference between 3.9% and 4.6% (younger) and 4.9% (same generation) is not a large 

difference. Polymorphism was the most frequent when the topic of conversation was a private 

issue compared to a non-private issue. Finally, in terms of social class, the upper and middle 

classes tended to use more polymorphism (about 5%) while the lower class reported using 

polymorphism 3.3% of the time. However, these rates depend on the interlocutors. For example, 

when speaking with professors or strangers, the upper class had the highest rates of 

polymorphism. But with family members, as class decreased, rates of polymorphism increased. 

Last, with friends and classmates, the middle class showed the highest rates of polymorphism.  

 Weyers (2018) examined 2PS in three written domains (advertising and other 

communication) of paisa Spanish: a local Pilsen beer company, a hot dog restaurant, and the 

Alcaldía de Medellín. He observed various cases of polymorphism of 2PS in written 

communication. For example, on the Pilsen website, he observed the following: “¡Mira [tú] aquí 

los videos más parchados y compartilos [vos] con tus parceros!” (Weyers, 2018, p. 482). In this 

example, we can observe two imperatives, first with tuteo and then using voseo. Additionally, 

Weyers (2018, p. 484) observed several instances of polymorphism with tuteo and voseo in the 

hot dog company’s Facebook posts. Some of these examples are presented below.  
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(7) En pocos días estaremos más cerca de vos. Espéranos [tú] en el CC Bosque Plaza.  

(8) Recarga [tú] baterías porque la feria apenas comienza!! Inicia [tú] la semana 

disfrutando de nuestro Big Rapidogs… Sabor gigante para vos!! 

(9) Este finde te esperamos en nuestros puntos de venta para que celebres [tú] con 

aquellos que siempre están con vos  

A clear tendency can be noted from these examples from written discourse; vos is always used as 

a prepositional object while tú tends to be used as an imperative or indirect command 

(subjunctive). Weyers (2018, p. 487) concludes that the polymorphism in written discourse in 

Medellin is systematic as it seems unlikely that the “inconsistency of forms in the same message 

may be explained by orthographic errors, poor editing, or more than one writer contributing 

elements of a message.” Since this polymorphism occurs so frequently and shows consistent 

patterns, the researcher affirms that they are not random or by mistake.  

 In an earlier study, Weyers (2016b) examined 2PS in written discourse in the Alcaldía de 

Medellín’s Facebook posts. The researcher observed cases of polymorphism with tuteo and 

voseo. These posts accounted for up to 48.4% of all 2PS in the Alcaldía’s post in one month but 

as little as 6.0% in another month. Weyers (2016b) presents various examples of tuteo and voseo 

forms mixed together in posts, particularly with vos used in the hashtag as a prepositional object. 

See examples below from Weyers (2016b, p. 76).  

(10) El museo Casa de la Memoria se une a la convocatoria de estímulos para el Arte y 

la Cultura. #ContamosConVos para que te sumes [tú] a esta iniciativa.  
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(11) Publica [tú] una foto o video como homenaje a tu maestro en tus redes sociales, 

cuéntanos [tú] quién es y por qué te cambió la vida utilizando la etiqueta 

#PorVosMaestro  

In addition, Weyers (2016b, p. 77) provides another example of polymorphism that the Alcaldía 

used repeatedly in invitations to a public forum (see (13) below).  

(12) Puedes [tú] ingresar a www.medellin.org y contarnos cómo te soñás [vos] a tu 

ciudad.  

One last example of polymorphism that Weyers (2016b) points out is presented below.  

(13) Acordate [vos] que en este día de la Madre ella espera que vos llegués [vos] bien a 

casa para celebrar contigo [tú]. Portate [vos] bien #ElFútbolCuentaConmigo  

Note that in (13), all verb forms are voseo. However, there is a prepositional form of tuteo 

“contigo,” which would be “con vos” if it were to implement voseo.  

 2.6.1.3. Polymorphism of 2PS in other Romance languages  

This section will discuss observations of polymorphism in French, Italian, and 

Portuguese. First, a summary of 2PS for Spanish, French, Italian, and Portuguese is presented 

and their similarities and differences in terms of their evolution are described. Table 8 

summarizes the current forms of address in Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, and French.  

Table 8. Summary of current forms of address in main Romance languages 

 Spanish Italian Portuguese French 

 Singular Plural Singular Plural  Singular  Plural Singular Plural  

Informal tú/vos vosotros tu voi tu/você  vocês tu vous 

Formal usted ustedes Lei 

(voi)* 

Loro o senhor/a 

senhora 

vós  vous vous 

*this usage of voi is regional  
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As can be seen in Table 8 above, French appears to be the simplest system of pronominal address 

as it only consists of two terms: tu and vous. Tu is used for the informal singular whereas vous is 

used for everything else. It is interesting to note that Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese all have 

third person singular verbal morphology for the formal second person singular form of address. 

This goes back to the influence of honorifics. Italian and Portuguese were in contact with 

Spanish and thus influenced by it. Italian is the only language that went to the extent of actually 

adopting a third person pronoun to be used for second person singular. In all four languages 

above, tu/tú is retained as the informal second person singular from its original form in Latin. 

Spanish and Portuguese had similar evolution with usted and você as they are both phonological 

reductions of an honorific consisting of an abstract noun “vuestra merced” and “vossa mercê.” 

However, in Spanish, usted evolved to be the formal second person singular while você evolved 

to be the informal second person singular. We see remnants of the plural Latin vos as plurals in 

all languages except Spanish as in voi, vós and vous, although vós in Portuguese is rarely used in 

spoken language. Spanish seems to be the only language that lost its vos plurality, although 

vosotros does exist, but “otros” had to be added to that to designate plurality (Pharies, 2010).  

2.6.3.1.1 Polymorphism of 2PS in Portuguese  

 In Brazilian Portuguese, você is the most commonly used 2PS. However, Ilari  et al. 

(1996) emphasize that tu is indeed present in Brazilian Portuguese discourse, especially in the 

south and some regions in northern Brazil. Furthermore, polymorphism with tu and você is 

common (Thomé Williams, 2004). In a section titled “Misused agreement,” Thomé Williams 

(2004, p. 89) describes cases of polymorphism of 2PS in Brazil: “At a great discomfort to 

Portuguese listeners, the Brazilians often mix these forms in colloquial speech and use the 
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pronoun of the second person (tu) when they should be using the third person form (você).” She 

then describes the below example.  

(14) Você quer que eu te telefone?  

In (14) above, the pronoun te corresponds with tu, not você. Prescriptively, this sentence would 

be written either as in (16) or (17) below.  

(15) Você quer que eu lhe telefone? 

(16) Tu queres que eu te telefone?  

In (15) above, lhe is used, which is the pronoun that corresponds to você, whereas in (16), tu and 

te are employed. Thomé Williams (2004 p. 90) further comments, “Russo (2001) analyzed 

several texts used in advertising and concluded that this mixture of forms of address may harm 

verbal agreement, but it favors getting the message across to others.” For example, in (18), found 

in an advertisement for the prevention of AIDS, there is mixing of 2PS.  

(17) Se você não se cuidar, a AIDS vai te pegar.  

In (17) above, the use of te corresponds to tu, not você. Thomé Williams (2004) asserts that in 

Portugal such a sentence would never be used in the media as it is considered a serious 

grammatical error. However, “in Brazil, on the other hand, it fits well with popular taste and 

produces a greater effect than if it were done in accordance with the normal rules of grammar” 

(Thomé Williams, 2004, p. 89). It should be noted that this type of change in 2PS is not the same 

detailed above for Spanish as it includes the verbal morphology not corresponding with the 

indirect object pronoun. In contrast, the polymorphism mentioned above for Spanish consisted of 

distinct 2PS based on the subject of the verb. Also, it should be noted that this type of 
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polymorphism is with tu and você, the two informal 2PS in Portuguese. However, polymorphism 

does not occur with tu/você and the formal 2PS, o senhor/a senhora (G. Di Maggio, personal 

communication, November 6, 2020).  

2.6.3.1.2 Polymorphism of 2PS in Italian  

Molinelli (2018) describes a case of polymorphism in plays from the 18th century. She affirms 

that in the 18th century, the Italian 2PS system was tripartite with tu, voi, and Ella/Lei. Molinelli 

(2018) posits that one could switch to tu in order to express strong emotions, such as anger or 

affection in close relationships. She presents an example of a middle-class merchant, Pantalone, 

who asks his daughter, Doralice, to get along with her mother-in-law. He begins the conversation 

with voi but then switches to tu to show affection (Molinelli, 2018). This excerpt from the play 

can be seen in (18) below (from Molinelli, 2018, p. 68). 

(18) DORALICE Signor padre, vi ringrazio dell’amorosa correziones che mì fate. ‘Sir 

father, I thank you for the kind of correction that you are offering me’ 

PANTALONE Vostra madonna sarà in tutte le furie, e con razón. […] Via, cara fia, 

dàme un poco de consolazion. No gh’ho altri a sto mondo che ti. Dopo la mia morte, ti 

sarà parona de tutto. ‘Your mother-in-law will have flown off the handle and she if right. 

[…] Come on, dear daughter, give me some consolation. I do not have anybody else in 

the world, excepting only thee. After my death thou wilt own everything’. (Goldoni, 

fam., I, 20)  

 Bresin et al. (2019) examined transitions from V to T between customers and waiters in 

restaurants in Italy. As mentioned above, tu is the 2PS associated with informality and intimate 

relationships, while Lei and voi are indicative of formality, distance, or respect. It should be 
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noted that Lei is the default V form while voi is only used in some areas of Italy and is thought of 

as regional, bureaucratic, or old-fashioned (Bresin et al., 2019). In this study, the authors 

examine transitions from either V form (Lei, voi) to T (tu). The researchers assert the following 

regarding transitions from V to T: “…moving from V to T address in Italian can accompany 

important changes in the dynamics between interlocutors, whereby the relationship usually 

becomes closer and more informal” (Bresin et al., 2019, p. 222). The authors posit that usually 

transitions are unidirectional and entail switching from mutual V or asymmetrical V/T to T, 

unless there is some disagreement that occurs in the relationship in which case the transition can 

go from T to V. Participants consisted of 519 restaurant customers from five regions of Italy, 

who completed an online survey. Results showed that 46% of participants reported that a 

transition from V to T rarely occurs while 42% reported that a transition often occurs. The 

researchers thus conclude that transitions are common and thus, mutual V may not necessarily be 

the default in Italy. They also observed that lower status restaurants and restaurants located in 

smaller towns favored transitions. Furthermore, older speakers reported less switching. Bresin et 

al. (2019) also observed frequent “multidirectional alternation between V and T pronouns” (what 

seems to be more like the polymorphism examined in this dissertation). They assert that this 

polymorphism should be investigated in future research.  

2.6.3.1.3 Polymorphism of 2PS in French  

French developed its polite pronoun vous from the Latin vos. Vous spread from being 

used to address emperors to other people in power. This happened first with Latin-French 

bilinguals and then was extended more to monolingual French nobility. In the 12th century, there 

was variation between tu and vous in that most people did not know that there was a difference in 

formality. Many people complained about the inconsistencies (i.e., polymorphism) between 
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forms of address. This consisted of people using tu and vous in the same utterance to address the 

same speaker as can be seen in example (19) below (Gardner-Chloros, 2004, p. 3): 

(19) Ce fi ge pour toi esmaier, 

 Ensi vos voloie essoier.  

As can be seen above, toi, the indirect object corresponding to tu, is used first followed by vos. 

On a different note about polymorphism, speakers intentionally altered their form of address to 

express emotions, such as anger and love, etc. This is exemplified in (20) below, which is 

originally from le Cid (Cornielle, 1637) (Gardner-Chloros, 2004, p. 3): 

(20) Assurez-vous lhonneur de m’empecher de vivre.  

 N’épargnez point mon sang. 

 Hélas! 

 Ecoute-moi. Je me meurs. Un momento.  

 Va, laisse-moi morir. Ma Chimène... 

This excerpt, a formal situation, starts with the use of vous, but the speaker changes to tu (va and 

laisse are imperative forms of tu) to insult the interlocutor. Gardner-Chloros (2004, p. 3) asserts 

that this intentional switch from vous to tu is “unlike modern times – or at least from the idea that 

we may have…” Dewaele’s (2004) data also seem to show that polymorphism of 2PS does not 

occur frequently in modern French. The researcher observed instances of polymorphism with 

second language learners of French but none of the native French speakers alternated between 

vous and tu within the same utterance. Burger also affirms that it does not sound right to use both 

tu and vous addressing the same person in the same interaction, unless it is by mistake (personal 

communication, November 7, 2020). Burger points out that sometimes the parents of her friends 

may insist on her calling them tu (although it does not sound natural to her), so she uses vous 
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first and then may switch when she realizes that she can use tu. However, this is the only real 

instance of switching 2PS, and Burger affirms that in her experience, polymorphism of 2PS does 

not occur “voluntarily.” These instances of French polymorphism of 2PS seem to differ greatly 

from observations of polymorphism in Spanish, which has been found to depend on speech act or 

communicative goal.  

2.7 Language attitudes  

This dissertation adds to previous literature by comparing implicit and explicit language 

attitudes of three populations (paisas, caleños, bogotanos) toward polymorphism of 2PS. 

Labov’s (1963) pioneer variationist sociolinguistic study on the social motivation of the sound 

change of centralization of /ai/ and /aw/ in the English of Martha’s Vineyard is one of the first 

studies to emphasize the important role of language attitudes. The researcher collected data by 

conducting sociolinguistic interviews with speakers including a lexical questionnaire, questions 

about value judgments, and a reading. His participants consisted of 69 speakers from Martha’s 

Vineyard who were stratified by age, sex, occupation groups, ethnicity, and location of 

inhabitance (up- and down-islanders). In addition to linguistic variables that favored 

centralization of the two diphthongs, he noted important social variables. First, he found that 

younger speakers (31-60 years) tended to centralize more than older speakers (61-75 years). 

Labov (1963) also observed that fisherman and speakers from up-island (the more rural area) 

favored centralization. Martha’s Vineyard is a highly touristic place and outsiders from mainland 

New England travel to the island for the summer, which causes an imbalance in the summer 

trade. Fisherman and up-islanders (who centralize the most) are the ones who have the most 

resistance to these outsiders. Thus, Labov (1963) observed that these speakers seemed to 

centralize more in order to distinguish themselves from outsiders and to identify themselves as 
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Vineyarders. Labov (1963) also examined each participant’s interview to classify their 

orientation or attitude toward Martha’s Vineyard as one of the following: positive, neutral, or 

negative. Results for attitude toward the island further evidenced the claim that speakers 

centralized to distinguish themselves from outsiders since speakers with a positive orientation 

toward the island had the highest rates of centralization while speakers with negative orientations 

had very low rates of centralization.  

Language attitudes can either be implicit or explicit. Fasold (1984) refers to this as direct 

(i.e., explicit) and indirect methods (i.e., implicit) for examining language attitudes. He explains 

that direct methods consist of requiring participants to respond to a questionnaire (e.g., 

Michnowicz & Place, 2010) or interview questions that ask participants their opinions (e.g., 

Simpson, 2002). A disadvantage of collecting explicit language attitude data is that in surveys 

and interviews, it is common for participants to say what they think is correct and not what they 

actually believe or do. What they say they do and what they actually do does not always line up 

(Michnowicz & Quintana Sarria, 2020). In contrast to direct methods or explicit language 

attitudes, a completely indirect method is carried out in a way that participants do not realize that 

their language attitudes are being investigated.  

Two main methods for examining implicit language attitudes are the matched guise and 

the verbal guise. Lambert et al. (1960) were the first to use the matched guise. The idea behind 

the matched guise is that participants listen to audios of various speakers and evaluate them on 

various adjectives, usually kindness or likeability and intelligence or employability, using a 

Likert scale (Geeslin & Schmidt, 2018). When creating the recordings for the audios in the 

matched guise, the same speakers are recorded saying the same sentences but varying one thing 

(the phenomenon under examination). The idea is that when participants listen to the audios, they 
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do not realize that the same speakers are repeated but rather that participants think they are 

unique voices each time. For example, Lambert et al. (1960)  examined implicit language 

attitudes toward French and English in Montreal. To make the materials for the matched guise, 

bilingual speakers were recorded reading a passage in English and then in French. Once again, 

the idea was that participants did not realize that the speakers were repeated in the audios. Their 

results did indeed show different language attitudes toward English and French. All speakers 

evaluated the English audios more positively. Furthermore, native French speakers rated the 

French audios significantly lower than native English-speaking participants. Other studies have 

examined implicit language attitudes toward specific variants instead of certain languages. For 

example, Díaz-Campos and Killam (2012) investigated retention and deletion of syllable final /ɾ/ 

and intervocalic /d/. Thus, to create their materials for the matched, four speakers were recorded 

reading two sets of sentences: four sentences for syllable final /ɾ/ and four sentences for 

intervocalic /d/. However, each speaker read each sentence twice: for syllable final /ɾ/, once with 

retention and once with deletion, and for intervocalic /d/, once with retention and once with 

deletion. Other studies have examined implicit language attitudes using a similar instrument to 

the matched guise, the verbal guise. The difference between the matched guise and the verbal 

guise is that for the verbal guise, each speaker does not record the same sentence twice, instead 

each of their audios is used just once. Geeslin and Schmidt (2018) used a verbal guise in their 

study that examined second language learners’ implicit language attitudes toward four 

macrodialects. To create the materials for their verbal guise, a total of eight speakers (two from 

each of the four macrodialects) read three sentence-long stimuli. Participants listened to each 

audio and then rated each speaker using a 6-point Likert scale on how kind or prestigious they 
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sounded. Overall, their results showed that second language learners did have implicit language 

attitudes toward different Spanish dialects.  

Labov (2001, p. 193) discusses the importance of language attitudes in the study of 

language change, positing that “sound shifts develop social evaluations of considerable strength, 

and their subjective correlates are an important aspect of the study of the social dimension of 

change.” Labov (2001) hesitates to deem implicit language attitudes a cause for language change 

but rather posits that they give us information about where a variable is on the scale of social 

awareness. Social awareness corresponds to the slope of style shifting. Changes from above are 

generally high on the scale of social awareness. Changes from below start as indicators and are 

difficult to detect for both linguists and naïve listeners. Eventually, they acquire social 

recognition as linguistic markers. They develop social stigma, demonstrated by a steep slope of 

style shifting and negative classifications on matched guises or what Labov (2001) refers to as 

“subjective reaction tests.” Eventually, they generally become linguistic stereotypes. (Labov, 

2001).  Labov (2001, p. 197) explains the role of implicit language attitudes in language 

variation and change:  

Subjective reaction tests and self-report tests can therefore serve as sensitive indicators of 

the relative development of a change from below. They will allow us to compare one 

variable with another in degree of social awareness and solidify our knowledge of the 

stages of linguistic change in progress in a community. They also generate important data 

on gender differences, which will be important in our consideration of this crucial aspect 

of linguistic change in progress… 

2.7.1 Language attitudes and 2PS 
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In the previous literature on 2PS, there is a lack of studies that examine implicit perception. 

Previous studies have examined explicit perceptions or attitudes using questionnaires 

(Michnowicz & Place, 2010; Michnowicz et al., 2016; Michnowicz & Quintana Sarria, 2020; 

Jang, 2010; Jang 2012a; Jang 2013; Jang, 2014; Millán, 2011; Millán, 2014; Weyers, 2013). 

These surveys generally list several types of interlocutors and ask participants which 2PS they 

would use with them. It would seem like these studies would be attempting to get usage data, but 

as Michnowicz and Place (2010) explain, in reality, these surveys are more likely providing 

explicit language attitude data. As mentioned above, surveys can be problematic in terms of 

obtaining usage data since participants do not always describe how they actually speak. 

However, Michnowicz and Place (2010) posit that they used surveys in order to examine 

participants’ language attitudes toward specific forms, 2PS in this case, within a community. The 

researchers examined perceptions of 2PS in San Salvador. In order to investigate perceptions, the 

researchers employed a questionnaire that asked what pronoun the informant would use with 

different interlocutors. They also included one pragmatic context consisting of addressing their 

children when they are in a good mood versus when they are angry. This was included in order 

to test the hypothesis that speaker mood can affect 2PS selection (i.e., using a different 2PS with 

the same person depending on context). In addition, the questionnaire also asked some open 

questions to get at informants’ attitudes. This included attitudes toward men using vos with 

women, two women using vos with each other, or two men using tú to address each other. 

Results showed that tú is used in very few situations and has an intermediate formality in 

between usted and vos.  Tú is used more by older, educated speakers while vos is advancing with 

younger, educated speakers. Importantly, speaker attitude (good mood versus angry) affected 

pronoun choice. This supports the idea that Newall (2016) presents regarding speech act as a way 
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to explain polymorphism. Michnowicz & Place (2010) observed that pronoun choice is not only 

conditioned by interlocutor but also social factors of the speaker, such as age, gender, and 

education level. Studies on 2PS are now taking these social factors into account in order to carry 

out studies on 2PS from a variationist sociolinguistic approach. A main contribution of this study 

is the fact that the researchers examined perceptions of 2PS. Production of 2PS is important 

information to collect, but perceptions complement production data by informing us more along 

the line of why participants produce the variants that they produce. Michnowicz & Place (2010) 

affirm that while participants are likely to underestimate their usage of stigmatized variants, the 

linguistic trends are still likely to emerge. While several studies have examined explicit language 

attitudes toward 2PS using surveys. There are still few or no studies that have examined implicit 

language attitudes toward 2PS, nonetheless implicit language attitudes toward polymorphism of 

2PS. The present study thus fills this gap by examining both explicit and implicit language 

attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS.  

2.8 Motivation of the current project  

In this section, I discuss some gaps in the literature that the present study fills. Previous 

studies have observed usage of polymorphism of 2PS and have proposed that it is due to speech 

act (Murillo Fernández, 2003; Newall, 2016). However, no study has used polymorphism of 2PS 

as their dependent variable; they have only reported that it exists and described tendencies based 

off observation. This dissertation describes contexts favoring polymorphism by treating 

polymorphism/unimorphism as the dependent variable.  

Additionally, it has been claimed that polymorphism is not conditioned by social strata 

but rather register or communicative variables (Murillo Fernández, 2003). In Popayán Spanish, it 

was observed that polymorphism of 2PS occurred in all social classes and thus is a common 
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feature of that variety. However, whether polymorphism of 2PS occurs with people of all social 

groups (all ages, both sexes, and all socioeconomic classes) is unknown in Medellin. Is this just 

the case in Popayán or is it true of other varieties that employ polymorphism? Hence, another 

contribution of the present study is that it examines polymorphism of 2PS in various groups of 

paisas in order to find out if this phenomenon is characteristic of a specific demographic or of all 

social groups. This will help determine the social values associated with polymorphism.   

In the previous literature on 2PS, there is a lack of studies that examine implicit language 

attitudes toward polymorphism. Previous studies have examined explicit perceptions or attitudes 

using questionnaires (e.g., Michnowicz & Place, 2010), but implicit perception can be more 

informative because with explicit perceptions and attitudes, it is common for speakers to say 

what they think is correct and not what they actually believe or do. What they say they do and 

what they actually do does not always line up (Michnowicz & Quintana Sarria, 2020). Thus, a 

contribution of this dissertation is that it examines languages attitudes toward 2PS in a more 

implicit manner, a way that can measure speakers’ perceptions toward 2PS without them being 

explicitly aware of what they are evaluating.  

The main gap in the literature that I observe is a lack of studies that examine language 

attitudes toward polymorphism. Several studies report productions containing polymorphism 

(e.g., Bentivoglio, 2003; Bishop & Michnowicz, 2010; Millán, 2014; Newall, 2016; Pinkerton, 

1986) and some studies have examined language attitudes (Michnowicz & Place, 2010), but 

there is a lack of studies examining the combination: language attitudes toward polymorphism of 

2PS. Language attitudes are an informative tool for explaining why speakers produce certain 

variants. Thus, a main contribution of the current study is the examination of the language 

attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS. The perception tasks provide information about a variety 
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of aspects regarding polymorphism in Medellin. First, these tasks identify whether participants 

notice polymorphism. Second, they provide explanations as to why participants think 

polymorphism occurs. Third, participants’ implicit attitudes toward polymorphism are 

determined. Fourth, evaluations of various types of polymorphism are compared in order to see if 

different types of polymorphism are rated differently. The information from these perception 

tasks will connect to previous studies on the production of polymorphism by providing more 

detailed information about polymorphism of 2PS. Finally, three populations’ (paisas, bogotanos, 

caleños) implicit attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS are compared in order to determine 

whether there are dialectal differences regarding this phenomenon.  
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Chapter 3: Method 

3.1 Research questions and hypotheses 

 Given the previous research outlined in Chapter 2, this dissertation has two main 

motivations: 1) examine usage of polymorphism of 2PS with speakers of Medellin, Colombia 

and identify what factors favor it and 2) investigate perceptions of polymorphism of 2PS with 

listeners from Medellin, Cali, and Bogota. The broader goal of the study is to determine why 

polymorphism has been maintained in the Spanish of Medellin, which will be informed by both 

the production and perception data. As such, the following research questions guide this 

dissertation: 

1) Does polymorphism in 2PS contexts occur in the Spanish of Medellin? If so, what 

linguistic and extralinguistic factors condition it? How is polymorphism of 2PS 

characterized?  

2) What are paisas’ implicit language attitudes toward polymorphism? Do they classify 

polymorphism positively? Are different types of polymorphism evaluated differently? 

How do their language attitudes toward polymorphism compare to those of listeners from 

Bogota and Cali?  

3) Do paisas notice polymorphism? Do caleños and bogotanos notice polymorphism in the 

speech of paisas? How does paisas’ awareness of polymorphism compare to caleños and 

bogotanos? 

4)  What are paisas’ explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism? How do their 

explicit language attitudes compare to those of listeners from Bogota and Cali?  
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There are several hypotheses for the above research questions. In terms of the first 

research question, since previous studies, including several in Colombia, have observed the use 

of polymorphism of 2PS, it is expected that polymorphism in 2PS contexts will also be present in 

the speech of Paisas (Bartens, 2006; Bishop & Michnowicz, 2010; de Caro, 2011; Son Jang, 

2012; Millán, 2014; Murillo Fernández, 2003; Newall, 2016; Pinkerton, 1986). Furthermore, Son 

Jang (2012) and Millán (2014) specifically examined polymorphism of 2PS usage in the Spanish 

of Medellin, which is even greater reason to predict that polymorphism of 2PS will occur in the 

current study. Based on results from Newall (2016) that 2PS selection is conditioned by speech 

act, it is expected that change in speech act will favor polymorphism in the Spanish of Medellin. 

It is predicted that this will hold true with the inclusion of other speech acts that Newall (2016) 

did not include (e.g., discourse marker, complaint). In terms of extralinguistic variables, Murillo 

Fernández (2003) found that polymorphism of 2PS was employed by speakers of all social 

groups. Thus, for this study, similar findings are expected, meaning that polymorphism of 2PS is 

characteristic of all paisa speech in general and not one group of people, such as the lower class 

or women for example.  

Regarding the second research question, based on results from pilot data, it is predicted 

that some types of polymorphism of 2PS will be rated significantly less positively while other 

types of polymorphism of 2PS will not present significant differences from their unimorphism 

counterparts. It is predicted that polymorphism of 2PS that includes explicit subject pronouns 

adjacent to each other will be rated significantly less positively than the unimorphism versions. 

This is because explicit pronouns are more noticeable. It is predicted that the instances of 

polymorphism of 2PS that do not have great differences from their unimorphism versions will 

parallel characteristics from the production task. Furthermore, it is expected that there will be 
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differences in perception by listeners from Cali, Bogota, and Medellin. It was mentioned above 

that in Medellin, speakers have three viable options to use in an intimate situation. However, for 

someone from a variety with only a two-term 2PS system (e.g., Spain and Bogota), to talk with 

someone in an intimate way, there is only one option: tú (unless the variety includes an usted 

íntimo). Thus, it is expected that they will not utilize polymorphism as much as in a tripartite 

system with thee familiar 2PS. It is hypothesized that speakers from varieties that include a 

tripartite 2PS system have more polymorphism than a variety with just a two-term 2PS system. If 

the other tripartite systems do not have an usted dual, then it is expected that polymorphism 

would be perceived as more favorable by listeners from Medellin since there are more viable 

options to address someone in an intimate way. Thus, favorable ratings of polymorphism can be 

visualized according to the below continuum.  

 

Figure 6. Continuum of predicted positive ratings of polymorphism according to 2PS 

system 

Tripartite system with                             Tripartite system       Two-term system                                Two-term system  

with usted dual                                       without usted dual      with dual usted                               without dual usted 

 

Highest ratings of polymorphism                                                                                 Lowest ratings of polymorphism  

Lowest rates of noticing polymorphism                                                            Highest rates of noticing polymorphism 

 

According to the above continuum, it is hypothesized that listeners from Cali and Medellin will 

rate polymorphism the most favorably since the Spanish of Cali and Medellin both have tripartite 

systems with a dual usted (Millán, 2014; Newall, 2016). 

For the third research question, based on pilot data, it is hypothesized that only a small 

percentage of participants will notice polymorphism of 2PS before it is explicitly pointed out to 

them. This could be due to the fact that paisas have a complex 2PS system.  For example, to 

speak to someone in an intimate or familiar way, they have three viable options: tú, vos, and 
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usted íntimo. Thus, when speakers are talking to someone in a familiar situation, these three 

variants are completely interchangeable as part of their grammars. As seen on the above 

continuum (Figure 6), it is predicted that paisas and caleños will be the least likely to notice 

polymorphism since their grammars consist of such a complex 2PS system. In contrast to the 

Spanish of Cali and Medellin, Bogota Spanish has a two-term 2PS system. However, in Bogota, 

they have an usted dual and thus have two viable options for intimate interactions instead of just 

one. Since the Bogota 2PS system is less complex compared to Cali and Medellin, it is predicted 

that bogotanos will rate polymorphism less favorably and will notice it more compared to 

listeners from Cali and Medellin.  

 For the fourth research question, it is predicted that paisas and caleños will have more 

similar explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism since their varieties are more similar, 

both consisting of a tripartite 2PS system. It is expected that bogotanos will have the most 

negative explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism. This is once again because the 

bogotano dialect has fewer 2PS options and thus it is expected that polymorphism occurs less in 

Bogota than in Medellin.  

3.2 Participants 

 Participants for this study consist of three different groups: seventy-two Spanish-speakers 

from Medellin (including residents from the greater metropolitan area, el Valle de Aburrá), 

Colombia, twenty-four Spanish-speakers from Bogota, Colombia, and twenty-four Spanish-

speakers from Cali, Colombia. All participants completed a background questionnaire to confirm 

that they were long-term residents or natives of their respective cities, and to collect other 

personal information, described in more detail below in 3.3.3. Participants from Medellin 
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consisted of a stratified sample based on sex, age, and education level. Demographics for 

participants from Medellin (paisas) can be seen in Table 9.  

Table 9. Demographics of participants from Medellin 

  Age 

  18-29 30-49 50+ 

  Male Female Male Female Male Female 

 

 

Education 

Level 

Lower (have not 

completed more than 

technical training) 

6 6  6 6 6  6  

Higher (have completed 

at least technological 

training) 

6  6  6 6 6   6  

 

As can be seen in Table 9, participants from Medellin consisted of three age groups and two 

education levels. For the lower education level, participants had completed at most formación 

técnica, which takes about one and half years. Participants in the higher education group, had 

completed at least formación tecnológica, which normally takes three years to complete.  

 Participants from Cali and Bogota consisted of the same three age levels and were 

balanced for sex. Table 10 below exemplifies demographics for these participants.  

Table 10. Demographics for participants from Cali and Bogota. 

 Age 

18-29 30-49 50+ 

Sex Male 4 4 4 

Female 4 4 4 

 

Most participants from Cali and Bogota had completed at least technical training. For 

participants from Cali, 4 had completed technical training, 2 had completed technological 

training, 6 had completed university, 5 had completed postgraduate education, 3 were current 
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university students, and 4 only had primary education. For participants from Bogota, 1 

participant had completed technical training, 3 participants had completed technological training, 

12 participants had completed university, 5 had postgraduate education, 2 had completed up to 

high school, and 1 participant had completed only elementary school.  

3.3 Tasks  

 Participants from Cali (N=24), Bogota (N=24), and a selection of participants from 

Medellin (those who participated in the summer 2020 data collection (N=32) completed the two 

perception tasks, the matched guise and the telenovela task, and a background questionnaire. 

Additionally, all aisa participants completed the production task, the oral discourse completion 

task (DCT). In the following sections, each task will be described in detail.  

3.3.1 Production task  

 3.3.1.1 Motivation for the oral discourse completion task 

 Previous studies on 2PS have largely used questionnaires (e.g., Bartens, 2006; Bayona, 

2006; Bishop & Michnowicz;  Michnowicz & Quintana Sarria, 2020; Millán, 2014; Pinkerton, 

1986; Son Jang, 2010; Son Jang, 2012a; Son Jang 2012c; Son Jang, 2013; Son Jang 2014; 

Weyers, 2013). However, questionnaires have some shortcomings. The main shortcoming is that 

participants are likely to respond not with the form that they would actually use, but rather with 

the form that they think is correct or that they think the researcher would like to hear (Bishop & 

Michnowicz, 2010; Michnowicz & Quintana Sarria, 2020). Thus, Bishop and Michnowicz 

(2010) posit that data from questionnaires is more appropriately used to measure overt attitudes 

toward the specific forms. In addition, forms that are stigmatized become more salient when 

written, and thus can be underreported in questionnaires, such was the case in Bishop and 
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Michnowicz’s (2010) study on verbal voseo in Chile. Bartens (2006) used a questionnaire with 

students at a university in Bogota and specifically asked a question eliciting when informants 

engage in polymorphism of 2PS. However, participants interpreted the question more as long-

term changes in 2PS usage instead of momentary changes. Bartens (2006, p. 11) affirms: “En el 

español bogotano, son muy frecuentes los cambios en el tratamiento según factores afectivos 

situacionales. Sin embargo, es comprensible que los hablantes no tengan conciencia de eso, por 

lo menos no una conciencia que se pueda observar mediante un cuestionario sociolingüístico.” 

Thus, in order to elicit usage of polymorphism in 2PS contexts (and not overt attitudes), an oral 

discourse completion task, or computer-mediated closed role play, was chosen for this 

dissertation (Félix-Brasdefer, 2018). One of the main benefits of an oral DCT compared to 

spontaneous speech is that it allows for variable control (Félix-Brasdefer, 2010). In addition, 

Félix-Brasdefer (2010, p. 46) posits that compared to the written DCT “the oral DCT elicits data 

that approximates natural conversation” as found by Yuan (2001). Rintell and Mitchell (1989) 

also found differences in favor of the oral DCT when comparing it to a written DCT. The 

researchers found that oral DCT responses were longer, and they elicited discourse more similar 

to spontaneous speech, such as more supportive moves, hesitation, and recycling. The oral DCT 

thus is the perfect balance between questionnaires and spontaneous speech as it allows for 

control of variables, reliability of eliciting the intended phenomenon, and approximation to 

spontaneous speech.  

 3.3.1.2 Oral discourse completion task  

 For the oral DCT, participants were presented with a PowerPoint that consisted of 24 

situations with corresponding pictures of the person who they were addressing in each context. 

Participants were instructed to read each situation and then respond by saying aloud what they 
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would say to the person in each situation. They were asked to say whatever they thought they 

would say in real life and in a natural way. The PowerPoint contained an instruction slide that 

explained the procedure to participants. Next, participants completed two practice situations, and 

then were asked whether they had any questions. Once participants clearly understood the 

procedure and had done the two practice situations, they moved on to the 24 experimental 

situations. Participants read the situation at their own pace, and then when they were ready, the 

researcher moved the PowerPoint to the next slide. This slide said “Yo le digo a 

_____________” indicating the person who they were addressing from the situation and was the 

participants’ cue that they should start saying their response. Participants had no limit on how 

long their responses could be. When they were finished speaking, the researcher simply moved 

them to the next slide with the following situation. All situations were written in first person 

instead of second person, which is commonly done in previous studies, in order to avoid priming 

of 2PS. An example situation is shown below in Figure 7 (see Appendix C for all DCT 

situations).  

Figure 7. Sample DCT situation. 
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After reading the situation, such as in Figure 7 above, participants were presented with the “Yo le 

digo a _____________” screen as exemplified in Figure 8 below.  

Figure 8. Sample slide cueing speaker to talk in DCT.  

 

 When creating the DCT situations, the following variables were manipulated: intended 

speech act elicited (complaint, command, question), relationship with the interlocutor (known, 

unknown), age of interlocutor (older, same age), and gender of interlocutor (male, female).7 The 

combinations of these variables gave a total of 24 conditions, which is why the DCT consisted of 

24 situations. These 24 conditions can be seen in Table 11 below.  

 

 

 
7 Although some may posit that “question” is not considered a speech act in regards to primary explicit 
performative utterances, I question the claim that “question” cannot be a speech act given that any 
conceivable kind of utterance can indeed be a speech act (Austin, 1975). 
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Table 11. Conditions for the DCT (2020 data collection).  

Speech act Relationship Interlocutor Age Interlocutor Gender 

Complaint Known Older M 

Complaint Known Older F 

Complaint Known Same Age M 

Complaint Known Same Age F 

Complaint Unknown Older M 

Complaint Unknown Older F 

Complaint Unknown Same Age M 

Complaint Unknown Same Age F 

Command Known Older M 

Command Known Older F 

Command Known Same Age M 

Command Known Same Age F 

Command Unknown Older M 

Command Unknown Older F 

Command Unknown Same Age M 

Command Unknown Same Age F 

Question Known Older M 

Question Known Older F 

Question Known Same Age M 

Question Known Same Age F 

Question Unknown Older M 

Question Unknown Older F 

Question Unknown Same Age M 

Question Unknown Same Age F 
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The sample situation exemplified above in Figure 7 was the combination: complaint, known, 

same age, male interlocutor. Known interlocutors consisted of relationships, such a mother, 

father, roommate, friend while unknown interlocutors consisted of people speakers had never 

met, such as a DJ, a janitor for the Medellin metro, a girl at the park, or a waiter. The context of 

the situation included wording about the relative age if it was not obvious, such as “…pero viene 

una chica de mi misma edad.” Some of the DCT data was collected with participants (N=43) in 

the summer of 2018. These participants completed slightly different versions of the DCT, and 

this data was collected in person in contrast to the data collected in the summer of 2020, which 

was collected via Zoom or Google Meet because of research and travel restrictions due to 

COVID-19. The conditions for the DCT used in the summer of 2018 were similar, but some of 

them included “acquaintance” in the relationship category. In addition, there were two versions 

of the DCT, one for the younger group of participants and one for the older group of participants. 

The DCT for the older participants differed slightly in that the pictures that accompanied each 

situation were of older people and some of the situations were slightly altered to be more 

applicable to the older group. For example, instead of an advisor, one of the interlocutors was 

changed to a boss. See Appendix D and Appendix E for a full list of these DCT contexts.  

Table 12. Conditions for the DCT for summer 2018 data collection.  

Speech act Relationship Interlocutor Age Interlocutor Gender 

Complaint Known Older M 

Complaint Known Older F 

Complaint Known Same Age M 

Complaint Known Same Age F 

Complaint Acquaintance Older M 

Complaint Acquaintance Older F 
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Complaint Unknown Same Age M 

Complaint Unknown Same Age F 

Command Known Older M 

Command Known Older F 

Command Known Same Age M 

Command Known Same Age F 

Command Unknown Older M 

Command Acquaintance Older F 

Command Unknown Same Age M 

Command Unknown Same Age F 

Question Known Older M 

Question Known Older F 

Question Known Same Age M 

Question Acquaintance Same Age F 

Question Unknown Older M 

Question Unknown Older F 

Question Unknown Same Age M 

Question Unknown Same Age F 

 

 3.3.1.3 Envelope of variation 

The envelope of variation for the DCT consists in an utterance with more than one 2PS. 

An utterance here was defined as a response to a situation. To be considered in the analysis, the 

utterance had to have at least two instances of 2PS because it would be impossible to have cases 

of polymorphism of 2PS with only one 2PS. Thus, utterances including only one 2PS were 

excluded from the analysis. Altogether 1,162 utterances were excluded due to have fewer than 

two 2PS (i.e., they consisted of one or no 2PS).  
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3.3.1.4 Dependent variable 

The dependent variable for the DCT is the production of polymorphism/unimorphism in 

2PS contexts. Examples of each variant are provided below.  

• Polymorphism: “Dígame compa, ¿qué quieres hacer para el cumpleaños? Vamos al río ¿o 

qué quieres hacer? Dígame, ¿qué prefiere?” (participant 37: older male with university 

education) 

‘Tell me (U) man, what do you want (T) to do for your birthday? Should we go to the 

river or what do you want (T) to do?  Tell me (U), what do you prefer (U)?’ 

• Unimorphism: Parce, me parece mal que esté gastando la plata sabiendo que me debe 

mucho dinero. (participant 9: young male with high school education) 

‘Dude, I think it’s not right that you are (U) spending your money knowing that you owe 

(U) me a lot of money.’ 

In the example with polymorphism, the first 2PS is ustedeo “Dígame” and is followed by tuteo 

instances “quieres” and “quieres.” The token ends with two ustedeo tokens “Dígame” and 

“prefiere.” In contrast, the unimorphism token has two instances of 2PS, and they are both 

ustedeo “esté” and “debe.”  

 3.3.1.5 Independent variables  

 The first research question inquires as to the production of polymorphism in Medellin 

and the linguistic and extralinguistic variables that condition it. In order to operationalize this 

research question and hypothesis, both linguistic and extralinguistic variables were coded and 

examined for the DCT data. 
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 The linguistic variables to be included in the study include relationship with interlocutor, 

change in speech act, and pronoun explicitness. These variables were selected for coding because 

they have been identified as significant variables conditioning 2PS in previous research. For 

example, Newall (2016) observed that tuteo and voseo were favored by known interlocutors and 

ustedeo was favored by unknown interlocutors (in some cases with known interlocutors). It is 

hypothesized that polymorphism will be favored by interlocutors with confianza because in 

Paisa Spanish, there are three variants that one can use with intimate relationships (tú, vos, and 

usted). Thus, there are more options available. However, with a distant relationship, there is 

supposedly only one option (usted). In the previous literature regarding polymorphism, speech 

act has been mentioned to a great extent. Sometimes, it is phrased as “intention of the speaker” 

or “situational context,” but no matter how it is phrased, most previous research seems to 

mention something having to do with speech act as an explanation for polymorphism. For 

example, Serrano (2017, p. 97) posits that speakers “…choose the meaning they consider to be 

more appropriate for the accomplishment of the discourse goals.” Newall (2016) found that 2PS 

in Cali, Colombia were constrained by speech act, and Denbaum & Restrepo-Ramos (under 

review) observed the same thing in the Spanish of Medellin. Thus, the hypothesis is that a 

change in speech act will favor polymorphism. Finally, Serrano (2017) found that differences in 

pronoun explicitness were employed to achieve different communicative goals. For example, 

Serrano (2017) observes that there was a higher rate of expressed pre-verbal subjects in 

informative debates and talk shows in order to achieve their argumentative goals. In addition, the 

researcher adds that journalists might make use of the expressed pre-verbal subject in order to 

achieve concrete communicative goals, such as obtaining information. Since pronoun 

explicitness seems to be related to different communicative goals, it is hypothesized that pronoun 
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explicitness with constrain polymorphism/unimorphism variation. Descriptions of these 

linguistic variables are provided below with examples.  

•  Relationship with interlocutor: relationship with interlocutor was coded as either 

well-known, acquaintance or unknown. This was based off the context for each situation. 

People that were known consisted of the following: mother, father, friend, classmate, and 

roommate. People that were considered acquaintances included professor, advisor, a lady 

from a senior center. However, people who were unknown were people that they had just 

met and consisted of the following examples: DJ, police officer, and janitor for the 

Medellin metro.   

o Well-known: Le presté $400.000 pesos a mi amigo el mes pasado para que 

pudiera pagar la renta. Me dijo que me iba a devolver el dinero una semana 

después. Ayer, le pregunté si me lo podría pagar ya porque yo ya no tengo mucho 

dinero. Me dijo que todavía no me podía pagar pero tan pronto como pudiera, me 

lo daría. Sin embargo, acabo de ver un post en su Facebook de él comiendo sushi 

y bailando en una discoteca muy cara. Le digo a mi amigo… 

‘I lent my friend 400,000 pesos last month so that he could pay his rent. He told 

me that he would pay me back a week later. Yesterday, I asked him if he could 

pay me back already because I don’t have that much money anymore. He told me 

that he still couldn’t pay me back but that he would give it to me as soon as he 

could. However, I just saw a Facebook post of him eating sushi and dancing in an 

expensive club. I say to my friend…’ 

o Acquaintance: Trabajé muy duro en un proyecto grande para mi clase de 

economía. Quería hacerlo sobre un tema que me interesaba mucho, pero mi 
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profesor me convenció investigar otro tema que no me gustaba mucho. Yo tomé 

su consejo. Cuando mi profesor me devolvió mi proyecto con la nota y sus 

comentarios, me dijo que no le gustó el tema y debería haber escogido otro tema. 

Le digo a mi profesor… 

‘I worked really hard on a big project for my economics class. I wanted to do it on 

a topic that was really interesting to me, but my professor convinced me to 

research another topic that I didn’t really like. I took his advice. When my 

professor returned my project with my grade and his feedback, he told me that he 

didn’t like the topic and that I should have chosen a different one.’  

o Unknown: Estoy en una fiesta con todos mis amigos. Nos encanta bailar pero el 

dj, quien es de mi misma edad más o menos, está poniendo música muy mala, lo 

cual me sorprende porque normalmente es mejor dj. La música está arruinando la 

fiesta para mis amigos y quiero que lo pasen bien. Entonces, encuentro una 

manera para llegar hasta el dj. Quiero pedirle una canción bien buena. Cuando 

alcanzo el dj, le digo… 

‘I am at a party with all my friends. We love to dance, but the DJ, who is about 

the same age as me, is playing really bad music, which surprises me because 

normally he is a better DJ. The music is ruining the party for my friends and I 

want them to have a good time. So, I find a way to get to the DJ. I want to request 

a really good song. When I reach the DJ, I say…’  

• Change in speech act: this variable was coded as either change or no change. In order to 

identify whether there was a change in speech act, the following speech acts were 
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initially coded but then only used to code the variable of change or no change in speech 

act (i.e., the type of speech act was not included in the actual analysis).  

▪ Speech acts:  

• Complaint: “Amigo, te acabo de ver en facebook comiendo sushi. 

Cuando te pedí el dinero, me dijiste que no lo tenías. ¿Por qué? Me 

parece una falta de respeto que seas capaz de pagarme el dinero 

que te presté y te lo gastes en otras cosas.” (participant 2: young 

female with high school education) 

‘Friend, I just saw you on Facebook eating sushi. When I asked 

you for the money, you said (T/V) that you didn’t have (T/V) it. 

Why? I think it is disrespectful that you are able (T) to pay me the 

money that I lent you and you spend (T) it on other things.  

• Command: “No le vuelvas a gritar al perro.” (participant 6: young 

female with university education) 

‘Don’t yell (T) at my dog again.’  

• Indirect command: “Hey papá, ¿por qué no me cuenta sobre mi 

familia?” (participant 34: older male with university education).  

‘Hey, Dad, why don’t you tell (U) me about my family?’  

• Question: “Hey, ¿y a vos qué te gustaría para el día de tu 

cumpleaños? ¿Qué te gustaría hacer?” (participant 34: older male 

with university education)  

‘Hey what would you like (V) for your birthday? What would you 

(V) like to do?  
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• Declarative: “No me interesa el tema que tú quieres.” (participant 

33: older male with university education)  

‘I’m not interested in the topic that you want (T).’  

• Discourse marker: “Vení, ¿pero a vos, pues, qué te gustaría hacer? 

Porque no te veo que estás diciendo nada o algo con respecto a la 

salida a acampar.”  (participant 29: young male with high school 

education) 

‘Come on (V), but what would you like (V) to do? Because I don’t 

hear you saying (T/V) anything or anything about the camping 

outing.’  

o Change in speech act: “Mira ayúdame con eso porque yo quiero hacer... papá 

ayudame a hacer el árbol genealógico porque es que yo quiero que...conservar 

toda la familia. Entonces para que me colabores por favor porque yo sola no 

puedo. Me es imposible. Tú tienes más conocimiento, es una persona ya de edad. 

Ya tiene más conocimiento entonces me puedes colaborar con los datos de la 

familia.” (participant 21: older female with high school education) 

‘Look (T), help me (T) with this because I want to make…Dad help me (V) to 

make a family tree because it’s that I want to…preserve the whole family. So in 

order for you to help (T) me please because I can’t by myself. It is impossible for 

me. You have (T) more knowledge, you are (U) a senior now. You already have 

(U) more knowledge so you can (T) help me with this information about the 

family.’  
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o No change in speech act: “¿Señor cómo puedo volver a llegar al hotel? Salí de 

compras y estoy enbolatada. Por favor dame la dirección y ayúdame cómo llegar 

al hotel donde me hospedé.” (participant 8: older female with university 

education) 

‘Sir, how can I get back to the hotel? I went shopping and I am all turned around. 

Please give (T/V) me the address and help (T) me get to the hotel where I’m 

staying.’  

As can be seen in the example for change in speech act, there are 8 instances of 2PS and 4 

different speech acts. For example, “Mira” starts as a discourse marker, and then “ayúdame” and 

“ayudame” are direct commands. An indirect command “colabores” follows before ending with 

four instances of declaratives “tú tienes,” “es,” “tiene,” and “puedes.” In contrast, in the example 

with no change in speech act, both instances of 2PS are direct commands: “dame” and 

“ayúdame.”  

• Pronoun explicitness: this variable was coded as none explicit or some explicit. A 

token was coded as none explicit if all 2PS subjects were omitted. In contrast, if 

some 2PS were omitted and some were explicit, the token was coded as some 

explicit.  

o None explicit: “Papá mira que las cajas están marcadas para que vaya 

colocando cada una en su lugar.” (participant 7: older female with high 

school education)  

‘Dad, look (T) how the boxes are labeled so that you are (U) placing each 

in its place.’  
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o Some explicit: “Mami pero es que yo tengo una vida independiente y usted 

es otra. Entonces es bueno que me respetes mis ideas.” (participant 25: 

older female with high school education) 

‘Mom but it’s just that I have my own life and you are (U) your own. So, 

it would be good that you respect (T) my ideas.’  

In the salient token above, both 2PS subjects are omitted, and instead, only the verbal 

morphology appear: “mira” and “vaya.” In contrast, in the semi-salient token above, the 2PS 

subject is explicit once “usted es” and then is omitted “respetes.”  

DCT data were coded for the following extralinguistic variables. See Table 13 below.  

Table 13. Extralinguistic variables coded for the DCT. 

Variable Options 

Sex male 

female 

Age younger (18-29) 

middle-aged (30-49) 

older (50+) 

Education Level 

Completed 

lower (no more than 

technical training)  

university (at least 

technological training)  

  

As can be seen in Table 13 above, sex, age, and education level were coded for the 

extralinguistic variables in this study. Age has three groups while education has two levels. The 

lower education category included participants who had completed no more than technical 

training, which generally takes a year and a half to complete. Since the categories measure 

highest education level completed, this included participants who had completed high school and 

were current university students and also participants who only had completed elementary 
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school. The higher education group included participants who had completed at least 

technological training (3 years to complete) or university (4 years at least) but also participants 

who had advanced graduate degrees.  

3.3.2 Language attitude tasks  

 3.3.2.1 Justification matched guise 

 The matched guise was chosen to measure implicit attitudes toward polymorphism in 2PS 

contexts. The matched guise implicitly measures linguistic attitudes of polymorphism because 

participants are not explicitly informed that this is the area of interest. However, since the only 

differences in the stimuli are polymorphism versus unimorphsim, the matched guise is an 

accurate measure of evaluations of polymorphism/unimorphism. As Michnowicz & Place (2010) 

state:  

“Future research on pronoun use should incorporate conversational data to the extent 

possible, as speakers may answer a survey with the pronoun they think they (should) use, 

rather than the pronoun they actually employ (see Schreffler, 1994). Another possibility 

would be to have speakers listen to recorded samples using each of the pronouns and 

respond with which one sounds most natural, Salvadoran, etc.”  

The present study follows these recommendations by using the exact task that Michnowicz & 

Place (2010) suggest, specifically a matched guise.  

 3.3.2.2 Matched guise task 

 For the matched guise, participants listened to various audios (43 in total) that were each 

a few seconds long and rated speakers on three characteristics using a 5-point Likert scale: 
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“inteligente,” “amigable,” and “clase socioeconómica.” For “inteligente” and “amigable,” the 

options for the 5-point Likert scale consisted of the following: “para nada inteligente/amigable,” 

“poco inteligente/amigable,” “más o menos inteligente/amigable,” “inteligente/amigable,” and 

“muy inteligente/amigable.” For “clase socioeconómica,” options for the 5-point Likert scale 

consisted of the following: “clase baja,” “clase media baja,” “clase media,” “clase media alta,” 

and “clase alta.” This task was part of an online survey in Qualtrics. See Figure 9 below for an 

example of the matched guise task.  

Figure 9. Example of matched guise. 

 

 The stimuli for the audios were creating using short excerpts of polymorphism speech 

taken from accounts of real speech from previous literature and the author’s personal 

observations. The stimuli were then altered so that each of the three polymorphism stimuli had 

two unimorphism (i.e., no polymorphism) versions, giving a total of 9 stimuli.  These 9 stimuli 

are presented below in Table 14.  
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Table 14. Matched guise stimuli. 

1P Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo 

está? ¿Te sentís bien?8 

polymorphism: vos→ usted→ vos 

1V Bien ¿y vos? ¿Vos cómo 

estás? ¿Te sentís bien? 

unimorphism-vos 

1U Bien ¿y usted? ¿Usted cómo 

está? ¿Se siente bien? 

unimorphism-usted 

2P Espero que te vaya muy bien, 

tú eres muy inteligente.  

Hágale con ánimo y confía en 

lo que usted sabe. 

polymorphism: 

tú→usted→tú→usted  

2T Espero que te vaya muy bien, 

tú eres muy inteligente.  

Hazle con ánimo y confía en 

lo que tú sabes. 

unimorphism-tú 

2U Espero que le vaya muy bien, 

usted es muy inteligente.  

Hágale con ánimo y confíe en 

lo que usted sabe. 

unimorphism-usted 

3P Sí mami yo la hago, no te 

preocupes. ¿De qué color la 

querés pintar?9 

polymorphism: tú→vos 

3T Sí mami yo la hago, no te 

preocupes. ¿De qué color la 

quieres pintar? 

unimorphism-tú 

3V Sí mami yo la hago, no te 

preocupés. ¿De qué color la 

querés pintar? 

unimorphism-vos 

 

As can be seen in Table 14 above, each polymorphism stimulus had two unimorphism versions. 

In order to create these stimuli, four speakers (2 males and 2 females) from Medellin between the 

 
8 Adapted from Millán (2014).  
9 From Newall (2016).  
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ages of 21-39 were recorded. This consisted in a total of 36 audios that were test items (9 per 

speaker). In addition, 7 distractor audios that consisted of just one 2PS were also included. The 7 

distractor audios consisted of 5 different sentences that were recorded by 3 male speakers from 

Medellin between the ages of 20 and 30. Two of these distractor stimuli were repeated but 

spoken by a different speaker each time. Thus, there were 5 unique stimuli that made up the 

distractors (see Table 15 below).  

Table 15. Distractor stimuli for matched guise task. 

Speaker Stimulus 

Distractor speaker 1 ¿Tú vives cerca de acá? 

Distractor speaker 2 Venga a la fiesta pues.  

Distractor speaker 3 Vení a la fiesta pues.  

Distractor speaker 1 ¿Usted vive cerca de acá? 

Distractor speaker 2 ¿Por qué tú siempre haces eso? 

Distractor speaker 3 ¿Por qué tú siempre haces eso? 

Distractor speaker 1 Vení a la fiesta pues.  

 

All audio clips were presented in a random order. See Appendix F for entire order of audio clips. 

At the end of the matched guise, participants were asked the following free response question: 

“¿Algo te llamó la atención de cómo las personas hablaban en los audios?”  

 3.3.2.3 Motivation for the telenovela task 

 Examining production tells us what speakers produce but does not necessarily tell us 

why. Díaz-Campos & Killam (2012) emphasize the benefit of perception studies: “If Thomas’s 
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(2002, p. 88) assertion is correct that production studies are limited to the abilities of the 

researcher, it stands to reason that conducting perception studies might be used to lend support 

to, or weaken, the results obtained from the production studies.” With this in mind, the 

telenovela task examines the perception of polymorphism, which provides further information on 

the usage of polymorphism in 2PS contexts. Specifically, it supplies knowledge on how 

participants feel about polymorphism of 2PS, which in turn can be used to make inferences about 

possible reasons for its usage and reasons for its maintenance in Medellin.  

 3.3.2.4 Telenovela task  

For the telenovela perception task, participants watched three scenes (embedded in the 

Qualtrics survey) from a telenovela that takes places in Medellin, La Reina del Flow. All three 

scenes consisted of conversations between two speakers. In each scene, one of the characters 

employed polymorphism. Participants first watched each scene and then answered the following 

questions regarding the conversation and the relationship between the characters: 

1. ¿Cómo es la relación entre los dos personajes?  

2. ¿El hombre de camisa amarilla (the character that employed polymorphism) cumplió su 

propósito de la conversación? ¿Sí o no y por qué? 

3. ¿Qué notas del habla del hombre de camisa amarilla? ¿Algo te llamó la atención de cómo 

hablaba? Si algo te llamó la atención, descríbelo e indica con qué propósito se emplea.  

4. ¿Notaste algún cambio en la formalidad, el respeto o la confianza durante la 

conversación? Si notaste algo, ¿en qué momento ocurrió el cambio? 

5. ¿Cómo crees que el hombre de camisa gris (the character that did not employ 

polymorphism) se sentía al comienzo de la interacción? 

6. ¿Cómo crees que el hombre de camisa gris se sintió al final de la interacción? 
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For questions 5 and 6, answers were multiple choice and consisted of the following options: 

“mal/desanimado/incómodo,” “normal/sin problemas,” or “bien/animado/cómodo.” These 

questions were intended to be a measure of change in face throughout the interaction. In addition 

to answering the above questions for each scene, participants also rated the following 

characteristics of the interaction on a 5-point Likert scale: 1) formalidad, 2) confianza and 3) 

respeto with the following descriptors for each of the 5 points on the Likert scale: “para nada,” 

“no mucho,” “neutro,” “algo,” and “mucho.” Figure 10 below shows an example of this task.  

 Question 3 was created in order to identify if participants noticed polymorphism in 

authentic everyday interactions. Question 4 aimed to determine whether any changes in 

formality, respect, or familiarity/trust lined up with the change in 2PS. Finally, questions 5 and 6 

measured whether there was a change in face in the interactions from the beginning to the end. 

Figure 10 below presents an example of this first part of the telenovela task.  
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Figure 10. Example of first part of telenovela task.
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After answering all the above questions, participants were presented with the same scenes 

again and were asked why they thought the character started the conversation with one 2PS (e.g., 

vos) and then used a different 2PS (e.g., usted). Explicit examples of each 2PS were presented so 

that participants would fully understand what the question was asking. Examples of each of these 

questions can be seen below in Figures 11-13.  

Figure 11. Example of second part of telenovela perception task, scene 1 

 

Figure 12. Example of second part of telenovela perception task, scene 2 
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Figure 13. Example of second part of telenovela perception task, scene 3 
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3.3.3 Language background questionnaire  

 Participants completed a language background questionnaire as the first part of the 

Qualtrics survey. Most of the questions on the language background questionnaire were 

demographic information regarding their age, socioeconomic class, sex, education level, place of 

birth, and amount of time that they lived in Medellin (or Bogotá or Cali for participants from 

those cities). Following Millán (2011) and Michnowicz and Quintana Sarria (2020), 

socioeconomic class was measured using estrato social, the number assigned to each household 

by the Colombian government, specifically el Departamento Administrativo Nacional de 

Estadística (DANE).  The Colombian government uses this number to charge Colombians 

differential rates for public services. It is based on factors such as home price and economic 

well-being of their neighborhood. Estrato social ranges from 1-6 with one as the lowest and six 

as the highest. The following labels for each number are used by the Colombian government: 1 

(Bajo-Bajo), 2 (Bajo), 3 (Medio-Bajo), 4 (Medio), 5 (Medio-Alto), and 6 (Alto) (Michnowicz & 

Quintana Sarria, 2020). Colombians are overtly aware of their number, and thus it is a 

convenient, objective measure of socioeconomic class. The last question asked participants to 

rate how well different groups of people speak including Paisas, Bogotanos, and Caleños. The 

reason for this question was to measure participants’ feeling of identity with their city of origin. 

The thinking is that the higher a Paisa rates Paisa Spanish, the greater their feeling of Paisa 

identity. This question is exemplified in Figure 14 below.  
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Figure 14. Identity question from language background questionnaire. 

 

3.4 Procedure 

 The procedure for the study is outlined in Table 16 below for participants from Medellin 

and Table 17 for participants from Cali and Bogota. Participants from Medellin took 

approximately 1 hour and a half to complete all tasks while participants from Cali and Bogota 

took about 45 minutes to complete all three of their tasks. Participants from Medellin first 

completed the DCT. The remaining three tasks were all completed in one survey in Qualtrics. 

The first part of the survey consisted of the background questionnaire followed by the matched 

guise and finally the telenovela task. The procedure for participants from Cali and Bogota was 

the same except they did not complete the DCT and instead went straight to the survey in 

Qualtrics.  

Table 16. Procedure for participants from Medellin.  

Task Order Average Completion Time 

DCT 25-40 minutes 

Background questionnaire 5 minutes 

Matched guise 15-30 minutes 

Telenovela  15-30 minutes 

Total 1 hour-1 hour 45 minutes  
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Table 17. Procedure for participants from Bogota and Cali. 

Task Order Average Completion Time 

Background questionnaire 5 minutes 

Matched guise 15-30 minutes 

Telenovela  15-30 minutes 

Total 35 minutes-1 hour 5 minutes  

 

3.5 Analysis  

 A variety of analyses were performed on the data depending on the task. For the DCT 

data, in order to examine linguistic and extralinguistic variables that condition polymorphism, a 

mixed effects multivariate logistic regression was carried out with participant as a random effect. 

In addition, a conditional inference tree was created to further examine the relationship among 

the significant independent variables. Next, descriptive statistics were analyzed, including 

crosstabs for all independent variables with the dependent variable. Last, rates for various 

characteristics of polymorphism were calculated.  

 For the matched guise data, means for each stimulus within each adjective were 

calculated, and a linear mixed effects model was carried out with participant as a random effect. 

Pairwise comparisons were run in order to identify significant differences between 1) 

polymorphism and unimorphism ratings for paisas only and 2) paisas’ ratings and ratings for the 

other two populations (bogotanos and caleños) for each stimulus. In addition, descriptive 

analyses regarding awareness of polymorphism for each population were carried out, which 

included rates of participants that noticed polymorphism in addition to identification of themes 

that stood out to participants in the matched guise.  
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 For the telenovela task, descriptive statistics were analyzed for a variety of aspects. First, 

awareness of polymorphism was analyzed for each scene in the telenovela, similar to the 

analyses completed for the matched guise. Next, rates of participants that noted a change in 

formality, respect, or closeness were calculated and were analyzed to see if they occurred at the 

same moment when the change in 2PS occurred. Then, rates for change in face were calculated 

for each scene and each population. Last, explicit language attitudes were analyzed qualitatively 

by identifying common themes regarding why participants in each population thought that 

polymorphism occurred.  
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Chapter 4: Results 

 The goal of this study is to examine usage and language attitudes of polymorphism in 

2PS contexts with speakers from Medellin, Colombia. Additionally, it compares explicit and 

implicit language attitudes of paisas to those of bogotanos and caleños. Specifically, the current 

study answers four research questions presented in section 3.1. As such, the results are organized 

according to the corresponding research question. Consequently, section 4.1 presents the results 

for the first research question, which asks whether polymorphism in 2PS contexts occurs in the 

Spanish of Medellin, and if so, what linguistic and extralinguistic factors condition it. Similarly, 

section 4.2 provides results pertinent to the second and third research questions, which is 

concerned with implicit language attitudes toward polymorphism. Last, section 4.3 provides 

results concerned with explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS.  

 At the beginning of sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, the author reminds the readers of the 

research question that the particular section addresses such as the relevant participant groups, 

methodology, and statistical analyses before the results are presented. At the end of each section, 

a summary of the results is provided.  

4.1 Polymorphism usage results  

 In this section, I present the results concerned with the first research question. The first 

research question seeks to characterize polymorphism usage in Medellin. For this reason, the 

question asks whether polymorphism occurs in the Spanish of Medellin and if so, what linguistic 

and extralinguistic variables condition it. To answer this question, a socially stratified sample of 

speakers from Medellin completed an oral DCT that elicited a variety of speech acts, 

specifically, complaints, commands, and questions. Participants read 24 contexts and were asked 
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to respond as if they were talking directly with the person in the situation, making sure not to 

narrate. A mixed effects multivariate logistic regression was performed on the data, with 

participants’ response to each DCT situation (binary – polymorphism vs. unimorphism) as the 

dependent variable, three linguistic (change in speech act, interlocutor relationship, pronoun 

explicitness) and three extralinguistic variables (sex, age, education level) as independent fixed 

effects. Participant was included as a random effect. This statistical analysis was chosen since the 

dependent variable was binary and both fixed effects (linguistic and extralinguistic variables) and 

random effects (participant) were included. The results of the statistical analyses for DCT 

responses are presented in Section 4.1.1.  

4.1.1 Analysis of linguistic and extralinguistic constraints   

 The envelope of variation for the DCT consisted of a participant’s response to a DCT 

context that included at least two 2PS since if there were only one 2PS, it would be impossible to 

classify it as polymorphism or unimorphism. Therefore, all DCT responses that did not consist of 

at least two 2PS were excluded (N=1,162). These exclusions included responses with only one 

2PS and occasional instances where participants narrated instead of speaking directly to the 

person in the context. First, the distribution of polymorphism and unimorphism is presented 

Table 18.  

Table 18. Distribution of polymorphism and unimorphism from DCT responses 

 Number Percentage 

Polymorphism 218 23.2% 

Unimorphism  722 76.8% 

TOTAL 940 100% 
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As can be observed in Table 18 above, unimorphism occurred much more frequently than 

polymorphism. However, polymorphism occurred 23.2% of the time, showing that 

polymorphism is very much existent in the Spanish of Medellin.  

 Next, in Table 19, the constraints conditioning polymorphism of 2PS and unimorphism 

are presented. The application value was polymorphism. As such, a factor weight greater than 

.50 favors polymorphism, whereas a factor weight less than .50 disfavors polymorphism and thus 

favors unimorphism. The p-value included for each fixed effect indicates whether that variable 

has a significant effect on polymorphism/unimorphism. A p-value of .05 or less was considered 

significant, whereas a p-value higher than .05 indicates that the factor is insignificant. 

Table 19. Results of mixed effects multivariate regression analysis from DCT responses. 

Polymorphism vs. unimorphism 

 

Input                                                                                                                                      .159 

AIC                                                                                                                                 991.058 

Total                                                                                                                                      940 

 Factor 

Weight 

Logodds % N 

Change in speech act                                p = .0000488 

Change 

No change 

          Range 

.62 

.38 

24 

0.474 

-0.474 

26.0% 

11.8% 

754 

186 

Interlocutor relationship                          p = .00873  

Intimate 

Distant 

          Range 

.55 

.45 

10 

0.211 

-0.211 

27.1% 

19.7% 

442 

498 

Speaker sex                                                 p = .0198 

Male 

Female 

          Range 

.56 

.44 

12 

0.234 

-0.234 

27.3% 

19.0% 

477 

463 

Speaker age                                                 p = .17  

Middle-aged 

Younger 

Older 

[.56]* 

[.48] 

[.46] 

0.249 

-0.085 

-0.164 

27.9% 

22.0% 

18.9% 

362 

250 

328 

Pronoun explicitness                                                      p = .301  

None explicit [.53] 0.092 23.3% 627 
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Some explicit  [.48] -0.092 23.0% 313 

Speaker education level                              p = .914  

Lower 

Higher 

[.50] 

[.50] 

0.011 

-0.011 

22.8% 

23.6% 

456 

484 

 *Values in brackets were not selected as significant by the statistical model.  

As can be observed in Table 19 above, two linguistic variables (change in speech act and 

interlocutor relationship) and one extralinguistic variable (speaker sex) were selected as 

significant predictors of polymorphism in 2PS contexts, but pronoun explicitness, speaker age, 

and speaker education level were not selected as significant constraints. The most significant 

variable was change in speech act. A change in speech act favored polymorphism, whereas no 

change in speech act favored unimorphism. The next most significant variable was interlocutor 

relationship. Intimate interlocutors favored polymorphism while distant interlocutors favored 

unimorphism. The last significant variable was speaker sex. Males favored polymorphism, and 

females favored unimorphism. These results are discussed in the following chapter.  

 In order to further examine the linguistic and extralinguistic constraints that condition 

polymorphism, a conditional inference tree was also produced. The results from the conditional 

inference tree analysis are presented below in Figure 15.  

Figure 15. Conditional inference tree examining significant constraints for the usage of 

polymorphism. 

The conditional inference tree shows that the most important variable is change in speech act as 

was seen in the mixed effects multivariate regression. Within change in speech act, men 
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(represented by “m”) favor polymorphism while females (represented by “f”) favor 

unimorphism. This analysis shows that speaker sex is important when there is a change in speech 

act, but not when there is no change in speech act.  

In sections 4.1.2.-4.1.7. below, the cross-tabulations for all constraints are provided. The 

distribution of each constraint is presented in a table that includes token counts in addition to 

rates of polymorphism and unimorphism within each constraint.  

4.1.2 Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by change in speech act  

The first constraint presented is change in speech act in Table 20 below. Recall that this 

constraint was significant in the regression analysis, and in fact was the most significant 

independent variable as demonstrated by its p-value. First, the distribution for each constraint is 

presented in a table, and then it is represented as a bar graph.  

Table 20. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by change in speech act 

Change in speech act Polymorphism Unimorphism Total # by change in 

speech act 

Change 196 / 89.9% 558 / 77.3%  754 / 80.2% 

No change 22 / 10.1%  164 / 22.7%  186 / 19.8% 

Total # by response / % 

of total 

218 / 23.2% 722 / 76.8% 940 / 100.0%  

 

As can be seen in Table 20, the vast majority of polymorphism tokens had a change in speech 

act. A similar trend can be observed for the unimorphism tokens in that the majority of tokens 

have a change in speech act. However, the rate for change in speech act for unimorphism tokens 

is not nearly as high as it is for polymorphism. These data are represented in a bar graph in 

Figure 16 below.  
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Figure 16. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by change in speech act 

 

Figure 16 depicts the same trend for both polymorphism and unimorphism to have much higher 

rates of change in speech act versus no change. However, as can be observed, the disparity 

between change and no change is much greater for the polymorphism tokens.  

4.1.3 Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by interlocutor relationship  

The second constraint presented is interlocutor relationship in Table 21 below. This constraint 

was significant in the regression analysis and was the second most significant fixed effect. Once 

again, the token counts and rates of polymorphism/unimorphism are presented across 

interlocutor relationship variants.  

Table 21. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by interlocutor relationship  

Interlocutor 

relationship 

Polymorphism Unimorphism Total # by 

interlocutor 

relationship 

Intimate 120 / 55.0%  322 / 44.6% 442 / 47.0% 

Distant 98 / 45.0%  400 / 55.4% 498 / 53.0% 
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Total # by response / % 

of total 

218 / 23.2% 722 / 76.8% 940 / 100.0%  

 

Table 21 shows opposite trends for polymorphism and unimorphism tokens. More polymorphism 

tokens are used with intimate interlocutors whereas a minority of polymorphism tokens are used 

with distant interlocutors. The unimorphism tokens show the opposite tendency in that the 

majority of unimorphism tokens are used with distant interlocutors, and a minority of 

unimorphism instances are employed with intimate interlocutors. However, it is important to 

note that these data are more balanced than the data for change in speech act because percentages 

for both intimate and distant interlocutors are close to 50%. Whereas, the change in speech act 

data was much more dispersed. These data are represented visually in Figure 17 below.  

Figure 17. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by interlocutor relationship 

 

Figure 17 depicts a clear interaction in that usage with interlocutor relationship varies based on 

polymorphism/unimorphism. Polymorphism is employed more with intimate interlocutors than 

distant interlocutors. But with unimorphism, the opposite effect is observed. In addition, Figure 
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18 below presents the percentage of tokens that were polymorphism out of all the tokens for each 

interlocutor from the DCT. Similar interlocutors were grouped together, such as mother and 

father or friends (male and female). For example, for the police officer, the bar labeled police 

officer represents the percentage of tokens that were polymorphism out of all the tokens 

responding to the police offer.  

Figure 18. Percentage of polymorphism tokens by specific interlocutor from DCT 

 

 The interlocutors that had the highest percentages of polymorphism were the girl in the 

concert, parents, and DJ while the interlocutors with the lowest percentages of polymorphism 

were the police officer, older man in the elevator, and the girl playing basketball. It should be 

noted that lowest five percentages consist of unknown interlocutors. However, it is interesting to 

note that the interlocutor with the highest rate of polymorphism tokens, the girl at the concert, is 

also unknown. Since these interlocutors are based on the DCT contexts, it is important to note 

that they do not solely represent interlocutor relationships, but also situations that sought to elicit 
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specific speech acts. Thus, it is likely that the girl in the concert did not elicit such a high 

percentage of polymorphism just based on the fact that she is an unknown, same age interlocutor, 

but also on her actions in the situation, which are likely to have a large effect on the employment 

of polymorphism.  

4.1.4 Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by pronoun explicitness  

The third constraint presented is pronoun explicitness in Table 22 below. Pronoun explicitness 

was operationalized as either salient or semi-salient. Salient tokens were comprised of no explicit 

2PS while semi-salient tokens contained some explicit 2PS. This constraint was not selected as 

significant by the statistical model for the regression analysis.  

Table 22. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by pronoun explicitness 

Pronoun explicitness Polymorphism Unimorphism Total # by pronoun 

explicitness 

None explicit 146 / 67.0% 481 / 66.6% 627 / 66.7% 

Some explicit 72 / 33.0% 241/ 33.4% 313 / 33.3% 

Total # by response / % 

of total 

218 / 23.2% 722 / 76.8% 940 / 100.0%  

 

As can be observed in Table 22 above, pronoun explicitness was used about two-thirds of the 

time in tokens as a whole and for both polymorphism and unimorphism. Rates of salient tokens 

were extremely similar for polymorphism and unimorphism, which explains why this variable 

was not significant for the regression analysis. These data are represented visually in Figure 19 

below.  

Figure 19. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by pronoun explicitness 
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Once again, it can be observed that polymorphism and unimorphism have the same tendency 

regarding pronoun explicitness. They show the same trend with salient tokens used two-thirds of 

the time and semi-salient tokens used one-third of the time.  

4.1.5 Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker sex  

The first of the extralinguistic variables, speaker sex, is presented in Table 23 below. This 

constraint was significant in the regression analysis, and it was the only extralinguistic variable 

that was selected as significant by the statistical model.  

Table 23. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker sex  

Speaker sex Polymorphism Unimorphism Total # by speaker 

sex 

Male 130 / 59.6% 347 / 48.1%  477 / 50.7% 

Female 88 / 40.4%  375 / 51.9% 463 / 49.3% 

Total # by response / % 

of total 

218 / 23.2% 722 / 76.8% 940 / 100.0%  
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Table 23 above demonstrates that the total number of tokens is almost equal between speaker 

sexes. This is the same pattern observed for unimorphism tokens as they are split almost evenly 

between males and females, with females producing just over half of the unimorphism tokens. 

However, there is a different tendency for the polymorphism tokens. Instead of males producing 

about half of the tokens and females producing about half, males are responsible for almost 60% 

of the polymorphism tokens. These data are represented visually in Figure 20 below.  

Figure 20. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker sex  

 

From Figure 20 above, once again an interaction can be observed in that for polymorphism 

tokens, males produce a higher percentage than females but for unimorphism, males are 

responsible for a smaller percentage compared to females.  
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The next extralinguistic constraint, education level, is presented below in Table 24. Education 

level was not a significant predictor for polymorphism in the regression analysis.  
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Table 24. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker education level   

Speaker education level  Polymorphism Unimorphism Total # by speaker 

education level  

Higher education (at 

least formación 

tecnológica completed) 

114 / 52.3% 370 / 51.2%  484 / 51.5% 

Lower education (no 

more than formación 

técnica completed) 

104 / 47.7%  352 / 48.8%  456 / 48.5%  

Total # by response / % 

of total 

218 / 23.2% 722 / 76.8% 940 / 100.0%  

 

As can be observed from Table 24, polymorphism and unimorphism rates were similar between 

the higher and lower education levels. The higher education level produced just over half the 

tokens for both polymorphism and unimorphism while the lower education level was responsible 

for just under half of both polymorphism and unimorphism tokens. This lines up with the 

percentages of overall tokens produced by each group. The similar pattern across the two groups 

is representative of why speaker education level was not selected as a significant predictor of 

polymorphism for the regression analysis. These data are represented visually in a bar graph in 

Figure 21 below.  

Figure 21. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker education level   
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Figure 21 depicts the same pattern for both polymorphism and unimorphism tokens. As 

described above, the higher education level is responsible for a very small percentage more of 

the tokens in both polymorphism and unimorphism, which corresponds to the overall token 

count.  

4.1.7 Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker age  

The last constraint to be presented is speaker age. This variable was not significant in the 

regression analysis. Its distribution in terms of polymorphism/unimorphism in presented below 

in Table 25.  

Table 25. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker age   

Speaker age  Polymorphism Unimorphism Total # by speaker 

age  

Younger (18-29) 55 / 25.2% 195 / 27.0% 250 / 26.6% 

Middle-aged (30-49) 101 / 46.3% 261 / 36.1% 362 / 38.5% 

Older (50+) 62 / 28.4% 266 / 36.8% 328 / 34.9%  

Total # by response / % 

of total 

218 / 23.2% 722 / 76.8% 940 / 100.0%  
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From Table 25 above, younger speakers act virtually the same in terms of polymorphism and 

unimorphism as their rates for both are almost the same, matching their percentage of overall 

tokens by age groups. Middle-aged speakers produced a greater percentage of polymorphism 

tokens than unimorphism tokens while older speakers showed the opposite effect. These data are 

represented visually in Figure 22 below.  

Figure 22. Distribution of polymorphism/unimorphism by speaker age 
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4.1.8 Further analysis of polymorphism usage  

In addition to the above multivariate regression, the polymorphism tokens were analyzed more to 

examine specific characteristics of polymorphism. This was done in order to answer the last part 

of the first research question, which sought to characterize polymorphism usage in Medellin. 

 4.1.8.1 Number of 2PS switches   

For the first part of this further analysis, polymorphism tokens were analyzed and were 

coded for the number of changes in 2PS that occurred. The number of switches ranged from 1 to 

4. Table 26 below presents this information.  

Table 26. Number of 2PS switches in polymorphism tokens 

Number of Switches N Percentage 

1 163 74.8% 

2 42 19.3% 

3 12 5.5% 

4 1 0.5% 

TOTAL 218 100% 

 

As can be observed in Table 26 above, the majority of tokens just had one switch and almost 

one-fifth of tokens had two switches. There was a small portion of tokens that had three changes 

and just one token that consisted of four changes. The average number of switches was 1.32. 

Examples of tokens with each number of switches are presented below.  

(21) One switch: “Papá mira que las cajas están marcadas para que vaya colocando cada 

una en su lugar.” 

‘ Dad look (T) how the boxes are labeled so that you can put each one in its place.’  
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(22) Two switches: “Madre, ¿por qué no me colabora con la receta que tú sabes de las 

galletas? ¿Sí te acuerdas? O búsquelas donde esté guardada tus recetas para poder 

colaborarnos para hacer las recetas de galleticas, ¿ok?”  

‘Mom, why don’t you help (U) me out with the cookie recipe that you know (T)? Do you 

remember (T)? Or look (U) for it where all your recipes are stored so that you can help us 

out making the cookies, ok?’  

(23) Three switches: “Papi, ¿por qué me mueve la mochila? Sabes que a mí no me gusta. 

Debería de dejarla donde siempre yo la dejo. Trata de no meterte en mis cosas.”  

‘Dad, why do you move (U) my backpack? You know (T) that I don’t like it. You should 

leave (U) it where I always leave it. Try (T) to not get into my things.  

(24) Four switches: “Mira ayúdame con eso porque yo quiero hacer... papá ayudame a 

hacer el árbol genealógico porque es que yo quiero que...conservar toda la familia. 

Entonces para que me colabores por favor porque yo sola no puedo. Me es imposible. Tú 

tienes más conocimiento, es una persona ya de edad. Ya tiene más conocimiento entonces 

me puedes colaborar con los datos de la familia.”  

‘Hey (T), help (T) me with this because I want to do...Dad help (V) me to make a family 

tree because I want to...conserve the whole family. So you should help (T) me please 

because I can’t do it alone. It’s impossible for me. You have (T) more knowledge, you 

are (U) older. You have (U) more knowledge so you can (T) help me with the 

information about our family.’  

As can be observed, the example with only one switch is the shortest response. In 

contrast, the example that has four switches is the longest response. The more 
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participants speak, the more opportunities they have to change 2PS. Another notable 

characteristic of the example with four switches is that the speaker seems to be more 

hesitant as there are two pauses in the response as demonstrated with the ellipses. It 

should also be noted a response with four switches only occurred once and, thus, this is 

the only instance in the data.  

4.1.8.2 Type of 2PS switches   

Next, the type of switches that occurred in terms of 2PS were analyzed. All the 

polymorphism tokens were coded for type of switch, such as T → V, V→T, V→U, U→V, 

T→U, U→T, and all three. All polymorphism tokens were included even those that had more 

than one switch. Thus, if it switched from T→U→T, it was included as T→U since it started 

with tú and switched to usted. Some of the tokens (N=29) were ambiguous as to whether they 

were tú or vos, and thus, they were excluded from this analysis. These ambiguous 2PS generally 

consisted of past tense verbs without an explicit subject pronoun or present tense ambiguous 

conjugations like “estás” or “vas”. These results are presented in Table 27 below.  

Table 27. Types of switches in terms of 2PS in polymorphism tokens 

Type of Switch N Percentage 

T→U 47 24.9% 

U→T 40 21.2% 

V→T 40 21.2% 

T→V 24 12.7% 

V→U 19 10.1% 

U→V 12 6.3% 

All 3 7 3.7% 

TOTAL 189 100% 
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As can be seen in Table 27, the majority of switches were between tuteo and ustedeo, accounting 

for 46.1% of all polymorphism tokens. Specifically, most switches started with tuteo and 

changed to ustedeo. The second most prominent switch types were ustedeo to tuteo and voseo to 

tuteo. And the next most prevalent switch was tuteo to voseo followed by voseo to ustedeo. 

Switches with ustedeo to voseo and all three 2PS were scarce.  

4.1.8.3 Overt pronoun expression    

The next analysis examined overt pronoun expression versus verbal morphology alone. 

For this analysis, all polymorphism tokens were coded for either pronoun present with verb or 

just verbal morphology. Results show that of the 218 polymorphism tokens, 146 (67%) were 

only verbal morphology while 72 (33%) had at least one overt subject pronoun. Within the 72 

polymorphism tokens with explicit pronoun expression, explicit pronoun rates were calculated 

for each 2PS and are displayed in Table 28 below.  

Table 28. Rates of 2PS for explicit pronoun expression in polymorphism tokens 

2PS N Percentage 

usted 35 48.6% 

tú 14 19.4% 

vos 13 18.1% 

usted + vos 4 5.6% 

tú + usted  3 4.2% 

tú + vos 3 4.2% 

TOTAL 72 100% 

 

From Table 28 above, it can be observed that usted was the most common 2PS to be expressed 

explicitly, making up almost half of the explicit 2PS polymorphism tokens. This corroborates 

findings from previous studies. Flores-Ferrán (2004) posits that subject expression affects 2PS, 

and since ustedeo has the most ambiguous verbal morphology, it is most likely to be used with 
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an overt subject pronoun. Tú and vos had similar rates of explicit pronoun expression, which 

were much less prevalent compared to usted. It should be noted that the majority of tokens with 

explicit pronoun expression included just one type of 2PS that was explicitly expressed (86.1%). 

Altogether, there were 10 tokens that had more than one explicit type of 2PS and all 

combinations were observed. However, there were no cases of all three 2PS expressed explicitly 

in the same token.  

4.1.9 Summary of polymorphism usage results  

 The results presented in this section were intended to address the first research question 

that sought to examine paisas’ usage of polymorphism and the linguistic and extralinguistic 

constraints that condition it. In addition, the first research question was concerned with 

characterizing the polymorphism usage of the Spanish of Medellin. As such, usage data from the 

DCT that paisas completed was presented in this section. In this subsection, findings are 

synthesized in order to aid the reader and facilitate the reflection of results in the discussion 

chapter.  

 To begin, rates of polymorphism and unimorphism were presented. Polymorphism was 

produced 23.2% of the time. The results from a mixed effects multivariate regression analysis 

showed that three variables were significant predictors of polymorphism: change in speech act, 

interlocutor relationship, and speaker sex. Specifically, a change in speech act, known 

interlocutors, and males favored polymorphism Additionally, a conditional inference tree was 

created. That analysis demonstrated that change in speech act was the most important variable, 

and that within instances where there was a change in speech act, males favored the production 

of polymorphism.  
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 In terms of the characterization of polymorphism, it was observed that switching once per 

DCT response was the most common with 1.63 as the average number of switches out of all the 

polymorphism tokens. Switching from tú to usted was the most common type of switch followed 

by switching from usted to tú and vos to tú. Additionally, it was more common for 

polymorphism tokens to include only the verbal morphology of all the 2PS involved. For the 

polymorphism tokens that did include overt 2PS, it was most common for ustedeo to be 

accompanied by an explicit subject pronoun.  

4.2 Implicit language attitude data  

In this section, I present the results regarding the second and third research questions. The 

second research question sought to examine paisas’ implicit language attitudes toward 

polymorphism and compare them to those of bogotanos and caleños. Additionally, it asked 

whether different types of polymorphism are evaluated differently. To answer this question, 

paisas, bogotanos, and caleños completed a matched guise test that consisted of audios of three 

different stimuli varying by polymorphism/unimorphism versions. Participants rated each 

speaker on intelligence, friendliness, and socioeconomic class using a 5-point Likert scale. The 

third research question asked whether paisas, bogotanos and caleños noticed polymorphism. To 

answer this question, participants were asked at the end of the matched guise if anything had 

stood out to them about how the people spoke. Additionally, in the telenovela task, participants 

were asked what they noticed about how each character spoke in each of the three scenes. This 

was to see whether they mentioned polymorphism before it was explicitly pointed out to them.  

4.2.1 Matched guise data comparisons of populations  
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This section compares ratings for the matched guise data by populations. Specifically, it presents 

significant differences between paisas and bogotanos and between paisas and caleños.10 

Findings are presented by stimulus and version, with a total of nine (3 stimuli x 3 versions). For 

example, the first graph, Figure 33, presents data for the polymorphism version of stimulus 1 

(“Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Te sentís bien?”). Similar to section 4.2.2.1., comparisons 

are once again made within speakers so that ratings for each speaker’s polymorphism stimuli are 

only compared to that same speakers’ unimorphism stimuli. Figures representing findings are 

only presented for significant differences observed. Each stimulus is presented one by one with 

“inteligente” presented first, followed by “amigable” and last “clase socioeconómica” for each 

stimulus. If there are no significant differences for a specific adjective, then those findings are 

not presented.  

Figure 33. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 1 for “inteligente” by population 

 

 
10 It should be noted that when it says for example, “the only significant differences were….” this is only 

considering the above-mentioned population comparisons. However, it should be recognized that there may indeed 

be differences between bogotanos and caleños. 
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From Figure 33, it can be noted that for each speaker, bogotanos had the lowest ratings and 

paisas tended to have the highest ratings (except for speaker M1). Caleños had ratings in the 

middle of bogotanos and paisas. For speaker F1, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher 

than bogotanos (p = .003) but not significantly higher than caleños (p = .552). For speaker F2, 

once again, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than bogotanos (p = .003) but not 

significantly higher than caleños (p = .552). For speaker M1, there were no significant 

differences between paisas and either of the other two populations, although the difference 

between paisas and bogotanos approaches significance (Bogota (p = .097), Cali (p = .869)). Last, 

for speaker M2, paisas evaluated his stimulus significantly higher than both bogotanos (p = 

.000) and caleños (p = .024).  

 There were no significant differences for “amigable” with the polymorphism version of 

stimulus 1. Thus, results for “clase socioeconómica” are presented next in Figure 34 below.  

Figure 34. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 1 for “clase socioeconómica” by 

population 
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For “clase socioeconómica,” the same trend can be observed as for “inteligente” in that 

bogotanos rated this polymorphism stimulus the lowest while paisas rated it the highest. Once 

again, caleños evaluated it in between ratings of bogotanos and paisas. For speaker F1, paisas 

rated the stimulus significantly higher than bogotanos (p = .018) but not significantly higher than 

caleños (p = .261). For speaker F2, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than both 

populations (Bogota (p = .000), Cali (p = .012). There were no significant differences for speaker 

M1 (Bogota (p = .333), Cali (p = .730). For speaker M2, there were significant differences 

between paisas and bogotanos (p = .000) but no significant differences between paisas and 

caleños (p = .333).  

 Next, findings for the ustedeo unimorphism version of stimulus 1 (“Bien ¿y usted? 

¿Usted cómo está? ¿Se siente bien?”) are presented below in Figure 35.  

Figure 35. Ratings of ustedeo unimorphism version of stimulus 1 for “inteligente” by population 
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speaker F2, caleños rated the stimulus the highest. For speaker M1, we see the same trend as the 

polymorphism version of this stimulus, and for speaker M2, ratings for all populations are quite 

close. The only significant difference within speakers is for speaker M1. Paisas rated the speaker 

as significantly more intelligent compared to bogotanos (p = .040). Next, findings are presented 

for the same ustedeo unimorphism version of stimulus 1 for the adjective “amigable.”  

Figure 36. Ratings of ustedeo unimorphism version of stimulus 1 for “amigable” by population 
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Figure 37. Ratings of voseo unimorphism version of stimulus 1 for “clase socioeconómica” by 

population 

 

 For “clase socioeconómica,” for the voseo unimorphism version of stimulus 1, bogotanos rated 

the stimulus the highest for every speaker followed by paisas (except for speaker F2). For 

speaker F1, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than caleños (p = .013) but there were 

no significant differences between paisas and bogotanos (p = .822). The only other significant 

differences are for speaker M1 for which bogotanos rated the stimulus significantly higher than 

paisas (p = .019) but there were no differences between paisas and caleños (p = .447).  

 Next, results for stimulus 2 will be examined. First, significant findings for the 

polymorphism version of stimulus 2 (“Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy inteligente.  

Hágale con ánimo y confía en lo que usted sabe.”) are presented in Figure 38 below.  

Figure 38. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 2 for “inteligente” by population 
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For “inteligente” for the polymorphism version of stimulus 2, a similar pattern can be observed 

as was found for the polymorphism version of stimulus 1 for “inteligente” and “clase 

socioeconómica.” Bogotanos rate the stimulus the lowest, followed by caleños with paisas 

showing the highest ratings. For speaker F1, there are significant differences between paisas and 

bogotanos (p = .002) but there are no significant differences between paisas and caleños (p = 

.156). For speaker M1, once again, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than bogotanos 

(p = .018) but not significantly higher than caleños (p = .889). Once again, for speaker M2, there 

are significant differences between paisas and bogotanos (p = .014) but not between paisas and 

caleños (p = .063).  

Next, findings are presented for the same stimulus but with “amigable.”  

Figure 39. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 2 for “amigable” by population 
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The same pattern that was presented for “inteligente” can be observed for “amigable” in Figure 

39 above. The only significant difference is for speaker F1. Paisas rated the stimulus as 

significantly more “amigable” compared to bogotanos (p = .002). Now, results for “clase 

socioeconómica” for the polymorphism version of stimulus 2 are presented in Figure 40 below.  

Figure 40. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 2 for “clase socioeconómica” by 

population 
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A similar pattern as was seen for “inteligente” and “amigable” can be observed for “clase 

socioeconómica” in Figure 40 above. One difference that can be observed here is that bogotanos 

rated the stimulus slightly higher than caleños for speaker M2. In addition, bogotanos and 

caleños have the exact same mean rating for speaker F2. The only significant difference is for 

speaker F1. Paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than bogotanos (p = .005) but there are 

no differences between paisas and caleños (p =. 908).  

 Now, results for the ustedeo unimorphism version of stimulus 2 (“Espero que le vaya 

muy bien, usted es muy inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confíe en lo que usted sabe”) are 

presented in Figure 41 below.  

Figure 41. Ratings of ustedeo unimorphism version of stimulus 2 for “inteligente” by population 

 

The same patterns observed for polymorphism of this stimulus appear once again for speakers F1 

and F2. However, for speaker M1, caleños have the highest rating, and for speaker M2, caleños 

have the lowest rating, even lower than that of bogotanos. The only significant difference for this 

stimulus is that paisas rate the stimulus significantly higher than bogotanos for speaker F1 (p = 
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.016). However, for speaker F1, there are no significant differences between paisas and caleños 

(p = .108). Now, results for ustedeo unimorphism of stimulus 2 for “amigable” are presented in 

Figure 42 below.  

Figure 42. Ratings of ustedeo unimorphism version of stimulus 2 for “amigable” by population 

 

The same exact patterns for each speaker for “inteligente” can be observed here for “amigable.” 

For speaker F1, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than both bogotanos (p = .008) and 

caleños (p = .043). For speaker F2, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than bogotanos 

(p = .012) but not significantly higher than caleños (p = .224). For speaker M2, paisas once 

again rated the stimulus significantly higher than both bogotanos (p = .004) and caleños (p = 
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 Next, ratings for the tuteo unimorphism version of stimulus 2 (“Espero que te vaya muy 
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were only significant differences for “amigable,” and thus, those results are presented in Figure 

43 below.  
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Figure 43. Ratings of tuteo unimorphism version of stimulus 2 for “amigable” by population 

 

For this stimulus, paisas had the highest ratings followed by bogotanos, and lastly caleños had 

the lowest ratings (except for speaker M2). The only significant difference is for speaker M2; 

paisas rated this stimulus significantly higher than bogotanos (p = .049).  

 Next, findings for each version of stimulus 3 will be presented, starting with the 

polymorphism version (“Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué color la querés pintar?”) 

in Figure 44 below.  

Figure 44. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 3 for “inteligente” by population 
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For this polymorphism stimulus, a different pattern can be observed than for the polymorphism 

versions of stimulus 1 and stimulus 2. Paisas still rated the stimulus the highest, but bogotanos 

rated it higher than caleños. For speaker F1, paisas rated the stimulus higher than caleños (p = 

.006) but there were no significant differences between paisas and bogotanos (p = .176). For 

speaker F2, once again, paisas’ evaluations are significantly higher than those of caleños (p = 

.001) but not significantly different from those of bogotanos (p = .552). The same findings are 

corroborated with speaker M1 (p = .014 for caleños and p = .146 for bogotanos). For speaker 

M2, there were no significant differences between paisas and the other two populations. 

However, the difference between paisas and caleños approaches significance (p = .056). Next, 

ratings for “amigable” for this same polymorphism stimulus 3 are presented in Figure 45 below.  

Figure 45. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 3 for “amigable” by population 
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For “amigable,” the same pattern is present as was observed for “inteligente” with the exception 

of speaker M1 for which ratings for bogotanos and caleños are the same. For speaker F1, there 

are significant differences between paisas and caleños (p = .043) but not between paisas and 

bogotanos (p = .111). For speakers F2 and M2, paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher 

than caleños (p = .033 for speaker F2 and p = .025 for speaker M2) but not significantly higher 

than bogotanos (p = .810 for speaker F2 and p = .168 for speaker M2). For speaker M1, there 

were no significant differences between paisas and the other two populations (p = .152 for Cali 

and Bogota). Now, results for the polymorphism version of stimulus 3 for “clase 

socioeconómica” are presented in Figure 46.  

Figure 46. Ratings of polymorphism version of stimulus 3 for “clase socioeconómica” by 

population 
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The same pattern observed for the other two adjectives (“inteligente” and “amigable”) for this 

stimulus can be noted again for “clase socioeconómica.” For speaker F1, paisas rated the 

stimulus significantly higher than caleños (p = .010) but not significantly higher than bogotanos 

(p = .616). For speaker F2, paisas also rated the stimulus significantly higher than caleños but to 

an even greater degree (p = .001). Once again, for speaker F2, there were no significant 

differences between paisas and bogotanos (.691). The same significant difference is observed for 

speaker M1 (p = .012 for caleños but p = .973 for bogotanos). For speaker M2, there were no 

significant differences (p = .239 for caleños and p = .730 for bogotanos). Now, findings are 

presented for the tuteo unimorphism version of stimulus 3, starting with inteligente in Figure 47 

below.  

Figure 47. Ratings of tuteo unimorphism version of stimulus 3 for “inteligente” by population 
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For most of the speakers, paisas have the highest ratings and caleños have the lowest ratings 

(except for speaker F2 where her rating is the same as that of bogotanos). For speaker F1, there 

were no significant differences between paisas and the other two populations (p = .079 for 

caleños and p = .176 for bogotanos). For speaker F2, paisas rated the stimulus significantly 

higher than both caleños and bogotanos (p = .044 for both populations). For speaker M1, there 

were no significant differences (p = .586 for bogotanos and p = .343 for caleños). Finally, for 

speaker M2, there were significant differences between paisas’ ratings and caleños’ ratings (p = 

.012) but not between ratings for paisas and bogotanos (p = .132). Next findings for the same 

stimulus are presented below in Figure 48 for the adjective “amigable.”  

Figure 48. Ratings of tuteo unimorphism version of stimulus 3 for “amigable” by population 
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The pattern for “amigable” is similar to that of “inteligente” for the tuteo unimorphism version 

of stimulus 3. However, for “amigable,” ratings for most of the speakers are quite similar across 

populations, with a starker difference for speaker M2. The only significant differences are for 

speaker M2 where paisas rated the stimulus significantly higher than caleños (p = .001). Now, 

findings are presented for the same stimulus but for “clase socioeconómica” in Figure 49.  

Figure 49. Ratings of tuteo unimorphism version of stimulus 3 for “clase socioeconómica” by 

population 
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For “clase socioeconómica,” it appears that tendencies for populations vary based on the 

speaker. For example, opposite patterns can be observed for speaker F2 and speaker M1. There 

are significant differences between paisas and both of the other populations for speaker F2. 

Paisas rated the stimulus significantly lower than both bogotanos (p = .000) and caleños (p = 

.012). In addition, for speaker M2, paisas now rate the stimulus significantly higher than both of 

the other populations (p = .020 for bogotanos and p = .006 for caleños). The last stimulus, the 

voseo unimorphism version of stimulus 3, is presented in Figure 50 below. For this stimulus, 

there were only significant differences for “amigable,” and thus Figure 50 presents findings for 

this adjective.  

Figure 50. Ratings of voseo unimorphism version of stimulus 3 for “amigable” by population 
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For “amigable” for the voseo unimorphism version of stimulus 3, paisas tended to have the 

highest ratings overall (except for speaker M1) and caleños had the lowest ratings. The only 

significant differences across populations were for speaker M2. Paisas rated this stimulus as 

significantly higher than both caleños (p = .001) and bogotanos (p = .012).  

4.2.2 Awareness of polymorphism   

This section addresses the third research question that asked whether paisas, caleños, and 

bogotanos noticed polymorphism. The last question on the matched guise asked participants the 

following: “¿Algo te llamó la atención de cómo las personas hablaban en los audios?”  The 

purpose of this question was to understand what the sociolinguistic value of polymorphism is for 

these three Colombian populations. In addition, for the telenovela task, participants watched 

three scenes from the telenovela, La Reina del Flow, and after viewing each scene, they were 

asked, “¿Qué notas del habla de la mujer a la izquierda? ¿Algo te llamó la atención de cómo 

hablaba? Si algo te llamó la atención, descríbelo e indica con qué propósito se emplea.”  The 

point of this question was to see if participants noticed the usage of polymorphism by the 
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characters in La Reina del Flow. The next sections present findings for answers to each of these 

questions by population, starting with paisas, then bogotanos, and last, caleños.  

 4.2.2.1 Paisas’ awareness of polymorphism  

Of the 31 paisas that completed the matched guise, in their answers to the question about 

anything standing out to them, only 2 (6.5%) explicitly mentioned polymorphism and 1 (3.2%) 

mentioned 2PS. These three comments were the following:  

(25) El uso del tú, usted y vos. El tono de voz y la velocidad de la pronunciación. ‘The 

use of tú, usted, and vos. The tone of voice and the speed of pronunciation’ (37-year-old 

female with postgraduate education). 

(26) Como mezclan o mezclamos los colombianos los pronombres vos, tú, usted en la 

misma frase. ‘How they mix and we Colombians mix the pronouns vos, tú, and usted in 

the same phrase’ (39-year-old male with postgraudate education).  

(27) No, solo no me gusta cuando combinan usted y vos. “No, I just don’t like when they 

combine usted and vos’ (19-year-old female with high school education (current 

university student)).  

In the first comment, it is not explicit whether the participant is referring to polymorphism or just 

the 2PS usage of each 2PS not necessarily mixed. In contrast, the second and third comments 

make explicit mention of polymorphism of 2PS. The second comment is an objective 

observation without any attitudinal information. However, the third comment portrays a negative 

attitude toward polymorphism, specifically toward mixing usted and vos. It would be interesting 

to know how this participant feels about the mixing of usted and tú and tú and vos. From her 

comment, it is unclear whether 1) she only noticed the mixing of usted and vos but not the 
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combinations of tú and usted or tú and vos or 2) she noticed the polymorphism of all 

combinations but only disapproves of the usted and vos combination. The rates of paisas who are 

aware of polymorphism are really low. The fact that paisas employed polymorphism but did not 

notice it suggests that polymorphism is a phenomenon that is very natural and subconscious for 

them. It also indicates that polymorphism of 2PS does not have a high level of stigma in the 

paisa speech community.   

Now, data from the telenovela task are presented. As a reminder, participants watched 

three scenes from La Reina del Flow and were asked if anything stood out to them after viewing 

each scene. For the first scene, no participant made any mention of polymorphism or of 2PS at 

all. Two participants did mention that the speech was typical of the paisa dialect. For the second 

scene, one participant mentioned polymorphism of 2PS (see (29)).  

(28) Usó lenguaje o léxico regionalista, utilizó lenguaje cercano y lejano en las mismas 

oraciones que expresó. ‘They used the regional language or lexicon, they used close and 

distanced language in the same sentences that they expressed’ (54-year-old female with 

technological training).  

Although the participant does not explicitly mention 2PS, it can be deduced that she is referring 

to the change in vos to usted in this scene. In addition to this comment, three participants 

mentioned 2PS in general and two participants mentioned that the way the character spoke was 

indicative of the paisa dialect. The comments that consider 2PS are presented below.  

(29) el uso del "vos", indica mucha cercanía. ‘The use of “vos” indicates a great level of 

closeness’ (39-year-old male with technological training).  
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(30) olvídese de mí, no lo quiero volver a ver. ‘Forget me, I don’t want to see you (U) 

again’ (31-year-old male with technical training)  

(31) yo a vos, te quiero mucho. ‘I love you (V) so much’ (87-year-old male with 

elementary school education)  

Two of these participants ((29) and (31)) mention the use of vos, and one adds that it indicated a 

high degree of closeness. The other participant does not explicitly mention a 2PS, but it includes 

an instance of verbal ustedeo, which is the 2PS that the character switches to after starting with 

voseo.  

In the third scene, no participant made any mention of 2PS or polymorphism. Six participants 

mentioned that the character spoke in a way very typical of the paisa dialect. In addition, several 

participants mentioned that the character’s speech was typical of someone from the lower class. 

Thus,  paisas use polymorphism but do not notice the feature. Next, these data for bogotanos 

will be examined.  

 4.2.2.2 Bogotanos’ awareness of polymorphism 

 In this section, bogotanos’ awareness of polymorphism is analyzed. Of the 24 bogotanos 

that completed the matched guise, 10 mentioned 2PS or polymorphism of 2PS explicitly. 

Specifically, 3 (12.5%) bogotanos mentioned something related to 2PS and 7 (29.2%) bogotanos 

mentioned comments regarding polymorphism. The comments concerning 2PS in general were 

the following:  

(32) A veces se expresaban con "usted" y a veces con "tú". ‘Sometimes, they expressed 

themselves using “usted” and sometimes with “tú” (22-year-old female with university 

education). 
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(33) No saben tutear. ‘They don’t know how to use “tú”’ (50-year-old male with 

elementary school education).  

(34) Algunos no saben tutear. ‘Some don’t know how to use “tú”’ (50-year-old male with 

university education). 

Examples (33) and (34) show their opinion that paisas do not know how to use tuteo. This is an 

interesting comment as there were several stimuli that included tuteo in the matched guise. These 

two comments could be referring to the fact that there was also a great presence of ustedeo and 

voseo. The voseo stimuli could have stood out to these bogotano participants since voseo is not 

used in their dialect. Example (36) appears to be a more objective observation. It is interesting to 

note that the participant only mentions tuteo and ustedeo, but not voseo.  

 The comments that explicitly mentioned polymorphism of 2PS are presented below:  

(35) Que tuteen y ustedeen al mismo tiempo. Y la variación de los acentos aun siendo todos 

Paisas. ‘That they use “tú” and “usted” at the same time. And the variation of the accents 

even though they are all paisas’ (27-year-old female with postgraduate education).  

(36) Cuando hablan en una sola frase como "usted" y "tú" al tiempo suena bastante feo, y 

más si le ponen modismos. ‘When they say in the same phrase “usted” and “tú” it sounds 

really ugly, and even more so if they add colloquialisms’ (37-year-old female with university 

education). 

(37) La mezcla de los pronombres y tiempos verbales. ‘The mixing of the pronouns and 

verbal tenses’ (25-year-old female with university education).  
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(38) Todos según sus acentos mezclan pronombre y así expresen lo mismo según su acento y 

tiempos al hablar puede verse de distinta forma. ‘Everyone according to their accent mix 

pronouns and in this way they express the same thing according to their accent and tenses 

when speaking it can be seen in a different way’ (23-year-old male with university 

education).  

(39) Algunos tenían un revuelto de acentos y eso me causaba confusión. Entre ustedear y 

tutear. Sin embargo, son acentos a los que estoy acostumbrada. ‘Some had a mix of accents 

and this confused me. Between using “usted” and “tú”. However, they are accents that I am 

used to’ (22-year-old female with university education). 

(40) Unos hablando fuerte, otros pacito. Unos tuteaban, otros ustedeaban y otros una mezcla. 

‘Some spoke loudly, others softly. Some used “tú”, others “usted” and others a mix’ (54-

year-old female with university education). 

(41) Muchos de ellos combinan el tutear con el usted. “A lot of them combined “tú” with 

“usted”’ (50-year-old male with postgraduate education).  

Of the seven bogotanos who mentioned polymorphism, five observed in an objective manner 

that they noticed the mixing of 2PS. In contrast, two bogotanos ((37) and (40)) expressed 

negative attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS. One was a stronger negative attitude, saying 

polymorphism “suena bastante feo” while the other was not as strong, just mentioning that it 

caused her some confusion. Additionally, after completing the matched guise and telenovela 

tasks, one participant, a 36-year-old male with postgraduate education, directly mentioned the 

following to me via WhatsApp: “Creo que uno tiene un sesgo al tuteo ustedeo. Que una persona 

use ambos modos en una misma conversación, denota poco nivel educativo. Por lo menos en 
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Bogotá” ‘I think that one has a bias toward the use of “tú” and “usted”. If someone uses both in 

the same conversation, it denotes a low level of education. At least in Bogota.’  

 Now the questions regarding awareness of polymorphism from the telenovela task will be 

analyzed. For the first scene, seven participants mentioned of the 24 mentioned a paisa accent. 

One participant mentioned 2PS in general ((42) below) and one participant mentioned 

polymorphism ((43) below).  

(42)  No es de Bogotá por su “acordate”. ‘She is not from Bogota because of her use of 

“acordate” (remember (V))’ (22-year-old female with university education).  

(43)  Primero le habló de usted y luego la tuteó, creo que para entrar más en confianza. 

‘First she used “usted” and then she used “tú,” I think to become more trusting/close’ 

(50-year-old male with postgraduate education). 

The participant for (42) not only noted that the character uses voseo, even if she did not explicitly 

say voseo, but she also recognizes that this is not something typical of bogotano speech. In (43), 

the participant noted the change in 2PS. Although he does confuse the voseo (e.g., “acordate” 

and “apoyate”) as tuteo. He additionally supplies a possible explanation for the change (“entrar 

en más confianza”).  

 For the second scene, three participants mentioned the paisa accent of the character. 

Additionally, two participants mentioned 2PS. Their comments are shown below: 

(44) Es paisa y no lo tutea. ‘She is paisa and she doesn’t use “tú”’ (30-year-old female 

with postgraduate education).  
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(45) Es de algún lugar en el norte del país por el "vos". ‘She is from somewhere in the 

north of the country because of her use of “vos”’ (22-year-old female with university 

education).  

The participant from (44) mentions that the character is paisa and that she does not use tú. While 

the participant from (45) notes the use of vos and that it is typical of the northern part of the 

country. Her affirmation that vos is typical of the north of the country could be referring to 

Medellin since Medellin is north of Bogotá, but this description excludes Cali and Popayán 

where voseo is also used. The important point is that both of these participants noted the use of 

2PS, and the second participant noted that vos is not typical of Bogota. In addition to these two 

participants mentioning 2PS, two participants mentioned that they noticed polymorphism in 2PS 

contexts. Their comments are shown below: 

(46) Usa vos, luego usted. ‘She uses vos and then usted’ (36-year-old male with 

postgraduate education).  

(47) Primero empezó tuteando, creo que porque lo estaba halagando y luego lo trató de 

usted para sentirse más alejada de él. ‘First she started using “tú”, I think because she was 

flattering him and then she used “usted” to feel more distanced from him’ (50-year-old 

male with postgraduate education).  

Both of the participants from the examples above noted the polymorphism, although in (47) the 

participant uses the word “tutear” when the character actually uses voseo. In (47), the participant 

expresses that he thinks that the character is trying to flatter her friend by using vos and then 

switches to usted to show distance.  
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 For the third scene, 9 out of 24 participants mentioned that the character’s speech was 

indicative of the paisa accent. No participant noted anything related to 2PS or polymorphism. In 

the next situation, these data will be presented for caleños.  

4.2.2.3 Caleños’ awareness of polymorphism 

This section will analyze caleños’ answers to this question on the matched guise first, 

followed by their answers to the question on the telenovela task in order to examine their 

awareness of polymorphism. For the matched guise question, out of the 24 caleños that 

completed the task, 5 (20.8%) participants mentioned polymorphism of 2PS explicitly and one 

(4.2%) participant mentioned something for which I interpret as that she is referring to 

polymorphism. Participants’ answers that explicitly mention polymorphism are detailed below:  

(48) Sí, la tonalidad de la voz y la combinación de pronombres. ‘Yes, the tone of voice 

and the combination of pronouns’ (52-year-old female with postgraduate education). 

(49) La combinación de usted-tú y vos. Todos paisas. ‘The combination of usted, tú, and 

vos. All paisas’ (59-year-old female with postgraduate education). 

(50) Se mezcla mucho el "vos" con el "usted", entonces están hablando informalmente y 

de repente utilizan "usted", lo que hace sentir extrañas las frases. ‘They mix “vos” with 

“usted” a lot, so they are speaking informally and suddenly they use “usted”, which 

makes the phrases seem weird’ (23-year-old female with university education) 

(51) Si, el hablado paisa y que tutean y hablan de usted y de vos, todo revuelto. ‘Yes, the 

paisa speech and that they use “tú”, “usted,” and “vos” all mixed’  (53-year-old female 

with university education) 
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(52) Como cambian del vos, al tú y al usted. ‘How they change from vos to tú and usted’ 

(62-year-old male with elementary school education) 

Of the five comments above, four are observations without any attitudinal information. One of 

them, (49) adds that all the speakers are paisas. In contrast, one participant (50) mentions that the 

employment of polymorphism makes the sentences sound strange, and thus, expresses a negative 

attitude toward its usage.  Additionally, one participant answered with the following response: 

(53) Sí, me llamó la atención los errores gramaticales en algunas de las frases, y también 

me llamó la atención la diferencia en los acentos. ‘Yes, the grammatical errors in some of 

the phrases stood out to me, and the difference in the accents also stood out’ (31-year-old 

female with postgraduate education).  

In the comment above, the participant does not explicitly mention polymorphism, but I believe 

that is what she is referencing when she mentions grammatical errors. Assuming this is true, this 

participant seems to have a somewhat negative attitude toward polymorphism of 2PS as she 

considers it an error. As can be observed, bogotanos’ rates of awareness of polymorphism are 

low as in the case of paisas.  

Next, data analyzing caleños’ awareness of polymorphism in the telenovela scenes is presented. 

For the first scene, five out of the 24 participants mentioned the paisa accent. Additionally, two 

participants mentioned 2PS in general. Their comments are displayed below:  

(54) Es acento paisa con el uso del voseo, mientras la de la derecha tiene acento neutro, 

podría inferir que es "Rola". ‘It is a paisa accent with the use of vos, while the one on the 

right has a neutral accent, I could infer that she is a “Rola” (from Bogota)’ (39-year-old 

female with university education).  
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(55) Tiene un acento paisa. Pone el acento de la palabra apoyate en la "a". ‘She has a 

paisa accent. She put the stress in the word “apoyate” (support yourself) on the “a”’ (22-

year-old male with university education).  

Both these participants mention the use of voseo, and they both make the connection that she has 

a paisa accent. In example (55), the participant makes a clear association between voseo and a 

paisa accent whereas in (56), the participant says both that she is paisa and uses voseo 

(evidenced by her example of “apoyate”), but the association is less explicit. In addition to 

mention of 2PS in general, three participants mentioned polymorphism of 2PS. These were their 

comments: 

(56) En la primera frase habla de usted, luego de vos. ‘In the first phrase, she uses usted 

and then “vos”’ (59-year-old female with postgraduate education).  

(57) Empieza formal con el usted y luego cambia al tú (acordate, apoyate) informal. ‘She 

starts formal with usted and then changes to tú (acordate (remember (V)), apoyate 

(support yourself (V))) informal’ (59-year-old male with postgraduate education).  

(58) Me llamó la atención que ni siquiera saluda sino que va directo al grano con lo que 

quiere. También ella alterna su acento entre formal y como con acento paisa. ‘It stood out 

to me that she doesn’t even say hello but rather she goes directly to the point of what she 

wants. Also, she alternates her accent between formal and like a paisa accent’ (31-year-

old female with postgraduate education).  

Examples (56) and (57) explicitly mention that the character starts with usted and then changed 

to vos (although in (58) the participant calls it tú). In (57) the speaker also adds that the character 

starts formal and then changes to informal. In (58), the mention of polymorphism is less explicit, 
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but the participant seems to be referring to the change from usted to vos as she says that she 

alternates between “formal” and “acento paisa.” It seems that with “acento paisa” that she is 

likely referring to voseo.  

 In the second scene, two of the 24 caleños that completed the telenovela task mention a 

paisa accent. In addition, five participants mention polymorphism. Their comments are displayed 

here:  

(59) Usa el voseo y luego lo trata de usted para marcar distancia. ‘She uses “vos” and 

then she uses “usted” to mark distance’ (39-year-old females with university education).  

(60) Lo mismo, pasa de trato de una persona a otra: primero vos y luego usted. ‘The same 

thing, she switches treatment from one person to another: first vos and then usted’ (59-

year-old female with postgraduate education).  

(61) Empieza usando el vos (sos), pasa al usted (le agradezco), alejarlo respetuosamente. 

‘She starts using vos (sos) (you are (V)), switches to usted (le agradezco) (I thank you 

(V)), to distance him respectfully’ (59-year-old male with postgraduate education).  

(62) La chica paso de hablarle informal (o tutearlo) a hablarle formal (de usted). Creo que 

lo hizo con la intención de poner una barrera con él. Al hablarle de usted es como  más 

fría la interacción, que es lo que aparentemente ella quería. ‘The girl switched from 

speaking informally (tú) to him to formal (usted). I think she did it with the intention of 

putting up a barrier with him. Upon speaking to him with usted, the interaction is colder, 

which is apparently what she wanted’ (31-year-old female with postgraduate education).  

(63) Que del vos pasó a usted para ser más punctual. ‘That from vos, she changed to 

usted in order to be more punctual’ (62-year-old male with elementary school education).  
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All five of these participants noted the change from vos to usted. For example, in (61), the 

participant uses “le” as an indicator for ustedeo. Some offer reasons for why the character 

changed, including to mark distance or to put up a barrier by using the “colder” usted. Another 

participant mentions that usted is more “puntual.” It is interesting to note that in (62) the 

participant mentions “tutear” to refer to voseo.  

For the third scene, eight of the 24 paisas mention that the character speaks with a paisa 

accent. Additionally, two participants mention the employment of polymorphism. These were 

their comments: 

(64) Es de barrio por la alternancia en el uso de pronombres dentro de la oralidad. ‘He is 

from the hood because of the alternation between the pronouns in the orality’ (39-year-

old female with university education).  

(65) Cambio del tú al usted (¿usted qué va hacer?) Quiere saber qué le pasa al otro. ‘He 

changed from tú to usted (¿usted qué va a hacer?) (what are you (U) going to do?). He 

wants to know what is going on with the other one’ (59-year-old male with postgraduate 

education).  

As mentioned above, both participants noted the change in 2PS. In (64), the participant does not 

explicitly mention which 2PS, just that there is alternance in 2PS. In (65), the participant 

mentions tuteo changing to usted, but in reality, the characters uses voseo and then switches to 

ustedeo. The important point is that the participants noted the change in 2PS; there are aware of 

it.  

4.2.3 Changes related to polymorphism  
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This section presents data concerning whether participant picked up on any changes in formality, 

respect, or closeness coinciding with the change in 2PS. To address this, for the telenovela task, 

participants watched three scenes from La Reina del Flow that included polymorphism. After 

viewing each scene, they were asked to answer various questions including the following: 

“¿Notaste algún cambio en la formalidad, el respeto, o la confianza durante la interacción? Si 

notaste algo, ¿en qué momento ocurrió el cambio?”  

4.2.3.1 Scene 1 changes coinciding with polymorphism  

For the first scene, there is change from ustedeo (morphology) to voseo (morphology). 

Out of the 32 paisas that completed this task, 11 noted no change in formality, respect, or 

closeness. There were 16 participants who mentioned a change in formality, respect, or 

closeness. These rates are higher than the rates for awareness of polymorphism presented in 

4.2.2. above and indicate that participants can assess language at a global level. However, none 

of the moments they mentioned coincided with the 2PS change, which happens toward the 

beginning of the interaction (at 11 seconds into the 50-second scene). Some themes were 

identified for the moments that participants mentioned a change in formality, respect, or 

closeness. Most changes related to when both characters had a reached a shared understanding of 

the plan and had agreed on their strategy. Another theme for when there was a change was when 

the character mentioned revenge or her personal intentions. And the last and less common theme 

for a change in the interaction was when there was no unanimity of criteria for their strategy. 

Next, these findings for bogotanos will be analyzed.  

Out of the 24 bogotanos that completed this task, five noted no change in formality, 

respect, or closeness and 18 participants noted some change. Once again, none of the changes 

that bogotanos describe seem to coincide with the change in 2PS. Most participants mentioned 
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that they noticed a change in closeness at the end when the two characters agree. Other 

participants noted a change in the middle of the conversation, mentioning that it seems more 

informal and more open. Another change mentioned is when one of the characters did not 

understand the message, changing her tone of voice. Next, this will be examined with caleños.  

Out of the 24 caleños that completed this task, four affirmed that they did not note any 

change. There were 15 that did describe some change in formality, respect, or closeness. Out of 

these 15 comments, two were related to the change in 2PS: 

(66) Cuando la trata de tú. ‘When she uses tú’ (59-year-old male with postgraduate 

education).  

(67) Sí, cuando la mujer de la izquierda le dice mire los like y videos visto la otra mujer 

cambia y pregunta que si van hacer todo sin patrocinadores ahí cambia un poco la 

interacción entre las dos. ‘Yes, when the woman on the left tells the other one to look at 

the likes and the videos watched, the other woman changes and asks if they are going to 

do everything without sponsors—that is where the interaction between the two of them 

changes’ (24-year-old male with high school education).  

One (66) was very explicit and mentions when the character uses tú (what is actually verbal 

voseo). Remember that in this scene, the character starts with verbal ustedeo and switches to 

verbal voseo. The second comment (67) is a little ambiguous as to whether it is referring to the 

change in 2PS, but it describes the moment close to when the change in 2PS occurs. It mentions 

when the character talks about “los like y videos vistos,” which is when the second verbal voseo 

occurs. The character says “apoyate en…los like.” However, it seems like the change that this 

participant is noting is the other character’s reaction to this comment.  
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4.2.3.2 Scene 2 changes coinciding with polymorphism  

 Next, results will be presented for the second scene. In this scene, the character starts 

with voseo “a vos te quiero mucho y sos el mejor amigo de todo el mundo” and then switches to 

verbal ustedeo “y yo le agradezco que confíe en mí, pero no me vuelva a visitar y olvídese de 

mí.” Of the 32 paisas that completed this task, seven reported that they did not notice any change 

in formality, respect, or closeness. On the other hand, 17 noted a change. It appears that five of 

these participants noted a change during the change in 2PS. Several of them mention changes in 

the part that matches up with ustedeo. Their comments are presented here: 

(68) Fue muy dulce al hablar cuando expresaba sus sentimientos, pero muy contundente y 

agria en el momento en el que pareció le estaba dando una orden a su amigo. ‘She was 

very sweet when she was expressing her feelings, but very forceful and bitter in the 

moment when it appeared that she was giving her friend an order’ (34-year-old female 

with tecnhological training).  

(69) que cuando ella le dijo que no lo quería volver a ver, él no estuvo de acuerdo. ‘That 

when she told him that she didn’t want to see him again, he didn’t agree’ (40-year-old 

female with high school education).  

(70) Sí, cuando ella se pone seria y le dice q no vuelva. ‘Yes, when she gets serious and 

tells him not to come back’ (45-year-old male with high school education).  

(71) Sí cuando le dijo que se olvidara de ella. ‘Yes, when she told him to forget about 

her’ (19-year-old female with high school education).  

(72) Cuando ella le dijo que no volviera. ‘When she told him not to come back’ (45-year-

old female with high school education).  
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These comments mention when the character is using ustedeo and telling the other character not 

to come back and to forget about her. These instances are indeed ustedeo which had been 

switched to after using voseo. However, it should be noted that the initial switch to ustedeo 

occurs before these instances when the character says, “Y yo le agradezco que confíe en mí.” 

However, no participant mentions this instance. Next, this scene will be examined for bogotanos.  

 Of the 24 bogotanos that completed this task, 10 did not notice any change in formality, 

respect, or closeness. There were 13 that did describe a moment when they noted this change 

while one participant said he noted a change but only described the moment of confianza but not 

the change. Several of these participants mentioned that at the end of the scene, there was a 

change in the formality. Six of the participants cited instances of change that correspond to 

ustedeo, similar to the paisas’ responses above. These comments are detailed below: 

(73) De más cercano (vos) a más distante (usted). ‘From closer (vos) to more distant 

(usted)’ (36-year-old male with postgraduate studies).  

(74) Sí, cuando le dice que es el mejor amigo es más cálida, cuando transmite su deseo es 

más seria y firme. ‘Yes, when she tells him that he is the best friend, she is more warm, 

when she transmits her wish, she is more serious and firm’ (61-year-old female with 

university education).  

(75) Cambió el respeto, cuando ella le dice a él que se olvide de ella. ‘The respect 

changed when she tells hims to forget her’ (22-year-old female with univerity education).  

(76) El cambio es cuando pide distancia. ‘The change is when she asks for distance’ (25-

year-old female with university education).  
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(77) El muchacho cuando ella dijo que se queria alejar reacciono. ‘The guy reacted when 

she said that she wanted to distance herself’ (23-year-old male with university education).  

(78) Si, cuando ella le pedía que no se le volviera a acercar. ‘Yes, when she was asking 

that he didn’t come back’ (50-year-old with postgraduate education).  

The participant from (73) explicitly noted the change from voseo to ustedeo and notes that voseo 

denotes closeness and ustedeo is indicative of distance. In (74), the participant refers to the same 

moments of voseo (“cuando le diece que es el mejor amigo”) and ustedeo (“cuando transmite su 

deseo”) but not with explicit mention of voseo and ustedeo. The rest of the examples reference 

when she asks him not to come back, which is with ustedeo. However, as noted above with the 

paisas, this is not the first use of ustedeo after using voseo as the first instance of ustedeo was 

when the character says “Y yo le agradezco que confíe en mí” prior to the “no me vuelva a 

visitar.”  

 Now, these findings for caleños are presented. Four of the 24 caleños reported that they 

did not notice any change in formality, respect, or closeness. The other 20 participants did notice 

a change. Of these participants 13 reported a change coinciding with ustedeo. These comments 

are presented here: 

(79) Cuando ella le dice que se olvide de ella, le cambia el tono amoroso a uno cortante. 

‘When she tells him to forget her, she changes the loving tone to a sharp one’ (43-year-

old male with university education). 

(80) Para denotar cercanía usa el vos, y para dejar clara la posición final cambia al usted. 

‘To denote closeness, she uses vos, and to make her final position clear, she changes to 

usted’ (39-year-old female with university education).  
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(81) Si, no más ella le dice que no la visitara más, la interacción cambió. ‘Yes, she just 

tells him not to visit her anymore, the interaction changed’ (24-year-old male with high 

school education).  

(82) Sí cambió todo el tono y formalidad cuando le dijo que no la vuelva a visitar. ‘Yes, 

the whole tone and formality changed when she told him not to visit her again’ (22-year-

old male with university education). 

(83) Cuando cambia de vos (más confianza) a usted. ‘When she changes from vos 

(closer) to usted’ (59-year-old female with postgraduate education).  

(84) Cuando usa el usted en le agradezco. ‘When she uses usted in “le agradezco ‘I thank 

you’” (59-year-old male with postgraduate education).  

(85) Al inicio se habló con amistad pero luego cambió a tristeza cuando la chica le dice 

 que no lo busque más. ‘At the beginning, she talks with friendship but then 

changed to sadness when the girl asks that he doesn’t come looking for her anymore’ (22-

year-old male with university education).  

(86) Cuando le dice "olvídese de mí", no da lugar a que él le responda y se para de la 

 mesa y se va; lo que es irrespetuoso pues no da la oportunidad a que él responda. 

‘When she says “forget me”, it doesn’t give him the chance to respond and she stands aup 

from the table and she leaves, which is not respectful because it doesn’t give him the 

opportunity to respond’ (23-year-old female with university education).  

(87) Sí. Cuando le decía cosas bonitas y porque le agradecía, le hablaba de a tú, pero 

 cuando le pidió que se olvidara de ella, le hablaba de 'usted'. ‘Yes. When she was 
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saying nice things and because she was thanking him, she used tú, but when she asked 

him to forget her, she used usted’ (31-year-old female with postgraduate education).  

(88) Que al final de la conversación trato de ser muy cortante para que entendiera el 

 mensaje. ‘That at the end of the conversation, she tried to be very sharp so that he 

understood the message’ (35-year-old male with technical training).  

(89) Cuando le da la noticia. ‘When she tells him the news’ (39-year-old male with 

elementary school education).  

(90) Sí cambió su tono de voz cuando le dijo que se alejara. ‘Yes, her tone of voice 

changed when she told him not to come back’ (70-year-old female with elementary 

school education).  

(91) En la formalidad sí porque los que del vos, cambia al usted. ‘The formality yes 

because from vos she changes to usted’ (62-year-old male with elementary school 

education).  

Some of the above comments explicitly mention the change from vos to usted (80), (83), (84), 

(87), (91). In (80), the participant emphasizes that vos shows closeness but that the character uses 

usted to make her final position clear. The participant in (84) seems to be the only participant 

that notices the first change to ustedeo from vos in “le agradezco que confíe en mí.” The other 

participants that do not explicitly mention the change in 2PS, mention the instance when the 

character told her friend not to come back and to forget her. The participant for (89) mentions 

that the character is “cortante” in order for her message to be clear. All of these instances 

coincide with the character’s use of ustedeo, but are not the initial switch from voseo to ustedeo 

as was observed with the paisas and bogotanos.   
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4.2.3.3 Scene 3 changes coinciding with polymorphism  

In this scene, the character uses several instances of voseo and then switches to ustedeo. 

For example, he says, “¿Qué tal que a vos te quede gustando?” and then switches to say, 

“¿Cómo así? ¿Usted qué va a hacer?” For the participants from Medellin, 11 out of 32 

mentioned that they noted no change in formality, respect, or closeness. There were 17 

participants who did describe instances of this kind of change. Three participants described 

moments that align with the change of 2PS. They are presented here:  

(92) Cuando le dice andate ya lo conversación trató de ser tensa. ‘When he says “leave 

(V)” the conversation became tense’ (45-year-old male with technical training).  

(93) Al final, cuando el de la camisilla queria aconsejar al otro, pero él no está dispuesto 

a escuchar. “At the end, when the one with the tank top tried to give the other one 

suggestions, but he wasn’t willing to listen’ (41-year-old female with technical training).  

(94) Cuando le habló de la hija. ‘When he mentioned his daughter’ (35-year-old male 

with university education).  

The three moments described above occur around the time that the switch occurs from voseo to 

ustedeo. The initial switch happens after one of the characters mentions his daughter (see (94)) 

and the other character switches from voseo to ustedeo, “Pero, mire que la pelada puede 

recapacitar.” Example (93) seems that it could either be referring to this sentence or to an 

utterance made closer to the beginning. Example (92) occurs right after the initial switch to 

ustedeo and is following by another instance of ustedeo, “¿Cómo así? ¿Usted qué va a hacer?”  

 Now, this same scene is analyzed with bogotanos. Out of the 24 bogotanos, nine affirmed 

that they did not note any change. There were seven participants that described some change in 
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formality, respect, or closeness, four of which seem to align with the change in 2PS. These 

comments are included here:  

(95) Sí, al final se molestaron. ‘Yes, at the end they got annoyed’ (37-year-old female 

with university education).  

(96) Sí, el de camisa negra pasó de ser amigo a dar órdenes. ‘Yes, the one in the black 

shirt changed from being friendly to being bossy’ (31-year-old male with university 

education).  

(97) Sí al principio estaban mucho más efusivos. Al final ya después de lo de la hija pues 

fue más tranquilo, aunque se le nota a la preocupación por el otro. ‘Yes, at the beginning 

they were much warmer. At the end after mentioning his daughter, then he was calmer, 

even though his worry about the other can be noted’ (22-year-old female with university 

education).  

(98) Al final se puso como bravo el de amarillo, el otro no fue muy abierto. ‘At the end, 

the one in yellow got mad, and the other was not very open’ (54-year-old female with 

university education).  

All of these situations are close to the time that the switch in polymorphism occurs. In (96) and 

(97), the participant is referring to the other character who does not employ polymorphism, but it 

is right around that moment where the other character does the switch to ustedeo.  

 Finally, this third scene is analyzed for perceived changes in formality, respect, and 

closeness with caleños. Of the 24 caleños, seven noted that they had observed no change. There 

were 11 participants that described a specific moment of change, and three participants 
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specifically mentioned moments that align with the change in 2PS. These were the three 

comments: 

(99) Sí, cuando tocan temas personales del hombre de camiseta gris. ‘Yes, when they 

touch personal topics about the man in the gray shirt’ (28-year-old male with university 

education).  

(100) Hacia el final de la conversación, el de la camisa negra ejerció más su autoridad 

respecto a lo que le parecía o no hablar y además le da permiso para irse al de la camisa 

amarilla. ‘Towards the end of the conversation, the one in the black shirt exercised his 

authority about what he thought was okay to talk about and he also gave the other one 

permission to leave’ (23-year-old female with university education).  

(101) Cuando usa el usted, se preocupa por lo que va hacer el otro. ‘When he uses usted, 

he is worried about what the other one is going to do’ (59-year-old male with 

postgraduate education).  

Both (99) and (100) refer to moments around where the change in 2PS occurs, which is right 

after the other character mentions his daughter. Then, the character who employs polymorphism 

switches to ustedeo. The participant from (101) explicitly mentions the change to “usted.”  

4.2.4 Changes in face  

This section examines the perceived change (or lack thereof) of face that participants perceived 

in each scene in the telenovela task in order to observe the role that face may play in 

polymorphism of 2PS. After viewing each scene participants were asked how they thought the 

interlocutor felt at the beginning and then at the end of the scene. Answers consisted of three 

multiple choice options: 1) mal/desanimada/incómoda, 2) normal/sin problemas, and 3) 
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bien/animada/cómoda. If the participant selected that the interlocutor felt better at the end of the 

interaction, then it was classified as face saving whereas if the participant reported that the 

interlocutor felt worse at the end of the interaction compared to the beginning, it was deemed 

face threatening. If the participant selected the same option for how the interlocutor felt at the 

beginning and at the end, it was classified as no change in face. The figure shows the percentage 

of participants for each population that selected each option regarding face. Results are presented 

across populations for each scene. For the first scene, there was a switch from ustedeo to voseo. 

The results for scene one are presented below in Figure 51. 

Figure 51. Perceptions of change in face for scene one from the telenovela task across 

populations 

 

From Figure 51, it can be observed that all three populations show similar patterns. Most 

participants from all populations classified this interaction as face saving. For bogotanos and 

paisas, the second highest percentage of participants selected no change and then a small 

percentage put face threatening. The main difference that can be observed is that more paisas 
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said that there was no change in face and fewer said it was face threatening compared to 

bogotanos and caleños. Next perceptions of face are presented for the second scene in the 

telenovela task. In this scene, there was a switch from voseo to ustedeo. Results are presented in 

Figure 52.  

Figure 52. Perceptions of change in face for scene two from the telenovela task across 

populations 

 

As can be observed in Figure 52, no participant perceived this scene as face saving. The majority 

of bogotanos and paisas perceived the scene as having no change in face whereas the majority of 

caleños classified the scene as face threatening.  

 Finally, findings regarding change of face are presented for the third scene. In this scene, 

there is also a change from voseo to ustedeo. Results are displayed below in Figure 53.  

Figure 53. Perceptions of change in face for scene three from the telenovela task across 

populations 
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The majority of participants in all populations rated this interaction as no change in face. Once 

again, paisas act slightly differently than bogotanos and caleños in that the second greatest 

percentage of participants classified the interaction as face saving. In contrast, the second 

greatest percentage of bogotanos and caleños perceived the interaction as face threatening.  

4.2.5 Summary of implicit language attitudes  

This section sought to answer the second and third research questions, which examined implicit 

language attitudes and perceptions of polymorphism. Specifically, the second research question 

asked what participants’ implicit language attitudes toward polymorphism were and how they 

compared between populations. The third research question sought to examine if participants 

noticed polymorphism in the matched guise test and in the telenovela task before the 

polymorphism usage was explicitly pointed out to them.  

 A summary of significant differences between unimorphism and polymorphism of the 

same stimuli within matched guise speakers are presented here for paisas only. Table 29 below 

summarizes the significant differences that were found between unimorphism and polymorphism 
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by adjective and stimulus. Note that for each stimulus and adjective, there are eight total 

comparisons of polymorphism. Thus, since there were three adjectives, for each stimulus, there 

were a total of 24 comparison between polymorphism and unimorphism.  

Table 29. Summary of significant differences between unimorphism and polymorphism for 

paisas 

 

 

Stimulus 1 Stimulus 2 Stimulus 3 

 Unimorph

ism higher  

Polymorph

ism higher 

Unimorphi

sm higher  

Polymorphi

sm higher 

Unimorphi

sm higher  

Polymorphi

sm higher 

Inteligente 0/8 (0%) 0/8 (0%) 2/8 (25%) 0/8 (0%) 0/8 (0%) 0/8 (0%) 

Amigable 1/8 

(12.5%)  

1/8 

(12.5%) 

1/8 

(12.5%) 

0/8 (0%) 0/8 (0%) 2/8 (25%) 

Clase 1/8 

(12.5%) 

0/8 (0%) 2/8 (25%) 1/8 (12.5%) 0/8 (0%) 3/8 (37.5%)  

TOTAL 2/24 

(8.3%) 

1/24  

(4.2%) 

5/24 

(20.8%)  

1/24  

(4.2%) 

0/24 

 (0%) 

3/24 

(12.5%)  

 

As can be observed in Table 29, for stimuli 1 and 2, there were more cases when unimorphism 

was rated significantly higher than polymorphism. This was especially the case for stimulus 2. 

However, stimulus 3 shows a very different pattern in that there were three cases where 

polymorphism was rated significantly higher than unimorphism but no cases where unimorphism 

was rated significantly higher than polymorphism. Thus, it appears that the ratings of 

polymorphism vary greatly depending on the stimulus. Furthermore, it should be noted that the 

majority of the time, there were no significant differences between polymorphism and 

unimorphism as the highest percentage for the total of a stimulus only reaches 20.8%.  

 Ratings of each stimulus were compared across populations to see if there were 

significant differences between paisas and bogotanos and paisas and caleños. The table below 

summarizes the comparisons for the three versions of stimulus 1. Each instance where there were 
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significant differences between paisas and bogotanos or paisas and caleños were tallied. A 

positive number represents paisas rating the stimulus higher than the other populations whereas a 

negative number represents the other populations rating the stimuli higher than paisas. For each 

stimulus and each adjective, since there were four speakers, there were four possible 

opportunities for there to be significant differences between populations. Thus, when all 

adjectives are examined together for each stimulus and each population comparison, the total 

possible opportunities for significant differences was 12.  

Table 30. Summary of significant differences between populations for stimulus one from the 

matched guise 

 Stimulus 1 

polymorphism 

Stimulus 1 ustedeo Stimulus 1 voseo 

 Paisas and 

bogotanos 

Paisas and 

caleños 

Paisas and 

bogotanos 

Paisas and 

caleños 

Paisas and 

bogotanos 

Paisas 

and 

caleños 

Inteligente 3/4 (75%) 1/4 (25%)  1/4 (25%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 

Amigable 0/4 (0%)  0/4 (0%) 1/4 (25%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 

Clase 3/4 (75%) 1/4 (25%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) -1/4 (-25%) 1/4 (-

25%) 

TOTAL 6/12 

 (50%) 

2/12 

(16.7%) 

2/12 

(16.7%) 

0/12  

(0%) 

-1/12        

(-8.3%) 

1/12 

(8.3%) 

 

From Table 30 above, it can be observed that in general, paisas rate the stimuli higher than the 

other two populations (as can be seen by the positive numbers in the totals). The exception is that 

bogotanos rated the voseo version higher than paisas. However, for all other comparisons, paisas 

rated the stimuli higher than bogotanos and caleños (except for caleños for the ustedeo version). 

It should be noted that paisas especially rate the polymorphism version higher than bogotanos. 

Next, a summary of significant differences is presented for the second stimulus in Table 31 

below.  
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Table 31. Summary of significant differences between populations for stimulus two from the 

matched guise 

 Stimulus 2 

polymorphism 

Stimulus 2 ustedeo Stimulus 2 tuteo 

 Paisas and 

bogotanos 

Paisas and 

caleños 

Paisas and 

bogotanos 

Paisas and 

caleños 

Paisas and 

bogotanos 

Paisas and 

caleños 

Inteligente 3/4 (75%)  0/4 (0%)  1/4 (25%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 

Amigable 1/4 (25%)  0/4 (0%) 3/4 (75%) 2/4 (50%)  1/4 (25%) 0/4 (0%) 

Clase 1/4 (25%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 

TOTAL 5/12 

(41.7%) 

0/12 (0%) 4/12 

(33.3%)  

2/12 

(16.7%) 

1/12 

(8.3%) 

0/12 (0%) 

 

As can be seen in Table 31, paisas tended to rate the stimuli higher than bogotanos and caleños, 

but especially higher than bogotanos. The greatest number of significant differences occurred 

between paisas and bogotanos for the polymorphism stimulus followed by the differences 

between paisas and bogotanos for the ustedeo version. Next, a summary of significant 

differences for stimulus three is presented in Table 32.  

Table 32. Summary of significant differences between populations for stimulus three from the 

matched guise 

 Stimulus 3 

polymorphism 

Stimulus 3 tuteo Stimulus 3 voseo 

 Paisas  

and 

bogotanos 

Paisas 

and 

caleños 

Paisas  

and 

bogotanos 

Paisas 

and 

caleños 

Paisas 

and 

bogotanos 

Paisas 

and 

caleños 

Inteligente 0/4 (0%)  3/4 (75%)  1/4 (25%)  2/4 (50%)  0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 

Amigable 0/4 (0%) 3/4 (75%) 0/4 (0%) 1/4 (25%)  1/4 (25%) 1/4 (25%) 

Clase 0/4 (0%) 3/4 (75%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 0/4 (0%) 

TOTAL 0/12 

 (0%)  

9/12 

(75%)  

1/12 

 (8.3%)  

3/12 

(25%)  

1/12 

(8.3%) 

1/12 

(8.3%) 
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As can be observed in Table 32, significant differences in ratings were different for stimulus 

three compared to stimuli one and two. This time, there were more significant differences 

between paisas and caleños compared to paisas and bogotanos. This was especially true for the 

difference between paisas and caleños for the polymorphism version.  

Next, rates for noticing polymorphism for the matched guise and each scene in the 

telenovela task were presented by population. Here, these percentages of awareness are 

compared across populations. Percentage of participants that noted polymorphism in the matched 

guise and each scene in the telenovela task from all three populations are presented below in 

Figure 54.  

Figure 54. Percentages of participants that noted polymorphism across populations 

 

As can be seen in Figure 54 above, paisas were the population that noticed polymorphism the 

least. In two out of the three scenes in the telenovela, no participant mentioned anything about 

polymorphism. And this was even given that there were seven more participants from Medellin 

that completed these tasks than participants from Bogota and Cali. For the matched guise, 
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bogotanos were the most aware of polymorphism, with caleños approaching the same rate. 

However, paisas lag far behind. For the scenes from the telenovela task, caleños noticed 

polymorphism the most with bogotanos also mentioning polymorphism for two out of the three 

scenes.  

 In the findings regarding awareness of polymorphism, some participants expressed 

negative attitudes towards it. A summary of the rates of negative attitudes per the number of 

observations of polymorphism across populations are presented below in Table 33. For example, 

for the matched guise, three paisas mentioned polymorphism, and one expressed a negative 

attitude toward it.  

Table 33. Rates of participants expressing negative attitudes toward polymorphism. 

 Paisas Bogotanos Caleños 

Matched Guise 1/3 2/7 1/5 

Scene 1  0/0 0/1 0/3 

Scene 2 0/1 0/2 0/5 

Scene 3 0/0 0/0 1/2 

 

Participants’ perceptions of changes in formality, closeness, and respect were also 

examined in relation to instances of polymorphism in the telenovela task. Below in Table 34, a 

summary of the percentage of participants who noted a change in formality, closeness, or respect 

is presented across populations. In addition, the percentage of participants who noted a change in 

formality, closeness or respect that lined up with the change in 2PS is also presented.  

Table 34. Summary of percentages of participants who noted a change in formality, closeness, or 

respect. 
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 Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 

 Change 

in 

formality

, 

closeness

, respect 

Changes 

related to 

polymorphis

m 

Change 

in 

formality

, 

closeness

, respect 

Changes 

related to 

polymorphis

m 

Change 

in 

formality

, 

closeness

, respect 

Changes 

related to 

polymorphis

m 

Paisas 50.0% 0.0% 53.1% 15.6% 53.1% 9.4% 

Bogotano

s 

75.0% 0.0% 54.2% 25.0% 37.5% 29.2% 

Caleños 62.5% 8.3% 83.3% 54.2% 29.2% 12.5% 

 

For scene one, more bogotanos noted a change in formality, closeness, or respect with the paisas 

noting it the least. Caleños were the only ones who noted a change in formality, closeness, or 

respect that lined up with polymorphism. In scene two, caleños noticed a change in formality, 

closeness, or respect the most and were also the ones who noted a change in that lined up with 

polymorphism. Last, for scene three, paisas were the ones who noticed the most a change in 

formality, closeness, or respect. However, bogotanos noticed the most a change in formality, 

closeness, or respect that lined up with the change in 2PS.  

 Finally, perceived changes in face for each scene of the telenovela were examined for 

each population. For scene one, all populations showed a similar pattern. They all perceived the 

scene as face saving. In scene two, paisas and bogotanos had similar perceptions as the majority 

of both populations rated the scene as no change in face. In contrast, the majority of caleños 

perceived the scene to be face threatening. Finally, for scene three, the majority of all 
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populations perceived it as no change in face. Paisas differed slightly from the other two 

populations as the second highest perceptions were face saving whereas the second highest 

perceptions of caleños and bogotanos was face threatening.  

4.3 Explicit language attitude data  

 This section addresses the fourth research question, which asked what paisas’ explicit 

language attitudes are toward polymorphism and how they compare to those of bogotanos and 

caleños. To answer this research question, participants from Medellin, Cali, and Bogota 

completed a telenovela perception task in which they watched three scenes from the telenovela 

La Reina del Flow and answered questions regarding the interaction following each viewing. 

After watching each scene once and answering questions, each scene was presented once more 

and the usage of polymorphism was explicitly pointed out to participants and they were asked 

why they thought the character switched 2PS. Findings regarding these explicit language 

attitudes are presented in Section 4.3.1.  

4.3.1 Explicit language attitudes scene 1 telenovela   

Paisas mention several main themes regarding why they think the character switches from usted 

to vos. These themes are displayed in Table 35 below that presents relevant comments from 

participants. Main ideas appear in bold.  

Table 35. Relevant comments from paisas regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 1 

of telenovela task  

Es normal cambiar de vos a usted o viceversa dentro de una conversación de confianza. ‘It is 

normal to change from vos to usted or viceversa in an intimate conversation.’ 

Porque es algo muy normal de dirigirse a una persona y se presenta a menudo en una 

conversación con muchas otras palabras como pueden ser: tú ,oíste y muchos otros. ‘Because 
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it is something very normal to do when addressing someone and it happens often in a 

conversation with many words that can include: tú (you), oíste (hey) and many others.’  

Para dar una indicación (orden) de manera informal y con mucha cercanía. ‘In order to give 

an order in an informal way with a lot of closeness.’  

Es algo que es muy normal en las conversaciones en Medellín, puede que la comunicación 

empiece algo formal utilizando el usted, y luego cuando se siente más confianza se pase al 

vos, sin darse cuenta. Solo en contextos muy muy formales se utiliza el usted 

continuamente, o con personas que te ofrezcan una interacción muy cortante y fría. ‘It is 

something very normal in conversation in Medellin, the communication can start somewhat 

formal using usted, and then when there is more closeness felt, it can change to vos without 

realizing it. The continuous use of usted is only used in contexts that are very very formal 

o with people that offer a very cold and sharp interaction.’  

Mayor confianza. ‘more closeness.’ 

Es un vocabulario paisa. “It is a paisa vocabulary.’  

Pasa a ser algo más de confianza. ‘It turns into something of more closeness.’  

Porque es un comportamiento consuetudinario en Colombia, a veces no hay diferencia 

entre el uno y el otro. ‘Because it is a customary behavior in Colombia, sometimes there is 

not difference between the two.’ 

Porque a medida que la conversación entró en confianza. ‘Because the conversation started to 

become closer.’  

El usted, limita de manera invisible, hace distancia entre interlocutores. Y el vos acerca. 

‘Usted puts limits in an invisible way, it makes distance between the speakers. Vos brings 

them closer.’ 

simplemente lo hizo inconscientemente. ‘She simply did it unconsciously.’  

le habla con precaución y luego de la respuesta, entra en confianza. ‘She speaks to her with 

precaution and then after her answer, she gets more intimate.’ 

Por que se sintió más en confianza. ‘Because she felt more intimate.’ 

Para crear confianza. ‘To create closeness.’  

Para darle confianza. ‘To make it more intimate.’  

Malos usos y costumbres del lenguaje y en algunas ocasiones para sonar un poco más 

formal. ‘Bad uses and customs of the language and in some instances to sound a little more 

formal.’  

mucha gente habla así acá, pero personalmente esos cambios no me gustan mucho. ‘A lot 

of people here speak like that, but personally I don’t really like those changes much.’  

Porque entró un poco más en confianza, al inicio fue más seria y formal ya luego sabía que 

estaba hablando con alguien de confianza y cambió al vos. ‘Because it became a little more 

intimate, at the beginning it was more serious and formal but then she knew she was talking to 

someone that she trusted and changed to vos.’  

Le tomó confianza a la amiga. ‘She started to trust her friend.’ 

Porque son de confianza. ‘Because they have a close relationship.’  

Ya le habla con más confianza y siente un aliado. ‘Now she talks to her with more trust and 

she feels that she is an ally.’  
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They note that it is normal for people to change 2PS in Medellin. They associate it with 

“vocabulario paisa.” Additionally, a participant explains that it is normal that polymorphism 

occurs in “una conversación de confianza.” Another participant mentions that it is normal to 

switch 2PS when the speaker feels more closeness or trust, and it happens without realizing it. 

Participants mentioned that vos is a 2PS of “confianza” and is used to get closer to an 

interlocutor, whereas usted is a distancing 2PS. One participant even mentions that there is no 

difference between usted and vos. Finally, a few negative attitudes are mentioned toward the use 

of polymorphism. Two participants mention that they do not like it when people switch 2PS or 

that it is “malos usos y construmbres del lenguaje.” An intriguing comment mentioned by a 

participant is that usted is only used continually in “very very formal” contexts.  

 Next, bogotanos’ opinions of why polymorphism occurred in this scene are analyzed. 

Once again, various themes were identified in their comments. Relevant comments are presented 

below in Table 36.  

Table 36. Relevant comments from bogotanos regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 

1 of telenovela task  

Porque se sintió más cómoda. ‘Because she felt more comfortable.’  

Volvió más amistosa la conversación. ‘Because the conversation became friendlier.’  

Para generar más confianza. ‘To generate more trust.’  

Por estar al mismo nivel de la otra. ‘To be on the same level as the other.’  

Porque no es paisa de nacimiento. ‘Because she’s not a true paisa.’   

para darle más confianza. ‘To give it more intimacy.’  

Por costumbre o de manera inconsciente. ‘Out of custom or in an unconscious manner.’  

Para crearle confianza y conseguir su deseo. ‘To create intimacy and obtain her desire.’  

La conversación generó confianza y ya le habló más de tú a tú. ‘The conversation generated 

intimacy and then she talked to her on the same level (tú to tú).’  

Porque el dialecto que maneja. ‘Because of the dialect that she uses.’  

Quizá queriendo sonar con un poco más de familiaridad.  

Siento que el "usted" del inicio lo dijo para enfatizar que en serio le gustó mucho lo que 

subió a redes. Al tener una relación de confianza con ella, esto suena amigable y a su vez le 
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sirve para recalcar lo mucho que le gustó su trabajo. Finalmente, después utiliza el "vos" 

porque es la forma en la que habitualmente se comunica con ella. ‘I feel like she used 

“usted” at the beginning to emphasize that she truly liked very much what she uploaded to 

social media. Upon having a close relationship with her, this sounds friendly and at the same 

time it serves to emphasize how much she really liked her work. Finally, after she uses “vos” 

because it is the form that she normally uses to communicate with her.’ 

Generó más confianza. ‘It generated more closeness.’  

Hay un cambio en la cercanía de los personajes al principio se escucha más autoridad. ‘There 

is a change in the closeness between the characters. At the beginning it sounds like more 

authority.’ 

Porque inicialmente era un tema laboral, luego la relación cambia, es de complicidad. 

‘Because initially it was a work topic, later the relationship changes, it is that of conspiring.’ 

El usted se toma como formal, pero al desarrollar la conversación cambia a su acento natural 

que la lleva a ser menos formal. ‘Usted is more formal, but upon developing the 

conversation, she changes to her natural accent, which brings her to be less formal.’  

Porque al principio era más directa, como socias y la felicito. Ya luego empezó a ser más 

informal porque ya se conocían y le explica con más confianza. ‘Because at the beginning 

she was more direct, like partners and she congratulated her. Later on, she started to be more 

informal because they already knew each other and she explained to her with more trust.’  

Para convencerla de lo que le propuso fue más amigable. ‘To convince her of what she was 

proposing, she was more friendly.’  

Se siente más credibilidad. ‘She feels more credibility.’  

Son formas de hablar de las personas en dichas regiones por ejemplo antioquia, caldas y 

risaralda. ‘They are ways that people speak in certain regions, for example, Antioquia, 

Caldas, and Risaralda.’  

Entró más en confianza. ‘She became closer.’ 

Para entrar más en confianza. ‘To be closer.’  

 

Similar to paisas, a recurring theme is that voseo is associated with more “confianza.” They also 

associate voseo with being more comfortable, friendly, credible, and less formal. As paisas 

mentioned, a bogotano also affirmed that the switch in 2PS happens unconsciously. Usted is 

associated with being more direct, formal, and authoritative. One participant mentions a 

comment that appears to be related to a speech act, describing that the character switches to 

voseo in order to convince the other character of her proposal. Once again, a couple participants 

mention that changing is normal in some dialects, such as in Antioquia (where Medellin is 

located). However, there is one participant who asserts that the switch in 2PS occurs because the 
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character, or possibly actress, is not originally from Medellin. Based on this comment, it could 

be that this participant thinks that paisas only use voseo and the ustedeo slipped out because she 

is not truly from Medellin. Finally, one participant posits that the character used usted to 

emphasize that she really liked what the other character had done, but that she then switches to 

vos because that is the habitual form that she uses.  

 Now, caleños’ explicit attitudes for this scene are examined. Their comments relevant to 

various themes identified are presented in Table 37 below.  

Table 37. Relevant comments from caleños regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 1 

of telenovela task  

Cambió para infundir confianza y lograr lo que quería. ‘She changed to instill trust and to 

achieve what she wanted.’ 

Estaba incómoda al principio. ‘She was uncomfortable at the beginning.’  

Estaba abonando terreno para lograr el objetivo planteado. ‘She was preparing to achieve the 

set-out objective.’  

Cambió en el momento que la mujer de la derecha respondió positivamente y con confianza. 

‘She changed in the moment that the woman on the right responded positively and with trust.’  

Porque entró en confianza. ‘Because she entered in closeness.’  

Porque le está dando instrucciones de importancia entonces para que la de la derecha se 

sienta en confianza para hacerlas bien. ‘Because she is giving important instructions so that 

the one on the right feels close to do them well.’  

Es algo más de confianza. ‘It is something of more intimacy.’  

Tal vez para lograr convencer a la de la derecha estableciendo más confianza. ‘Maybe to be 

able to convince the one on the right, establishing more trust.’  

Quiere acercarse, aumentar la confianza para que la apoye en su proyecto. ‘She wants to get 

closer, to increase the trust so that she supports her in her project.’  

Para lograr cercanía con la otra chica. ‘To achieve closeness with the other girl.’ 

La mujer de la izquierda empezó a denotar más tranquilidad en su tono de voz y se permitió 

una mayor informalidad. ‘The woman on the left started to indicate more calmness in her 

tone of voice and that permitted a greater level of informality.’  

Creo que puede ser porque al inicio la está felicitando por un trabajo bien hecho y es más 

formal; pero después le habla más en un tono de confianza con razones personales. ‘I think 

it could be that at the beginning she is congratulating her for doing a good job and it is more 

formal; but after she talks to her in a tone that is of more intimacy with personal reasons.’  

Creo que lo hizo porque hablándole de ''vos'' en lugar de ''usted'' da la impresión de ser más 

cercana a ella, más informal y por ende le puede ayudar a ser más persuasiva. ‘I think she did 
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it because speaking using “vos” instead of “usted” gives the impression of being closer to her, 

more informal and therefore it could help her be more persuasive.’  

Porque ya entró en confianza. ‘Because she felt more intimate.’  

Son cambios de conversación.. y también porque es actuación. ‘They are changes in 

conversation..and also because it is acting.’  

Porque lo está advirtiendo. ‘Because she is warning her.’  

Manejando respeto, pero cambia porque utiliza su acento natal de origen. ‘Using respect, 

but she changes because she uses her birth accent.’  

Tiene dominio y sabe en qué momento utilizar el usted y el vos. ‘She has good control and 

knows in what moments to use usted and vos.’  

 

Once again, caleños note that vos is associated with “confianza,” closeness, and informality 

while usted is associated with formality. Some participants also seem to be picking up on the 

usage of polymorphism and changing speech acts. For example, they note that the change from 

usted to vos could have occurred because the character is trying to achieve her objective, give 

important instructions, or warn the other character. One participant posited that the change in 

2PS could have to do with changes in the conversation. Another participant mentions that it has 

to do with her accent, seeming to affirm that polymorphism is indicative of the paisa accent. 

Last, one participant mentions something interesting: “Tiene dominio y sabe en qué momento 

utilizar el usted y el vos.” This participant seems to recognize that polymorphism happens and 

there are certain moments that each 2PS should be used instead of certain interlocutors with 

whom each 2PS should be utilized.  

4.3.2 Explicit language attitudes scene 2 telenovela   

In the second scene, the character changes from vos to usted. This scene is described above, but 

to remind the reader, in this scene, the character starts by saying “Yo a vos te quiero mucho y sos 

el mejor amigo de todo el mundo,” and then changes to ustedeo, “Y le agradezco que confíe en 

mí. Pero no me vuelva a visitar y olvídese de mí.” Some common themes were noted in 
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participants’ responses as to why the character changes from vos to usted. Relevant comments 

are presented in Table 38 below.  

Table 38. Relevant comments from paisas regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 2 

of telenovela task  

Cuando uno entabla una conversación dentro de unos términos de confianza no es consciente 

de ese tipo de cambios. Tal vez cambia de vos a usted porque en la última parte ya quería 

ponerle seriedad o firmeza a la conversación. ‘When one begins a conversation with terms of 

intimacy, one is not conscious of this type of changes. Maybe she changes from vos to usted 

because in the last part she wanted to add seriousness or firmness to the conversation.’    

Para tomar distancia entre ella y él, es un modo de expresar esa distancia de manera formal. 

‘To make some distance between him and her, it is a way of expressing this distance in a 

formal way.’  

primero estaba hablando de sus sentimientos dulcemente y en confianza, por eso utiliza el vos. 

Pero cuando da una orden pasa al usted, porque necesita que su mensaje sea más contundente 

y suene más rudo. ‘First she was talking sweetly about her feelings and with intimacy. That is 

why she uses vos. But when she gives an order, she changes to usted because she needs her 

message to be more convincing and to sound rougher.’  

Al principio era amigable y luego paso al formalismo. ‘At the beginning, she was friendly and 

then she changed to be formal.’  

Redundancia del vocabulario. ‘Redundancy of the vocabulary.’  

Porque la conversación va llegando a su final y quiere ponerle un límite a esa relación. 

‘Because the conversation is arriving at its end and she wants to put a limit on that 

relationship.’  

Porque el vos acerca y el usted aleja y eso es lo que ella queria al final. ‘Because vos brings 

together and usted distances and that is what she wanted at the end.’  

Pasa a ser algo más serio.  Se acaba la confianza. ‘It changes to be something more serious. 

The closeness ends.’  

Porque quiere alejarse de él. ‘Because she wants to distance herself from him.’  

Porque primero se avaló una conducta y después se dio una orden formal. ‘Because first she 

was supporting a behavior and then she gave a formal order.’  

Porque al final quería despedirse. ‘Because at the end, she wanted to say goodbye.’  

Porque de una relación cercana y con derechos psicoafectivos, quiere decirle que se distancie 

de ella. Que ya no le interesa él. ‘Because from a close relationship with psychological rights, 

she wants to tell him to distance himself from her. That she is no longer interested in him.’  

al comienzo, manifiesta confianza, para luego marcharse. ‘At the beginning, there is 

intimacy, but later leaving.’  

Porque quería que se alejara. ‘Because she wanted him to distance himself.’  

Al principio se muestra más formal pero después busca que sus palabras sean un poco más 

fuertes. ‘At the beginning it shows more formal but then she looks for her words to be a little 

stronger.’  

porque acá mucha gente habla así. ‘Because a lot of people speak like that here.’  
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Porque al inicio estaba en confianza y cómoda hablando, luego se puso la situación más seria 

y ella quería dejar las cosas claras por lo tanto tenía que ser más seria. ‘Because at the 

beginning she was being intimate with him and comfortable speaking, then the situation got 

more serious and she wanted to leave things clear and thus she had to be more serious.’   

Porque quería alejarse de él. ‘Because she wanted to distance herself from him.’  

 

Several paisas mentioned that usted is associated with various characteristics, such as formality, 

seriousness, firmness, distance, and strength. Other affirmed what they had said from scene one 

that vos indicates closeness. One participant added that the vocabulary is redundant, which I 

interpret as something similar to what was mentioned by a paisa regarding the first scene that all 

2PS are considered the same. There was another comment about polymorphism being normal in 

Medellin (“mucha gente habla así”). Last, a couple participants picked up 2PS and speech acts 

as they posit that they switch to usted to give a command or an order.  

 Now, bogotanos’ explanations for the usage of polymorphism in this scene are analyzed. 

The comments that show the pattern of themes are presented in Table 39 below.  

Table 39. Relevant comments from bogotanos regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 

2 of telenovela task  

Quería hacer distancia. ‘She wanted to create distance.’  

Para generar distancia. ‘To generate distance.’  

Por el cambio de su ánimo y del mensaje verbal que finalmente deseó transmitir. ‘Because of 

the change in her spirits and the verbal message that she wanted to transmit at the end.’  

porque le quiere dejar muy claro su determinación. ‘Because she wants to make her 

determination very clear.’  

Porque quiere ser enfática y menos amable. ‘Because she wants to emphasize and be less 

nice.’  

Para agradecer por ser su amigo y luego dejarle claro que no la visite más. ‘To thank him for 

being her friend and then make it clear that she doesn’t visit her anymore.’  

Porque quiere alejarlo y prefiere tomar distancia con la palabra "usted". ‘Because she wants 

to distance him, and she prefers to create distance with the word “usted.”’  

Por el dialecto que utilizan. ‘Because of the dialect that they use.’  

Quizá para generar distancia. ‘Maybe to generate distance.’  
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Pienso que el "vos" lo usa porque le está diciendo que lo aprecia y quiere que eso suene tierno 

y cercano. Y el "usted" lo usa porque es la forma en la que se comunica con él 

regularmente. ‘I think that she uses “vos” because she is telling him that she appreciates him 

and she wants that to sound affectionate and intimate. And she uses “usted” because it is the 

form that she normally uses with him.’  

Pasó de estar bien a estar incómoda. ‘She changed from feeling good to feeling 

uncomfortable.’  

Para denotar distancia y hacer explícito en el lenguaje la lejanía que quiere tener. ‘To denote 

distance and make it explicit in her language the distance that she wants to have.’  

Porque pretende que él se aleje y toma distancia desde la palabra. ‘Because she hopes that he 

will leave and she distances herself using that word.’  

Al inicio se desarrolla una relación de confianza con su acento, pero denota un cambio a la 

formalidad usando el usted y dando a entender la separación. ‘At the beginning she develops 

an intimate relationship with her accent, but she denotes a change in formality using usted 

and making known the separation.’  

Para ser más distante, ya que en Cali (o no en Bogotá), el usted se utiliza para relaciones 

de poder o formales, sin confianza. Eso quería demostrar la mujer, para que el otro se 

alejara. ‘To be distant since in Cali (and not in Bogota), usted is used for relationships of 

power or formal, without intimacy. That is what the woman wanted to demonstrate, so that 

the other would distance herself.’  

Para ponerse seria, y marcar la distancia. ‘To make herself serious, and mark distance.’  

Porque le estaba dando un mensaje fuerte y distante a él. ‘Because she was giving him a 

strong and distant message.’  

Porque quería terminar con la confianza de los dos. ‘Because she wanted to end the 

intimacy between the two of them.’  

 

The most recurring theme is that the character changes to usted because it conveys distance, 

emphasis, and formality while vos is used for affection, closeness, and trust. Other comments 

mentioned that the character switches to ustedeo to make sure her message is clear. One 

participant mentions that polymorphism occurs because of the dialect, once again, implying that 

polymorphism is typical of the paisa dialect. Other participants mention that the change in 2PS is 

due to a change in comfort or mood.  Finally, one participant interestingly mentions that in Cali, 

or at least not in Bogota, usted is used for formal or relationships of power. This is intriguing 

because this participant seems to be affirming that usted is not used formally in Bogota.  
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Now, the most relevant comments from caleños for scene two are displayed in Table 40 

below.  

Table 40. Relevant comments from caleños regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 2 

of telenovela task  

Porque quería indicar un distanciamiento. ‘Because she wanted to indicate distancing.’  

Tenía que cortarlo, tenía que poner distancia. ‘She had to cut it off, she had to make 

distance.’  

Para marcar distancia emocional de la persona con la que está hablando. ‘To mark emotional 

distance with the person with whom she is talking.’  

Cambia porque quiere imponer alguna petición frente a la otra persona. ‘She changes 

because she wants to impose a request on the other person.’  

Porque están terminando una relación entre mejores amigos. ‘Because they are ending a 

relationship between best friends.’  

Porque primero quiso entrar en confianza para después ser algo menos cercana y terminar la 

relación de amistad. ‘Because first she wanted to be intimate to then be something less close 

and end the friendship.’  

Porque ya quería que la tomara en serio su deseo de apartarse de él. ‘Because she already 

wanted him to take seriously her desire to separate from him.’  

Para hacerle entender al chico que ya no le tiene la misma confianza que antes y que está 

hablando con un tono serio. ‘To make the guy understand that the now she doesn’t have the 

same intimacy for him that she did before and that she is talking with a serious tone.’  

Para lograr alejarse más. ‘To succeed in distancing herself more.’  

Quiere alejarlo para que la vuelva a visitar. ‘She wants to distance him so that he will come 

back and visit.’  

porque primero se está mostrando la cercanía de los personajes y luego ya que se vuelve más 

fría la conversación. ‘Because first she is showing the closeness of the characters and then 

since the conversation gets colder.’  

Iniciando trata de suavizar la conversación, pero dada la seriedad de la petición se tornó más 

formal. ‘At the beginning, she tries to soften the conversation, but given the seriousness of 

the request, it became more formal.’  

Ya ni le habla con cariño para alejarlo. ‘She already doesn’t talk to him with affection at all to 

distance him.’  

Al iniciar la conversación tiene un tono cercano y habla de la importancia de su relación, pero 

al final está rompiendo con ello y estableciendo que ahora es un extraño y no quiere 

relacionarse con él. ‘At the beginning of the conversation, she has an intimate tone and she 

talks about the importance of their relationship, but at the end she is ending it and now he is a 

stranger and she doesn’t want to interact with him.’  

Porque quería crear distanciamiento. ‘Because she wanted to create distance.’  

Creo que lo hizo porque al hablarle de usted, vuelve la conversación más formal y conserva la 

distancia entre ella y él, que era su objetivo final. ‘I think she did it because upon using usted, 
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it turns into a more formal conversation and it conserves the distance between her and him, 

which was her ultimate objective.’  

Porque cambió de la confianza a un tono de voz más formal. ‘Because it changed from 

intimacy to a more formal tone of voice.’  

Son libretos y la verdad cuando uno habla directamente con alguien esos cambios se hacen 

sin pensar. ‘They are scripts and honestly when one speaks directly with someone, those 

changes happen without thinking.’  

Porque lo está advirtiendo. ‘Because she is warning him.’  

El mensaje que ella quería trasmitir lo dice de una forma seria para que vea que no es ningún 

juego. ‘She transmits the message that she wanted in a serious manner so that he sees that it 

isn’t a joke.’  

Con el usted quiso resaltar su propósito. ‘With the usted, she wanted to emphasize her 

purpose.’   

 

Similar to bogotanos and paisas, the most recurring theme among caleños is that usted is used 

for distancing and is indicative of being cold and serious. They note that vos is used to soften and 

represents closeness or trust. Some participants also seem to note the alignment of polymorphism 

and 2PS as they say the character switches to impose a request, highlight her purpose, and make 

a warning. One participant posits that the participant changed to usted so that the other character 

would take her seriously. Last, one participant mentions that polymorphism occurs without one 

thinking about it.  

4.3.3 Explicit language attitudes scene 3 telenovela   

In this section, comments regarding explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism in 

the third and final scene of the telenovela task are analyzed with each population. In this last 

scene, two men are talking to each other using voseo, and then one of the characters switches to 

ustedeo, saying “Pero mire que la pelada puede recapacitar.” Then he says, “¿Cómo así? 

¿Usted qué va a hacer?” The most relevant comments that show a tendency in paisas’ responses 

are presented in Table 41.  
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Table 41. Relevant comments from paisas regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 3 

of telenovela task  

Porque dentro de una conversación informal está bien utilizar el vos, cuando se le quiere poner 

seriedad a una conversación o advertir que algo es importante se cambia el vos a usted. 

‘Because in an informal conversation it is okay to use vos. When one wants to make a 

conversation serious or warn that something is important, one changes to usted.’  

Es algo muy normal, uno no utiliza una sola palabra para dirigirse a alguien, como hey papi, 

hey guevon y muchas más. ‘It is something that is very normal, one does not use a single 

word to address someone, like hey dear, hey man, hey buddy and a lot more.’  

El uso del "vos" se siente como una llamada de atención desde la confianza y la cercanía, de 

modo que el otro sepa que es algo así como un regaño, pero con cariño; el paso al "usted" 

indica preocupación con el bienestar de la otra persona. ‘The use of “vos” feels like calling 

attention from trust and closeness so that the other knows that it is something like scolding 

but with affection; the change to “usted” indicates concern about the wellbeing of the other 

person.’  

No sé, creo que fue un cambio natural que hizo, también puede ser que la primera pregunta se 

da a modo de consejo y tiene que sonar más suave y familiar. ‘I don’t know, I think it was a 

natural change that he did, also it could be that the first question is asked in terms of advice 

and it has to sound softer and warmer.’  

Para utilizar más formalidad en la conversación. ‘To use more formality in the conversation.’  

Al principio era amigable y luego las cosas se ponen tensas y pasan al formalismo. ‘At the 

beginning it was friendly and later things became tense and they change to be formal.’  

Es un acento y vocabulario regional y de ese tipo de población. ‘It is a regional accent and 

vocabulary of these type of population.’  

Porque su interlocutor le va marcando un límite y una distancia. ‘Because the interlocutor is 

putting a limit and marking distance.’  

Al principio es de amigos, luego es como si no me querés escuchar, entonces usted haga lo que 

quiera ya le adverti. Usted (toma distancia). ‘At the beginning it is between friends, later it is 

like if you don’t want to listen , then do what you want. I already warned you. Usted takes 

distance.’  

Primero era una situación informal (vos) y después la conversación se puso seria (usted). 

‘First it was an informal situation (vos) and then the conversation became serious (usted).’  

Hace distancia, con el "Usted" señala que no se hace responsable de las decisiones finales de 

su amigo. ‘He creates distance, with “usted” he signals that he is not responsible for his 

friend’s final decisions.’  

Lo coloca en un contexto de mayor importancia al llamarlo "usted" es decir póngase las pilas 

pues. ‘He places him in a more important context when he calls him “usted.” That is, “get 

ready, come on.”  

al inicio le habla con confianza y luego se pone más tensión en el diálogo. ‘At the beginning 

he talks to him with more intimacy and later the dialogue gets more tense.’  

Porque no le gustó, lo que el amigo iba hacer. ‘Because he didn’t like what his friend was 

going to do.’ 
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Primero hay compinchería, luego hay un desacuerdo. ‘First there is comradery, and later 

there is a disagreement.’  

En este caso pienso que es un mal uso del lenguaje. ‘In this case I think it is a bad use of the 

language.’  

no sé, las personas acá hablan así. ‘I don’t know, people here speak like that.’  

Al inicio están en conversación de amigos (parceros), luego el de camisa amarilla se 

preocupa bastante y por eso cambia su habla. ‘At the beginning, they are in a conversation 

between friends (buddies), later the one in the yellow shirt worries a lot and because of this, 

he changes his way of speaking.’  

Se fue presentado un distanciamiento entre los dos. ‘He was presenting a distancing between 

the two of them.’  

Porque el amigo le dijo que se fuera. ‘Because his friend told him to leave.’  

 

A tendency from paisas’ comments is that they associate usted with various characteristics like 

seriousness, worrying, formality, limits, distance, tension, and disagreement. One participant 

posits that the switch to usted could show a greater importance. Participants posit that vos shows 

closeness, trust, softness, familiarity, friendliness, comradery, and informality. One participant 

notes that vos is used for scolding but with affection. Another participant seems to note the 

correspondence between polymorphism and speech, mentioning that the change in 2PS is due to 

warning about the importance of what the character is declaring. A participant describes how the 

usage of polymorphism is natural, and other participants affirm that polymorphism is how people 

speak in Medellin; it is part of the regional accent and vocabulary. Last, one comment mentions 

that polymorphism is bad usage of the language.  

 Now, bogotanos’ comments regarding why polymorphism occurs in the third scene are 

analyzed. The most relevant comments are presented in Table 42.   

Table 42. Relevant comments from bogotanos regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 

3 of telenovela task  

Porque tuvo emociones negativas. ‘Because he had negative emotions.’  
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Fue en los momentos en que se enojó, cambio de humor. ‘It was in the moments in which he 

got angry, his mood changed.’  

Para generar más seriedad a la conversación. ‘To generate more seriousness in the 

conversation.’  

Es un cambio de informalidad normal dentro del argot paisa. ‘It is a normal change of 

informality in paisa slang.’  

creo que se sintió más subordinado al final de la conversación. ‘I think he felt more 

subordinate at the end of the conversation.’  

Para expresar preocupación o parecer más serio. ‘To express concern or to seem more 

serious.’  

Para que se tornara más seria la conversación. ‘So that the conversation became more 

serious.’ 

Por el dialecto y acento que utilizan. ‘Because of the dialect and accent that they use.’  

Inconsistencia en el discurso. ‘Inconsistency in the discourse.’  

Pienso que el "vos" lo utiliza porque es la forma en la que se comunica con él, y el "usted" 

porque la conversación se tornó seria y un poco tensa. ‘I think that “vos” is used because it is 

the form that he uses to communicate with him and “usted” because the conversation became 

more serious and a little tense.’  

Pasó de confianza a preocuparse da más seriedad. ‘He changed from intimacy to concern, 

bringing more seriousness.’  

Interpelarlo, cuestionarlo para que pensara sobre lo que dijo. Como un llamado su 

atención. ‘To question him, question him so that he thought about what he said. Like 

bringing it to his attention.’  

Porque está en desacuerdo de ideas y al personaje de camisa amarilla no le parece una buena 

forma de buscar dinero. ‘Because he has a disagreement of ideas and the character in the 

yellow shirt doesn’t think it is a good way to look for money.’  

Porque se sintió mal con la actitud del otro porque lo está echando. ‘Because he felt bad 

about the attitude of the other because he is kicking him out.’  

Lo mismo que en el anterior video, se pasa de la confianza relacionada con el acento, a la 

formalidad del usted mostrando el inconformismo de la charla. ‘The same as in the previous 

video, he changes from intimacy related to the accent, to formality of usted showing 

inconformity of the talk.’  

Porque quiere remarcar que es serio, un tema de importancia. ‘Because he wants to 

emphasize that it is serious, a topic of importance.’  

Porque se dio cuenta que el otro iba a hacer algo peligroso y se preocupó, para resaltar su mal 

genio. ‘Because he realized that the other was going to do something dangerous and he got 

concerned, to highlight his bad temper.’  

Son maneras de hablar de las diferentes regiones antioquia eje cafetero y norte del valle 

del cauca. ‘They are different ways of speaking in regions of Antioquia, the coffee area and 

the northern part of the Valle de Cauca.’  

Porque se asustó con lo que le dijo el compañero. ‘Because he got scared about what his 

friend told him.’  

Porque estaba un poco asustado y quería sonar autoritario. ‘Because he was a little scared and 

he wanted to be authoritarian.’  
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Once again, bogotanos associate ustedeo with negative emotions, seriousness, tenseness, worry, 

formality, and authority while voseo is exemplary of closeness or trust. Some participants 

mention that the change in 2PS is due to a change in mood or because the character felt bad 

because of what the other character had said to him. Some participants seem to notice the effect 

of speech act because they note that the character changes to usted to question the other character 

or to show his disagreement. Finally, some participants posit that polymorphism is part of the 

jargon of Medellin, stating that it is a normal informality that is part of the paisa dialect. Last, 

one participant posits that the change in 2PS is an inconsistency in the language.  

 Finally, caleños’ comments regarding the usage of polymorphism in the third scene are 

examined. Their most relevant comments are presented in Table 43.  

Table 43. Relevant comments from caleños regarding explanations for polymorphism in scene 3 

of telenovela task  

Para marcar desacuerdo con lo que está escuchando. ‘To show disagreement about what he 

is hearing.’  

Cambia porque recibe una respuesta negativa y ve el cambio de ánimo de la otra persona. 

‘He changes because he receives a negative response and he sees the other person’s change 

in spirits.’  

Tiene que ver cómo reacciona la persona y lo que querés trasmitir a esa persona, usted es más 

formal y vos informal más de amigos. ‘It has to do with how the person reacts and what you 

want to transmit to that person, usted is more formal and vos is informal, more between 

friends.’  

No sé creo que pudo ser porque la pregunta era seria y quería una respuesta seria. ‘I don’t 

know. I think it might have been because the question was serious, and he wanted a serious 

answer.’  

Para cambiar a un tono más serio ante el rechazo de la conversación del otro hombre. ‘To 

change to a more serious tone faced with the rejection of the conversation with the other man.’  

Nivel de confianza en que se va las conversaciones. ‘Level of intimacy in which the 

conversations go.’  

Usa usted cuando quiere alertar más sobre la hija, tema ás serio. ‘He uses usted when he wants 

to alert more about his daughter, more serious topic.’  

Está preocupado por el otro, quiere que otro le responda seriamente. ‘He is concerned about 

the other one, he wants the other to respond seriously.’  
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para demostrar que se alejan un poco los personajes porque él no está de acuerdo. ‘To 

demonstrate that the characters are distancing a Little because he doesn’t agree.’  

Al inicio es una conversación más personal, mientras que al finalizar es más de jefe a 

subordinado, antes del uso del "usted", el de la camisa negra le da permiso de irse, haciendo 

más énfasis en el poder que él tiene sobre el otro. ‘At the beginning it is a more personal 

conversation, while at the end it is more like a boss to a subordinate, before the use of 

“usted,” the one in the black shirt gives him permission to leave, emphasizing the power that 

he has over the other one.’  

En algún momento hay reconocimiento de superioridad. ‘In some moment there is 

recognition of superiority.’  

Usted porque no le gustó la respuesta de su compañero. ‘Usted because he didn’t like his 

friend’s response.’  

Son cambios en una conversación actuada porque en la vida real muy poco se da. ‘There are 

changes in an acted out conversation because they occur very infrequently in real life.’  

Vos es una forma de expresarse de su tierra natal y usted más formal y puntal de una 

conversación seria. ‘Vos is a way of expressing herself from her homeland and usted is more 

formal and punctual for a more serious conversation.’  

Usted para formular una pregunta muy puntual que solo le corresponde a él dar una respuesta. 

‘Usted to formulate a very punctual question that only if for him to respond to.’ 

 

For caleños, there are three main themes that can be identified. First, caleños note various 

characteristics of when ustedeo is used including disagreement, change in mood, formality, 

seriousness, punctuality, and distance. They note that the other character at some point did 

something to show his superiority of being the boss and because of this, the character changes to 

ustedeo to address him. Another theme is regarding voseo. Participants note that voseo is 

indicative of informality, closeness or trust, and the paisa accent. One participant believes that 

these are changes in 2PS that are acted but that in real life polymorphism does not occur 

frequently.  

4.3.4 Summary of explicit language attitudes across populations 

 In this section, a summary of what each population believes about why polymorphism 

occurs will be presented for each scene, facilitating the process of making comparisons across 

populations.  
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Table 44. Summary of main themes for explanation of polymorphism across populations. 

 Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 

Voseo - confianza Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Usted – distant, 

formal, serious 

Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Paisa dialect Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Bogotanos Paisas  

Bogotanos 

Speech act Bogotanos 

Caleños 

Paisas 

Caleños 

Paisas  

Bogotanos 

Unconscious Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Caleños  

Polymorphism – 

normal 

Paisas Paisas Paisas 

Negative attitudes  Paisas  Paisas 

Bogotanos 

Change in mood  Bogotanos Bogotanos 

 

In scene 1, populations identify similar themes, especially regarding voseo, ustedeo, and 

polymorphism being associated with the paisa dialect. All three populations mention these ideas. 

Paisas’ ideas differ a little from caleños and bogotanos in that they are the only ones that say 

that polymorphism is normal or that it is just the way people speak in Medellin. In addition, only 

paisas speak of negative attitudes toward it. In contrast, only caleños and bogotanos seem to 

pick up on the speech act part of polymorphism. And last, paisas and bogotanos note that 

switching 2PS is something that is unconscious, that just happens sometimes when people speak.  

For scene 2, there is a little more dispersion for the focus of each population’s comments. 

All populations mention the characteristics of voseo and ustedeo. In addition, once again, paisas 

affirm that polymorphism is normal in Medellin. Bogotanos posit that it is part of the paisa 

dialect. This time, paisas and caleños describe speech acts in relation to change in 2PS. Both 
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bogotanos and caleños affirm that the character switched to usted to make her request clear and 

to be taken seriously. Last, caleños mention that polymorphism happens unconsciously.  

For scene three, paisas and bogotanos are much more similar with the themes they 

mention regarding polymorphism. The only differences are that bogotanos mention a change in 

mood, and paisas describe that polymorphism is a normal way of speaking in Medellin. In 

contrast, caleños’ main themes are concentrated around the differences between voseo and 

ustedeo.  

 These data examining explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism were included in 

the dissertation in order to assess which populations were more similar and which populations 

had negative explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism. There were two populations that 

expressed negative attitudes toward polymorphism: paisas and bogotanos. The data show that 

paisas have more negative attitudes toward polymorphism as they mentioned negative comments 

for both scene one and scene three. Bogotanos mention negative attitudes toward polymorphism 

only for scene three, and caleños do not make any negative comments throughout any of the 

scenes.  

 In terms of comparing populations’ explicit language attitudes of polymorphism, 

similarities varied by the scene. For scenes one and three, paisas and bogotanos noted a greater 

number of similar themes (N = 4 and N = 5, respectively). However, it should be noted that 

bogotanos and caleños also shared four common themes for scene one. In contrast, for scene 

two, paisas’ comments were more similar to that of caleños than to that of bogotanos. Caleños 

noted three of the same themes as both paisas and bogotanos. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions 

 The present chapter contains a discussion of the findings in relation to the research 

questions guiding the study as well as larger issues regarding language variation and change and 

implication for second language acquisition. The first section of this chapter reviews each of the 

four research questions and how the present study addressed them. Then, the next section is 

dedicated to connections of polymorphism in Spanish to other Romance languages. The 

following sections provide discussion of broader connections and the future of polymorphism of 

2PS in Medellin and implications for second language acquisition. The chapter concludes with a 

description of the general conclusions and contributions of the dissertation, limitations, and 

avenues for future research.  

5.1 Research questions and findings  

 In this section, findings are discussed in relation to the four research questions that 

guided the present study. First, results for usage of polymorphism in Medellin are discussed. 

Subsequently, implicit language attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS are considered followed 

by awareness of polymorphism. Finally, explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism of 2PS 

are addressed. Comparisons of language attitudes and awareness of polymorphism are made 

across populations. 

5.1.1 Research question 1 

 The first research question was the following:  

1) Does polymorphism in 2PS contexts occur in the Spanish of Medellin? If so, what 

linguistic and extralinguistic factors condition it? How is polymorphism of 2PS 

characterized?  
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It was hypothesized that there would be polymorphism of 2PS in the usage data since 

previous studies have documented polymorphism in various dialects in Colombia, including in 

Medellin. Results showed that polymorphism of 2PS does indeed occur in Medellin. In fact, the 

data show that polymorphism of 2PS is characteristics of the paisa dialect as it occurred 23.2% 

of the time. This percentage is much higher than what previous studies have found (9.6% for 

Bogota (de Caro, 2011), 4.8% and 5.4% for Cali (Newall, 2016 and Millán, 2011 respectively), 

4.4% for Medellin (Millán, 2011)). Millán (2011) used surveys to collect her data, which could 

be the reason for such big differences in rates of polymorphism since with surveys speakers often 

times do not always report what they actually do when they speak (Michnowicz & Quintana 

Sarria, 2020). Newall (2016) however, used the same task as in the present study. Thus, the great 

difference between 23.2% in the present study and 4.8% in Newall’s (2016) data cannot be 

attributed to task effects. However, there are a couple other reasons that could account for these 

differences. First, since Newall (2016) did not focus on polymorphism of 2PS, his envelope of 

variation was different from that of the current study. The envelope of variation in Newall (2016) 

consisted of all verb forms of tuteo, ustedeo, or voseo. However, in the present study, the 

envelope of variation consisted of all DCT responses that included at least two verb forms of 

tuteo, voseo, and ustedeo. Thus, in Newall’s (2016) data, there was less likelihood of 

polymorphism since DCT responses that only included one 2PS verb form could not be 

polymorphism. Second, participants in the present study and Newall (2016) had different social 

characteristics. Newall’s participants were all aged 18-35, of the middle socioeconomic class, 

and had a college or professional degree. In contrast, participants from the current study, were 

stratified by age and education level, consisting of participants between the ages of 18-87 years 

and various socioeconomic classes (lower class (2) to upper class (6)) and education levels. 
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Although these analyses are not completely comparable and, thus, should be taken with a grain 

of salt, from the findings that currently exist, it appears that polymorphism occurs more 

frequently in the Spanish of Medellin than in Cali. Future studies should investigate 

polymorphism in the Spanish of Cali using the same task and analysis used in the present study 

in order to make more reliable comparisons. The fact that polymorphism of 2PS occurs at such a 

high rate corroborates Weyers’ (2018) affirmation that polymorphism is “emblematic of paisa 

speech.”  

 In terms of linguistic constraints, since previous studies (Newall, 2016) observed that 2PS 

were conditioned by various speech acts, it was predicted that a change in speech act would 

favor polymorphism of 2PS. Results showed that this was indeed true, as speech act was the 

most significant variable conditioning polymorphism/unimorphism. Specifically, change in 

speech act favored polymorphism. Examples of instances of polymorphism with a change in 

speech act are presented in (102)-(104) below.  

(102) Hey amiga, entonces mirá ¿cuando nos vamos a renunir? Dime la fecha y la hora 

para que cuadremos bien y hagamos ese trabajo. ‘Hey friend, so look (V), when are we 

going to meet up? Tell (T) me the data and time so that we can coordinate and do this 

assignment.’  

(103) Señora mire, tome consciencia de lo que estás sintiendo y tómate las pastillas. Es 

vital para usted. ‘Ma’am look (U), be (U) aware of what you (T/V) are feeling and take 

(T) your medicine. It is vital for you (U).’  
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(104) Oye amiga, mirá este es un deporte colectivo. Pásame la pelota. Si estoy 

desmarcado, ¿por qué no me la mandas? ‘Hey (T) friend, look (V), this is a collective 

sport. If I am open, why don’t you (T) pass it to me?  

In (102), the speaker starts with voseo, “mirá,” which is a discourse marker and changes to tuteo 

for the direct command “dime.” In (103), the speaker starts with ustedeo using a discourse 

marker “mire” and a direct command “tome” and then switches to tuteo/voseo with a declarative 

“estás” and ends with another direct command “tómate” in tuteo this time. In (104), the speaker 

starts with a discourse marker in tuteo “oye,” then switches to voseo for another discourse marker 

“mirá.” Next, the speaker changes to tuteo for a direct command “pásame” followed by a 

question “mandas”. Furthermore, it was observed in the conditional inference tree that within the 

category change in speech act, males favored polymorphism and females favored unimorphism. 

Examples are presented below.  

(105) Papi, ¿por qué me mueve la mochila? Sabes que a mí no me gusta. Debería de 

dejarla  donde siempre yo la dejo. Trata de no meterte en mis cosas. ‘Dad, why do you 

move (U) my backpack? You know (T) that I don’t like it. You should (U) leave it where 

I always leave it. (male speaker) 

(106) Oye, ¿tú eres invitado del novio o de la novia? ‘Hey (T), are you (T) here for the 

bride or the groom?’ (female speaker) 

In (105) above, the male speaker uses polymorphism as he starts with ustedeo and a 

question“mueve”, switches to tuteo with the statement “sabes” and then switches back to ustedeo 

with an indirect command “debería”. Finally, he ends with another switch to tuteo with the direct 
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command “trata”. In contrast, the female speaker in (106) uses tuteo throughout starting with the 

discourse marker “oye” and then the quesion “tú eres”.  

This result that polymorphism is favored by change in speech act confirms what several 

previous studies have posited based on observations of their data. Various researchers have 

observed that a change in 2PS can occur because of anger (Bartens, 2006; Jang, 2012c; Simpson, 

2002) seriousness (Jang, 2012c), or to make a request (de Caro, 2011; Jang, 2012c). One of 

Barten’s (2006, p. 11) informants commented that they change 2PS “cuando me entero de algo 

malo que una persona ha dicho o hecho.” Fernández-Mallat (2020) posits that Chilean speakers 

switch 2PS to achieve specific communicative goals, while Pinkerton (1986, p. 695) affirms that 

“it is not the pronoun chosen that carries the total meaning, but rather it is the shift that 

demonstrates the meaning desired.” The finding that change in speech act favors polymorphism 

of 2PS relates the most directly to Newall’s (2016) finding with caleño Spanish that 2PS are 

constrained by speech act. Thus, different speech acts favor specific 2PS, explaining why 

changes occur and why change in 2PS favors polymorphism. Denbaum and Restrepo-Ramos 

(2019) also observed that 2PS in Medellin are conditioned by speech act. Specifically, they 

found that voseo was favored by discourse markers, questions, and direct commands, while tuteo 

was favored by declaratives and indirect commands and usted by declaratives. Therefore, the 

data demonstrate that in Medellin (and Cali), speakers mainly change 2PS because there are 

specific speech acts that tend to correlate to each 2PS. This connection with 2PS and achieving 

specific communicative goals is very important.  

One other linguistic variable was a significant predictor of polymorphism/unimorphism: 

interlocutor relationship. It was observed that intimate interlocutors favored polymorphism. 

Some examples are shown below in (107)-(109).  
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(107) Papá, ¡te he dicho tantas veces que no me mueva mis cosas de lugar! ¿Por qué lo 

sigues haciendo? Me cogió la tarde por tu culpa. ‘Dad, I have told you so many times not 

to move (U) my things from their place! Why do you keep (T) doing it? I’m late because 

of you.’  

(108) Ma, ¿por qué no me prestás atención y te das cuenta de que te estoy contando una 

noticia que me están dando una oferta laboral? E imaginate que hace tiempo no estoy 

trabajando, y tú estabas preocupada por eso. Ahora te digo que tengo una oferta de 

trabajo, ni siquiera me mencionas nada. ‘Mom, why don’t you pay (V) attention and you 

Will realize that I am telling you news that they are offering me a job? And imagine (V) 

that I haven’t been working for a while, and you were worried (T) about that. Now I tell 

you that I have a job offer and you don’t even mention (T) anything.’  

(109) Hey Juan, ¿en qué habíamos quedado? Vos sabés que tengo necesidades y necesito 

el dinero. ¿Por qué no me colaboras y ya que yo te hice un favor, prestándote el dinero? 

Y te di un plazo. Y tú no me, no te hagas el que no es con vos. Y tengo, y veo que tú estás 

en la onda, estás bien. Por favor, necesito mi dinero. ‘Hey Juan, what did we agree upon? 

You know (V) that I have necessities and I need the money. Why don’t you hep (T) me 

out since I did you a favor lending you the money? And you (T), don’t pretend (T) to be a 

fool. And I have, and see that you are (T/V) good, you are (T/V) doing well, please I need 

my money.’  

In (107), the speaker switches from ustedeo to tuteo when addressing their father. In (109), the 

speaker changes from voseo to tuteo when talking with their mother. In (109), the speaker 

addresses their friend and starts with voseo and then changes to tuteo and ending with an 

ambiguous instance that could be either voseo or tuteo. Other instances of polymorphism when 
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addressing intimate interlocutors occurred with female friends, and both male and female 

roommates.  

Although polymorphism being favored by intimate interlocutors was not one of the 

original predictions, this result aligns with the argument for the hypothesis for evaluations of 

polymorphism by different dialects presented in Figure 6 (reproduced here) in section 3.1.  

Figure 6. Continuum of predicted positive ratings of polymorphism according to 2PS 

system 

Tripartite system with                             Tripartite system       Two-term system                          Two-term system  
with dual ustedl                                       without dual usted      with dual usted                           without dual usted 

 

Highest ratings of polymorphism                                                                              Lowest ratings of polymorphism  

Lowest rates of noticing polymorphism                                                         Highest rates of noticing polymorphism 

 

The idea is that instead of comparing dialects and number of 2PS in each variety, we are now 

comparing typical 2PS options available depending on interlocutor relationship. When the 

interlocutor is distant, in theory, there is only one typical 2PS used: non-solidary usted. However, 

when the interlocutor is intimate, in paisa Spanish, there are three viable options: tú, vos, and 

solidary usted. Thus, it is logical that intimate interlocutors would favor polymorphism of 2PS 

since the inventory is much larger than for distant interlocutors. This finding regarding intimacy 

of the interlocutor partially corroborates Millan’s (2011) findings. Millán (2011) found that 

female speakers used polymorphism the most with family (7.2%) followed by classmates (6.9%) 

and then friends (5.5%). Based on results from the present study, it would be expected that 

interlocutors who are friends would be higher than classmates for Millán’s (2011) data. Millán’s 

(2011) findings for men however to not quite parallel the results for the present study as they 

reported employing polymorphism the most with classmates (5.9%) and professors (4.4%) (when 

the most intimate interlocutors would have been family and friends). However, the relationship 
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with classmates could indeed be considered an intimate relationship depending on each 

individual. Furthermore, it should be noted that Millán (2011) used surveys for her study and, 

thus, differences could be due to task effects.  

 Regarding social variables constraining polymorphism of 2PS, it was ultimately predicted 

that no social variable would be significant since Murillo Fernández (2003) had observed that 

polymorphism of 2PS was characteristic of all speakers in Popayán. Contrary to my hypothesis, 

one social variable, speaker sex, was indeed found to be a significant constraint for 

polymorphism/unimorphism. Specifically, male speakers favored polymorphism of 2PS. In 

(110)-(112) some examples of polymorphism from male speakers are presented.  

(110) No, hola mujer, no, ten más cuidado. Mirá que estamos muy apretados. ‘No, hello 

woman, no, be (T) more careful. Look (V) that we are all crowded.’  

(111) ¿O es que no le gustan los animalitos? Sí, ellos son agradables. No vamos a poder 

seguir conviviendo porque tú sabes que todo se componen de detalles. Es un detalle 

desagradable. Piénselo bien. ‘Or it’s that you don’t like animals? Yes, they are nice. We 

aren’t going to be able to keep living together because you know (T) that everything is 

made up of details. It is unfortunate. Think (U) it over well.’  

(112) Ma, pero es que vos sos siempre aconsejándome, mandándome a hacer cosas. 

Nunca me escuchás. Por favor escúcheme primero y después me manda a hacer las cosas 

que usted quiera porque necesito hablar con vos. ‘Mom, but it’s just that you are (V) 

always giving me advice, telling me to do things. You (V) never listen to me. Please 

listen (U) to me first and then tell (U) me to do the things that you want (U) because I 

need to talk to you (V).’  
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In (110), the speaker starts with tuteo “ten” and changes to voseo “mirá”. In (111), the speaker 

begins with tuteo “tú sabes” and changed to ustedeo “piénselo”. Finally, in (112), the speaker 

starts with voseo “vos sos” and “escuchás” and then switches to ustedeo with “escúcheme,” 

“manda,” and “usted quiera.”  

 There were instances of male speakers employing polymorphism for each DCT context. 

However, some DCT contexts resulted in men using polymorphism more frequently. 

Specifically, men using polymorphism occurred the most with the following situation in (114) (N 

= 30). The second most common contexts for men to use polymorphism were (115) and (116) (N 

= 28). Next, polymorphism was used by men 26 times for the context exemplified in (117) and 

finally, 24 times for (118).  

(113) Soy voluntari@ en un centro para personas mayores. Voy al centro y paso tiempo con los 

mayores. Charlamos y a veces jugamos naipes. Hay una señora a quien no conozco. Ella está 

muy mal de salud. Tiene que tomar pastillas 4 veces al día, pero no quiere. He escuchado que a 

veces, finge que las toma pero en realidad las bota en el basurero. Mientras yo estoy, ella hace 

justo eso. Quiero que ella las tome de verdad. ‘I am a volunteer at a nursing home. I go to there 

and I spend time with the elderly people. We chat and sometimes we play cards. There is a lady 

who I don’t know. She is doing really badly healthwise. She has to take four pills each day, but 

she doesn’t want to. I have heard that sometimes, she pretends that she takes them, but she really 

throws them away. While I am there, she does just that. I want her to take them for real.’  

(114) Le presté $400.000 pesos a mi amigo el mes pasado para que pudiera pagar la renta. Me 

dijo que me iba a devolver el dinero una semana después. Ayer, le pregunté si me lo podría pagar 

ya porque ya no tengo mucho dinero. Me dijo que todavía no me podía pagar pero tan pronto 

como pudiera, me lo daría. Sin embargo, acabo de ver un post en su Facebook de él comiendo 
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sushi y bailando en una discoteca muy cara. ‘I lent my friend 400,000 pesos last month so that he 

could pay his rent. He told me that he would pay me back a week later. Yesterday, I asked him if 

he could pay me back already because I don’t have much money left. He told me that he still 

couldn’t pay me back but that he would as soon as he could. However, I just saw a post on his 

Facebook of him eating sushi and dancing at an expensive club.’  

(115) Mi mamá y yo somos muy cercan@s. Me gusta porque siempre he podido hablar con ella 

de cualquier cosa y ella es muy abierta y me escucha. Sin embargo, recientemente ya no es tan 

paciente conmigo. Yo le cuento de mis problemas y ella me critica un poco. También me manda 

muy frecuentemente, diciéndome qué hacer. No me gusta eso para nada. Quiero que ella me 

escuche sin decirme qué hacer. ‘My mom and I are really close. I like it because I have always 

been able to talk with her about anything and she is really open and listens to me. However, 

recently she isn’t as patient with me. I tell her my problems and she criticizes me a little. She 

also bosses me around frequently, telling me what to do.’  

(116) Tengo un compañero de cuarto que es un poco antisociable. Tiene dos gatos y cuando nos 

conocimos, me dijo que le gustaban los perros. Sin embargo, ahora que vivimos juntos, parece 

que no le gusta mucho mi perro. El otro día cuando un amigo de mi compañero vino a la casa, mi 

perro empezó a correr hacía el amigo y mi compañero le gritó a mi perro. No me gustó y no 

quiero que le grite a mi perro otra vez. ‘I have a roommate that is a little unsocial. He has two 

cats and when we met, he told me that he liked dogs. However, now that we live together, it 

seems like he doesn’t like my dog that much. The other day when my roommate’s friend cameo 

ver, my dog started to run toward him and my roommate yelled at my dog. I didn’t like that he 

did that, and I don’t want him to yell at my dog again.’  
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(117) Estoy muy ocupad@ estudiando para mis exámenes y se me olvidó que vienen mis papás 

mañana y la casa está súper desordenada. Tengo platos sucios en el fregadero y ropa por todo el 

piso. Mis papás son personas muy ordenadas y les dará mucho asco ver la casa tal como está. Lo 

peor es que mi compañera de cuarto tiene botellas de cerveza por toda la sala. Quiero que ella me 

ayude a limpiar. ‘I am busy studying for my exams and I forgot that y parents are coming to visit 

tomorrow and the house is really disorganized. I have dirty plates in the sink and clothing all 

over the floor. My parents are really organized people and they will be really grossed out to see 

the house like it is. The worst part is that my roommate has beer bottles all over the living room. 

I want her to help me clean up.’  

All of these situations have a connotative function—the participant is trying to influence the 

interlocutor, whether it be convincing the older lady to take her medicine or asking their 

roommate to help them clean. It appears that in these situations, speakers make use of various 

speech acts to express themselves and attempt to achieve the communicative goal.  

 Although it was not originally expected that male speakers would favor polymorphism, it seems 

that this could be the case because in previous research men favored both voseo and ustedeo 

while women only favored tuteo (Denbaum & Restrepo-Ramos, 2019; Millán, 2011, 2014). 

Thus, similar to the explanation for interlocutors favoring polymorphism, it seems that men may 

favor polymorphism because they have more 2PS options that are typical of their speech. 

Therefore, men have more chances to change 2PS. This finding is the opposite of what Millán 

(2011) found with her survey data in Medellin. She observed that females reported using 

polymorphism four times more than males. In Jang’s (2012c) study on the “momentary changes 

of 2PS,” speaker sex was not significant, but socioeconomic class did have a significant effect. 

The researcher found that polymorphism was reported more with lower class speakers. It should 
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be noted that he carried out his study by collecting survey data. Thus, it is possible that the 

upper- and middle-class speakers have stigma attached to polymorphism and therefore did not 

report employing it as much as the lower class. In contrast to Jang’s (2012c) findings, Millán 

(2011) observed the opposite results. Her informants from the upper and middle classes reported 

using polymorphism more than the lower class. The present study did not use socioeconomic 

class as a variable, but rather educational level. This could account for the difference in results, 

specifically for the fact that educational level was not significant in the present study. In 

addition, another reason why educational level may not have been significant in the present study 

could be due to the fact that the two educational groups were not very different, and they were 

only split into two groups: those that had not completed more than technical training and those 

who have completed at least technological training. In contrast to Millán (2011) and Jang 

(2012c) who used surveys, the data show that in semi-spontaneous speech from DCT data, males 

tend to employ polymorphism more than females.  

 In terms of the characterization of polymorphism of 2PS in Medellin, three main aspects 

were observed. First, it was found that interactions can include up to four switches in 2PS but 

just one switch is the most common. Additionally, most polymorphism involved a switch from tú 

to usted followed by usted to tú, and vos to tú. Most polymorphism of 2PS is made up of 

switches between usted and tú (including both directions), accounting for 46.1% of all 

polymorphism. Most of the switches from tú to usted start with a discourse marker, such as 

“oye”, “mira”, and in one case “disculpa”. Speakers then switch to usted to accomplish a variety 

of communicative goals, but the most prevalent speech act is an indirect command (see (118)-

(121) below).  
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(118) Mira esas pastillas te hacen bien para la salud. Creo que es muy importante que te 

las tomes. A mí tampoco me gusta tomar medicina, pero eso es necesario. Entonces te 

recomiendo que las tome. ‘Look (T) those pills are good for your health. I think it is very 

important that you take (T) them. I don’t like to take medicine either, but it is necessary. 

So, I recommend that you (U) take them.’  

(119) Mira lo que pasa es que yo te fui clara. Te dije que a mí no me gustaban las 

berenjenas. Por favor me cambias el plato. Por favor y me la retira. ‘Hey (T), what’s 

going on is that I was very clear with you. Please change (T) my dish for me. Please take 

(T) it away.’  

(120) Disculpa, pero debe de respetar el espacio de todos. ‘Excuse (T) me, but you should 

(U) respect everyone’s space.’  

(121) Oye señora, me vuelve y me repite el nombre si fuera tan amable. Muchas gracias. 

‘Listen (T) ma’am, come back (U) and repeat (U) your name for me if you would be so 

kind.’  

In all the above examples, the speakers start with discourse markers in tuteo and when they 

switch to ustedeo, it is to perform an indirect command. The next most prevalent communicative 

goal that was employed at the switch to ustedeo was direct commands. Examples of switches to 

direct commands are presented in (122)-(124).  

(122) Oye amigo, pero cuénteme a usted qué le gustaría hacer en su cumpleaños para que 

lo hagamos. ‘Hey (T) friend, but tell (U) me what you would like to do on your birthday 

so that we do it.’  
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(123) Pero mira que si no te toma(s) la droga, te vas a enfermar. No finja delante de mí 

porque no voy a estar todo el tiempo contigo. ‘But look (T), if you don’t take (T/V/U) the 

drug, you are going (T/V) to get sick. Don’t pretend (U) in front of me because I am not 

going to be with you all the time.’  

(124) Oye parce, deje el afán. No nos estorbe. ‘Hey (T) dude, stop (U) rushing. Don’t get 

(U) in our way.  

In these examples above, the speakers start with discourse markers with tuteo and switch to 

ustedeo to communicate direct commands. As can be seen, most cases of polymorphism that 

switch from tuteo to ustedeo start with discourse markers using tuteo and then switch to ustedeo 

to express a command, whether it be direct or indirect.  

Finally, it was found that the tendency for polymorphism is for it to consist of just the verbal 

morphology and not the explicit pronouns as 67% of all polymorphism tokens were just verbal 

morphology. Jang (2012c) explicitly examined momentary changes of 2PS in Medellin, and it is 

interesting to note that he focused just on changes from tú/vos to usted. This specific 

directionality coincides with the characterization of polymorphism from the present study as the 

most common change was from tú to usted. Weyers (2016b) examined 2PS in written 

communication and observed several cases of polymorphism with tuteo and voseo but did not 

present any instances of polymorphism including ustedeo. Overall, there is a lack of studies prior 

to the current one that have examined all cases of polymorphism in a systematic way in order to 

characterize it.  

5.1.2 Research question 2 

 The second research question that guided the present study was as follows:  
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2) What are paisas’ implicit language attitudes toward polymorphism? Do they classify 

polymorphism positively? Are distinct types of polymorphism evaluated differently? 

How do their language attitudes toward polymorphism compare to those of listeners from 

Bogota and Cali?  

It was hypothesized that paisas would evaluate some types of polymorphism more positively 

than others. Specifically, it was predicted that paisas would evaluate the polymorphism stimulus 

that consisted of adjacent explicit pronouns more negatively than the other polymorphism 

stimuli. Additionally, it was hypothesized that paisas would rate polymorphism more positively 

than listeners from Bogota.   

 In terms of evaluations of polymorphism for paisas, for two out of the three stimuli, 

paisas tended to evaluate unimorphism more positively than polymorphism. This was especially 

the case for stimulus 2 (“Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy inteligente. Hágale con 

ánimo y confía en lo que usted sabe”). They rated the unimorphism version significantly more 

positively than the polymorphism version 20.8% of the time whereas the polymorphism version 

was rated significantly higher than the unimorphism version 4.2% of the time. However, it 

should be noted that 75% of the time there were no significant differences between 

polymorphism and unimorphism for stimulus 2. For stimulus 1 (“Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo 

está? ¿Te sentís bien?”), unimorphism was rated more positively than polymorphism 8.3% of the 

time, and polymorphism was rated higher than unimorphism 4.2% of the time. This means that 

87.5% there were no significant differences between polymorphism and unimorphism. 

Evaluations for stimulus 3 showed quite different patterns compared to stimuli 1 and 2. For 

stimulus 3 (“Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué color la querés pintar?”), there were 

no instances where unimorphism was rated significantly more positively, but polymorphism was 
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evaluated significantly more positively 12.5% of the time. Thus, once again, 87.5% of the time, 

there were no significant differences between polymorphism and unimorphism evaluations. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the majority of the time, polymorphism is rated similarly to 

unimorphism, and when there are significant differences between polymorphism and 

unimorphism, it depends greatly on the stimulus whether polymorphism or unimorphism is 

evaluated more positively. It appears that paisas do not like polymorphism when it includes 

explicit pronouns as both stimulus 1 and stimulus 2 each include explicit pronouns for two 

distinct 2PS. However, when no 2PS includes an explicit pronoun, polymorphism is actually 

evaluated more positively than unimorphism. Furthermore, stimulus 3 consists of the 

combination of tuteo and voseo, which Weyers (2016b, 2018) observed in written 

communication in Medellin by the Alcaldía de Medellín, the Pilsen beer company, and a local 

hot dog company. However, it should be noted that in the majority of the cases that Weyers 

(2016b, 2018) observed, vos was used as a prepositional object and was not the subject of the 

sentence and thus did not include verbal morphology. It was hypothesized that attitudinal data 

would parallel usage, and this does indeed appear to be true. These negative implicit attitude 

findings regarding explicit subject pronouns align with the usage data from the present study as it 

was found that 67% of all polymorphism tokens consisted of just verbal morphology and no 

explicit subject pronouns. Furthermore, of all the polymorphism tokens that did occur with 

explicit subject pronouns, only 14% of those tokens included two distinct 2PS with explicit 

pronouns. Thus, it appears that paisa listeners are picking up on what is normal in speech in their 

dialect.  

 For stimulus 1 (“Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Te sentís bien?”), paisas rated the 

polymorphism version significantly more positively than bogotanos 50% of the time. Paisas also 
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tended to rate polymorphism significantly more positively than caleños, but to a lesser extent—

16.7% of the time. For the unimorphism versions of this stimulus, paisas only rated it 

significantly more positively than bogotanos 16.7% of the time (for ustedeo unimorphism) or 

bogotanos actually rated it more positively (for voseo unimorphism). Furthermore, comparing 

paisas and caleños, there were no significant differences for the ustedeo unimorphism and for 

the voseo unimorphism, paisas only rated the stimulus significantly higher than caleños 8.3% of 

the time. Thus, for stimulus 1, it appears that paisas’ more positive evaluations are indeed due to 

the polymorphism.  

 For stimulus 2 (“Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy inteligente. Hágale con ánimo 

y confía en lo que usted sabe”), paisas evaluated polymorphism significantly higher than 

bogotanos 41.7% of the time, but there no significant differences between paisas and caleños. It 

should be noted that paisas evaluated the ustedeo unimorphism version significantly higher than 

bogotanos at almost the same rate as the polymorphism version (33.3%) but paisas only rated the 

tuteo unimorphism version significantly higher than bogotanos 8.3% of the time.  

 Stimulus 3 (“Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué color la querés pintar?”) 

shows a different pattern from the other two stimuli, once again. For paisas and bogotanos, there 

are no significant differences for the polymorphism version, and for the unimorphism versions, 

paisas rated them significantly more positively 8.3% of the time. In contrast, there is a great 

difference between paisas and caleños. For the polymorphism version, paisas evaluated it 

significantly higher 75% of the time. For the unimorphism versions, paisas rated the stimuli 

significantly more positively than caleños but to a lesser extent (25% of the time for tuteo and 

8.3% for voseo). Thus, it appears that for some reason, caleños really did not like this stimulus 

that changes from tú to vos without any explicit subject pronouns. For the most part (for stimuli 1 
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and 2), the hypothesis that paisas would rate polymorphism more positively than bogotanos was 

indeed found to be true. However, this was only the case for stimuli 1 and 2, but not for stimulus 

3. This difference in behavior could be because bogotanos are more accepting of the voseo and 

tuteo polymorphism or it could also be that they are more accepting of stimulus 3 because there 

are no explicit pronouns, just verbal morphology.  

 To summarize, most of the time, there were no significant differences between 

polymorphism and unimorphism for paisa listeners. Thus, the data suggest that polymorphism 

does not have a high level of stigma associated with it. Actually, when there is no explicit subject 

pronoun, polymorphism is evaluated more positively than unimorphism. Thus, polymorphism in 

general (without explicit 2PS) seems to not have stigma for paisas. When there were significant 

differences between polymorphism and unimorphism evaluations varied greatly depending on 

the stimulus, showing that paisas do not like polymorphism that contains explicit subject 

pronouns and, in this case, demonstrating stigma. This parallels usage data since most of the 

time, paisas did not produce explicit subject pronouns in their instances of polymorphism. 

Furthermore, when there were cases of explicit subject pronouns, it was much more common for 

only one of the 2PS to be explicit and not both or all three. It was hypothesized that attitudinal 

data would match usage data and this is the case indeed. Since there is no stigma associated with 

verbal morphology polymorphism, it seems that there is no reason for polymorphism to 

disappear from the Spanish of Medellin. Polymorphism with explicit subject pronouns on the 

other hand, are likely to become linguistic stereotypes since there are associated with stigma 

(Labov, 2001). Most of the time, paisas rate polymorphism significantly higher than bogotanos 

and caleños (but to a lesser extent). This is expected since paisas employed polymorphism 23% 

of the time with the usage data. Taking results from both usage and attitudinal data, the findings 
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suggest that polymorphism is indeed “emblematic of paisa speech” and part of paisa identity 

(Weyers, 2018).  

5.1.3 Research question 3 

 The third research question was the following:  

3) Do paisas notice polymorphism? Do caleños and bogotanos notice polymoprhism in the 

speech of paisas? How does paisas’ awareness of polymorphism compare to caleños and 

bogotanos? 

It was hypothesized that only a small percentage of paisas would notice polymorphism before it 

was explicitly pointed out to them. Additionally, it was predicted that bogotanos would notice 

polymorphism more than paisas and caleños. As hypothesized, small percentages of paisas 

noticed polymorphism. For the matched guise, 6.5% of participants were aware of it whereas for 

the telenovela task, only 3.2% or no participants noticed polymorphism depending on the scene. 

The fact that such low percentages of paisas noticed polymorphism corroborates Weyers’ (2018) 

affirmation that polymorphism is “emblematic of paisa speech” and findings for usage data in 

the present study since polymorphism was employed 23% of the time. Because polymorphism is 

so typical of the paisa dialect, it does not stand out frequently to paisas as abnormal.  

 When comparing awareness across populations, as predicted, paisas noticed 

polymorphism the least. However, it was also predicted that caleños would notice polymorphism 

at the same rate as paisas. This was not the case. For the matched guise, bogotanos noticed 

polymorphism the most, much more than paisas and slightly more than caleños. For the 

telenovela scenes, caleños noticed polymorphism more than bogotanos and paisas. Thus, in 

terms of the hypothesis, paisas did indeed behave as expected. However, the rates of awareness 
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for caleños on the televenovela task were unexpected. However, to a certain degree this makes 

sense because paisas and caleños have different systems. Paisas are contrasting in relation to 

other populations. These results regarding paisas further evidence that polymorphism is typical 

of the paisa dialect and corroborates Weyers’ (2018) assertion that polymorphism is 

“emblematic of paisa speech.”  

5.1.4 Research question 4 

 The fourth and final research question was: 

4) What are paisas’ explicit language attitudes toward polymorphism? How do their explicit 

language attitudes compare to those of listeners from Bogota and Cali? 

In all three scenes from the telenovela task, speakers from all populations mentioned that voseo 

is indicative of confianza, closeness, or familiarity while ustedeo demonstrates distance, 

formality, or seriousness. Throughout all the telenovela scenes, all populations mentioned at least 

once that polymorphism is typical of the paisa dialect. Both paisas and bogotanos expressed that 

polymorphism happens unconsciously. Paisas were the only ones to express that polymorphism 

is just a normal way of speaking. Both Paisas and bogotanos expressed negative attitudes toward 

polymorphism, but this was mentioned in two of the three scenes for paisas but only once for 

bogotanos. Since paisas employ polymorphism 23% of the time and recognize it as an essential 

part of their dialect but also have explicit negative attitudes toward it, it appears that at least 

some speakers could have some degree of linguistic insecurity regarding polymorphism. 

Bogotanos were the only ones that mentioned a change in mood. Last, for the second scene, 

bogotanos and caleños posited that the speaker switched from voseo to ustedeo to make her point 

clear to the interlocutor so that he would take her seriously.  To answer the fourth research 
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question, it appears that speakers from all populations show similarities regarding some topics, 

but other themes are only ideas indicative of certain populations. Differences that stand out are 

that paisas are the only group that affirm that polymorphism is a normal aspect of discourse. 

Paisas and bogotanos seem to be the most similar in their explicit attitudes as both mention that 

polymorphism happens unconsciously, and both have some speakers that express negative 

attitudes toward it. However, it should be noted that there were only three comments from paisas 

regarding negative attitudes and two of the three comments were from the same speaker. For 

negative attitudes of bogotanos, there was only one comment.  

5.1.5 Summary of results pertaining to the current study’s research questions  

 In this section, a summary is provided for sections 5.1.1.-5.1.4., which connect the results 

to the current study’s research questions and hypotheses. The summary is presented in Table 45 

below.  

Table 45. Summary of results in relation to research questions and hypotheses. 

Research question Hypothesis Confirmed? Evidence 

1) Does 

polymorphism in 2PS 

contexts occur in the 

Spanish of Medellin? 

If so, what linguistic 

and extralinguistic 

factors condition it? 

How is 

polymorphism of 2PS 

characterized?  

Polymorphism will 

be present. Change in 

speech act will favor 

polymorphism. No 

social variables will 

be significant.  

Yes 

Yes  

No  

Polymorphism occurred 23% 

of the time. Speech act and 

intimate interlocutors favored 

polymorphism. The social 

variable, speaker sex, was 

significant with male speakers 

favoring polymorphism.  

2) What are paisas’ 

implicit language 

attitudes toward 

polymorphism? Do 

they classify 

polymorphism 

positively? Are 

Paisas will evaluate 

some types of 

polymorphism more 

positively than 

others. Specifically, 

paisas will evaluate 

the polymorphism 

Yes 

Partially  

Paisas rated polymorphism 

significantly lower than 

unimorphism for the two 

stimuli that include explicit 

subject pronouns. However, 

for the one stimulus that had 

no explicit subject expression, 
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different types of 

polymorphism 

evaluated differently? 

How do their 

language attitudes 

toward 

polymorphism 

compare to those of 

listeners from Bogota 

and Cali?  

stimulus that consists 

of adjacent explicit 

pronouns more 

negatively than the 

other polymorphism 

stimuli. Paisas will 

rate polymorphism 

more positively than 

listeners from 

Bogota.   

polymorphism was evaluated 

significantly higher. Paisas 

rated polymorphism 

significantly higher than 

bogotanos for the two stimuli 

with explicit subject pronouns, 

but there were no significant 

differences between paisas’ 

and bogotanos’ ratings for the 

stimulus without explicit 

subject expression.   

3) Do paisas notice 

polymorphism? Do 

caleños and 

bogotanos notice 

polymorphism in the 

speech of paisas? 

How do paisas’ 

awareness of 

polymorphism 

compare to caleños 

and bogotanos? 

Only a small 

percentage of paisas 

will notice 

polymorphism. 

Bogotanos will notice 

polymorphism more 

than paisas and 

caleños.  

Yes 

Partially  

Between 0% and 6.5% of 

paisas noticed polymorphism 

depending on the scene/task. 

Paisas noticed polymorphism 

the least. For the matched 

guise, bogotanos noticed 

polymorphism the most, but 

for the telenovela task, caleños 

noticed it the most.  

4) What are paisas’ 

explicit language 

attitudes toward 

polymorphism? How 

do their explicit 

language attitudes 

compare to those of 

listeners from Bogota 

and Cali? 

Paisas and caleños 

will have the most 

similar explicit 

language attitudes. 

Bogotanos will have 

the most negative 

explicit language 

attitudes toward 

polymorphism.  

No 

Partially  

Paisas and bogotanos seem to 

be the most similar because 

they both mention that 

polymorphism is a 

subconscious phenomenon, 

and they both exhibited 

negative attitudes. Some 

paisas and bogotanos display 

negative language attitudes 

toward polymorphism. 

Negative attitudes are 

mentioned slightly more by 

paisas.  

 

5.2 Connections to polymorphism of 2PS in other Romance languages 

 In this section, findings from the present study will be compared to what has been 

described for other Romance languages, including Portuguese, Italian, and French.  

5.2.1 Connections to polymorphism in Portuguese 
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Previous literature on polymorphism in Portuguese found that polymorphism with tu and você is 

common. Thomé Williams (2004, p. 89) specifically calls it “misused agreement,” giving the 

example “Você quer que eu te telephone?” In this example, the subject pronoun nis você, but the 

object pronoun te is not the corresponding object pronoun. The same phenomenon happens in the 

Spanish of Medellin. Examples are shown below:  

(125) Amigo por favor, cámbieme este plato porque yo ya te había avisado que no puedo 

comer berenjena. Entonces, cámbiemelo por favor. ‘Friend, please change (U) this dish 

for me because I had already told you (T/V) that I can’t eat eggplant. So, change (U) it 

for me please.’ (37-year-old male with college education)  

(126) Lo siento, pero no puedo comer de este plato porque la berenjena me da alergia. Y 

no te pedí eso. Me trae lo que te pedí por favor. ‘Sorry, but I can’t east this dish because 

eggplant gives me allergies. And I didn’t ask you (T/V) for that. Bring (U) me what I 

asked you (T/V) please.’ (45-year-old female with high school education) 

(127) Profe, te esperé muchísimo. Y sabe que la hora del pacto, no usted me incumplió. 

 Yo desesperada, llegando dizque temprano para llegar a la cita y usted no llegó. 

‘Professor, I waited for you (T/V) for a really long time. And you know (U) the time we 

arranged for, no you didn’t show up (U). Me all desperate, arriving apparently early for 

our appointment and you didn’t come (U).’ (32-year-old female with postgraduate 

education) 

(128) Papá, ¡te he dicho tantas veces que no me mueva mis cosas de lugar! ¿Por qué lo 

sigues haciendo? Me cogió la tarde por tu culpa. ‘Dad, I told you (T/V) so many times 
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not to move (U) my things from their place! Why do you keep (T) doing it? I’m late 

because of you.’ (19-year-old female with high school education)  

(129) Pa, te he dicho mil veces que no me mueva las cosas de su lugar y lo sigo 

repitiendo. Por favor, no vuelvas a hacer. ‘Dad, I have told you (T/V) a thousand times 

not to move (U) things from their place and I keep repeating it. Please, don’t do (T) it 

again.’ (34-year-old female with technological training)  

(130) Ay Humberto, ¿cuántas veces te he dicho que no me mueva mis cosas de mi lugar? 

‘Oh Humberto, how many times have I told you (T/V) not to move (U) my things from 

their place?’ (39-year-old male with technological training) 

(131) Papi, ya te he dicho que no me mueva las cosas de mi puesto porque mirá me 

hiciste retrasar para salir. ‘Dad, I have already told you (T/V) not to move (U) my things 

from their spot because look (V) you made me late to leave.’ (40-year-old female with 

high school education)  

(132) Ah papá, yo te he dicho que no me mueva las cosas del sitio donde yo las pongo. 

‘Ah Dad, I have told you (T/V) not to move (U) my things from where I put them.’ (52-

year-old female with college education)  

(133) Papá, te he dicho que no me mueva las cosas del punto donde yo las dejo. ‘Dad, I 

have told you (T/V) not to move (U) my things from the place that I leave them.’ (70-

year-old female with university education)  

All the above examples include ustedeo with the verbal morphology (similar to “você quer”) but 

include the object pronoun “te” that does not coincide with ustedeo, mirroring the Portuguese 

example. In the Spanish data form the present study, it was especially common for this mixing to 
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occur in the situation where the speaker’s father moves his/her backpack. It was common for 

participants to respond using a command with ustedeo “no me mueva” but using “te” before as in 

“te he dicho que…”  

 In the Spanish data, there were also similar instances that occurred where the verbal 

morphology was ustedeo but appearing with the possessive determiner “tu.” Examples are 

presented below.  

(134) Véngase ¿cómo es que se llama? Es que se me olvidó tu nombre. ‘Hey (U), what is 

your name (U)? The thing is I forgot your (T/V) name.’ (32-year-old female with high 

school education)  

(135) Hola la verdad es que soy un poco nerviosa con todo lo que me tengo que aprender 

y el trabajo y estoy muy ansiosa y qué pena se me ha olvidado tu nombre. ¿Me puede 

repetir tu nombre por favor? ‘Hi, the truth is that I am a little nervous with all the things I 

have to learn and the job and I am really anxious and I’m sorry but I forgot your (T) 

name. Can you repeat (U) your (T/V) please?’ (19-year-old female with high school 

education) 

(136) Ay no ma’am. Hágame el favor y se toma las pastillas porque es por tu salud. 

Hágame el favor se me las toma ya el medicamento. ‘Oh no Mom. Do (U) me a favor and 

take (U) your pills because it is for your (T/V) health. Do (U) me the favor and take (U) 

the medicine already.’ (32-year-old female with high school education) 

(137) Qué pena. ¿Me podría recordar cuál es que es tu nombre? ‘How embarrassing. 

Could you remind (U) me what your name is?’ (45-year-old male with high school 

education) 
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(138) Señora de antemano pues muchísimas gracias por todas sus enseñanzas, por todo lo 

que he aprendido. Pero....pues que yo he tenido tanto trabajo, tantas cosas que hacer, me 

disculpa que se me haya olvidado tu nombre. De pronto, me lo puede repetir. ‘Ma’am 

thanks so much in advance for teaching me everything, for everything that I have learned. 

But…well since I’ve had so much work, so many things to do, pardon (U) that I forgot 

your (T/V) name. Maybe you could (U) repeat it for me.’ (62-year-old male with college 

education)  

In all of the above examples, it can be observed that the possessive determiner “tu” that 

corresponds to tuteo/voseo occurs with ustedeo verbal morphology, similar to what occurs in 

Portuguese. It should also be noted that although less common than “te” or “tu” occurring with 

ustedeo verbal morphology, there were some instances of “le” and “lo” occurring with tuteo or 

voseo verbal morphology. Examples are shown below.  

(139) Hey mesero, pero si precisamente le dije que no me gustaban las berenjenas, ¿cómo 

me pones uno en el plato hermano? A mí me cae mal eso en el estómago. Realmente no 

sé, no voy a volver a este restaurante. Vámonos hermosa, vámonos de aquí por favor. 

‘Hey waiter, but if I precisely told you (U) that I don’t like eggplant, how come you put 

(T) one on my plate brother? This gives me a stomach ache. I really don’t know, I’m not 

coming back to this restaurant. Let’s go beautiful, let’s leave please.’ (35-year-old male 

with technical education)  

(140) Hermano, yo le acabé de decir que no podía comer berenjena y mirá lo que me 

acabas de traer. Concentrate y mirá, pon más cuidado y cambiame esto por favor. 

‘Brother, I just told you (U) that I couldn’t eat eggplant and look (V) what you just 
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brought (T). Concentrate (V) and look (V), be (T) more careful and change (V) this for 

me please.’ (45-year-old male with high school education) 

(141) Vecino, qué pena incomodarlo hombre. Pero ya que lo veo tan amable, ¿me podrías 

colaborar? ‘Neighbor, I’m so sorry to trouble you man. But since you (U) seem so kind, 

could you (T/V) help me out?’ (57-year-old male with high school education)  

As can be seen in the above examples, “le” or “lo” are employed with tuteo and/or voseo. In 

(140), there are instances of both tuteo and voseo verbal morphology. All the above examples 

show parallels or similarities toward polymorphism that occurs in Portuguese. However, 

polymorphism in the Spanish of Medellin goes even further than what has been documented in 

Portuguese since in Medellin, the verbal morphology/subject pronouns are also mixing, not just a 

conjugated verb and an object pronoun.  

5.2.2 Connections to polymorphism in French  

 Previous research observed that it was common to alternate between tu and vos/vous in 

French of the 12th and 16th centuries (Gardner-Chloros, 2004). However, in contrast to what has 

been observed with Spanish data in the present study, it appears that in modern French, it is not 

common for native French speakers to employ polymorphism. This was evidenced in Dewaele’s 

(2004) study. Thus, it appears that polymorphism is not common in French as it is in Spanish. 

This could be due to the fact that French has a two-term 2PS system instead of the tripartite 2PS 

system in the Spanish of Medellin.   

5.2.3 Connections to polymorphism in Italian  

Bresin et al. (2019) found that 42% of their Italian informants reported that a transition 

often occurs from V to T in restaurants in Italy, evidencing that mutual V may not be the default. 
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In the present Spanish data, a change from usted to tú was common, making up 21.2% of the 

instances of polymorphism. Examples are presented below.  

(142) Señorita venga, le pregunto. Qué pena molestarla. Veo que sus cachorros tienen un 

pelaje como muy brillante. Los veo como muy saludables. ¿Te gustaría consultarme de 

qué tipo de champú utiliza usted para los cachorros? Ya que el mío pues mantiene 

ensuciándose mucho y pues realmente me gustaría poder saber qué champú utiliza porque 

el mío está muy opaco el champú del cachorro que yo utilizo, tiene el pelaje muy feíto. Sí 

me gustaría preguntarte y saber qué champú utilizaste ya que tus perros están hermosos. 

¿Me puedes ayudar con esto? ¿Me puedes dar la receta? Gracias. ‘Ma’am hey (V), I have 

a question for you. So sorry to bother you. I see that you puppies have a very shiny coat. 

They seem very healthy. Would you like to tell me what kind of shampoo you use (U) for 

your puppies? Since mine well keeps getting dirty a lot and well I would really like to 

know what shampoo you use (U) because mine, my puppy’s shampoo, is really dull, his 

fur is kind of ugly. I would like to ask you and know what shampoo you used (T/V) since 

your dogs are beautiful. Can you help (T) me with this? Can you tell (T) me the recipe? 

Thanks.’ (35-year-old male with technical education)  

(143) Venga pues, yo creo que esto es un trabajo en equipo. O sea, este juego es de 

equipo pues y queremos como ganar y sacar el juego adelante. Yo te pido que por  favor 

me compartas la pelota. O pues me tengas en cuenta en el juego para que  pueda fluir 

mejor. ‘Hey (U) well, I think that this job done by a team. I mean, this is a team game 

well and we want like to win and have a good game. I ask that you please share (T) the 

ball with me. Or well that you have (T) me in mind during the game so that it can flow 

better.’ (30-year-old female with technical education) 
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(144) Vea hermano, uno hace las cosas con base en la confianza que tiene, pero yo lo que 

veo es que usted me está engañando. Y ya yo no puedo confiar. Y uno también programa 

sus gastos y acciones. Pues yo te pido el favor que me pagues. Si no entonces, me va a 

tocar tomar otras medidas. ‘Look (U) man, one does things with a base in the trust that 

one has, but what I see is that you are (U) tricking me. And I can’t trust anymore. And 

one also plans their spending and actions. Well I am asking you for a favor, that you pay 

(T) me. If not, then I’m going to have to take other actions.’ (30-year-old female with 

technical training) 

(145) Señor, permítame, ¿me puede entender acá? Mira cuando yo te hice el pedido, 

quedamos claros de que no puedo comer berenjena. Y me acaba de traer el plato y hay 

berenjenas. Entonces si no hay algo más en la carta, por favor lo retiras. Y muchas 

gracias. ‘Sir, allow (U) me, can you (U) understand me here? Look (T) when I placed my 

order, we were clear that I can’t eat eggplant. And you (U) just brought my a plate and 

there is eggplant. So if there is nothing else on the menu, please take it away. And thanks 

a lot.’ (54-year-old female with technological training)  

It is interesting to compare (145) above to Bresin et al.’s (2019) study because the DCT situation 

takes place in a restaurant and the interlocutor is a waiter. Just as Bresin et al. (2019) observed, 

in (145) above, the speaker starts with usted and switches to tú, although he then switches to 

usted again and back to tú. Thus, there are three switches, not just one. However, it should be 

noted that for the polymorphism tokens for this restaurant DCT situation, this is one of the two 

instances that started with usted and switched to tú (or vos). There was a greater tendency for the 

speaker to start with tú or vos and then change to usted or for there to be alternation between tú 

and vos. This switch from tú/vos to usted is likely attributed to the context of the DCT situation, 
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which elicited a complaint or command since the waiter had made a mistake with the speaker’s 

order. Although this was not the main focus of Bresin et al.’s (2019) study, they did observe 

“multidirectional alternation between V and T pronouns” and mention that future research should 

examine this phenomenon. Of course, this multidirectional alternation is what the present study 

calls polymorphism of 2PS and which has been documented extensively.  

5.3 Broader connections and the future of polymorphism  

 Although this study investigated a specific type of polymorphism, it shines light on 

broader questions about why and where polymorphism happens in Language. Polymorphism is 

more complicated than unimorphism and, thus, in theory it should be replaced over time by less 

effortful structures. However, this is not the case as has been demonstrated in this dissertation 

and, therefore, there must be a reason that polymorphism of 2PS has been maintained—it must 

be serving some useful purpose for speakers.11 Results from the present study have shown that 

polymorphism has been maintained due to its usefulness in expressing different speech acts. The 

data show that each 2PS is favored by distinct speech acts as Newall (2016) and Denbaum and 

Restrepo-Ramos (2019) observed in Cali and Medellin, respectively. As can be recalled from the 

results section, a change in speech act strongly favored polymorphism. Pinkerton (1986, p. 695) 

observed that for Guatemalan Ladino Spanish, “It is not the pronoun chosen that carries the total 

meaning, but rather it is the shift that demonstrates the meaning desired.” The present study 

corroborates this proposition. The data suggest that polymorphism of 2PS in Medellin has been 

maintained because it allows speakers to emphasize various speech acts and emotions via the 

shift in 2PS. Polymorphism is thus a tool that speakers utilize to emphasize their point. If 

 
11 Thank you to Daniel Suslak for emphasizing this.  
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polymorphism did not exist in the Spanish of Medellin and speakers only had unimorphism in 

their repertoire, then paisas would not be able to make use of this shift between 2PS.  

This specific case of polymorphism sheds light on polymorphism in general. 

Polymorphism does not occur randomly. It is systematic and serves the purpose of making 

distinctions and emphases. For example, polymorphism of subject expression (i.e., null versus 

overt subjects) can serve various purposes including, distinguishing the referent or contrastive 

emphasis (e.g., Flores-Ferrán, 2004; Lipski, 2002). Since polymorphism of subject expression 

exists in Spanish, a speaker can include the subject pronoun to emphasize, such as “¡Yo quiero 

ir!” versus just “Quiero ir.” However, in other languages that only have unimorphism of subject 

expression (i.e., non-pro-drop languages like English), a speaker would have to resort to some 

other tool, such as intonation, in order to express the same emphasis. In general language use, 

speakers tend to make use of less effortful structures. However, listeners benefit from more 

complex information because it is useful for them to understand what the speaker is trying to 

communicate—complex information provides more clarity. There exists this push and pull 

between simplicity with the speaker and complexity for the listener. The data in the present study 

suggests that polymorphism, and its complexity relative to unimorphism, is useful for listeners in 

that it provides clarity.  

Similar to Jang’s (2013) proposition that voseo in Medellin would not disappear (at least 

anytime soon), results from this dissertation suggest that polymorphism of 2PS in the Spanish of 

Medellin is also not going to disappear in the near future. Like voseo in Medellin, polymorphism 

is also part of paisa identity, at least for some speakers. One participant, a 31-year-old male with 

college education, affirmed that he speaks “really paisa” since he mixes tú, vos, and usted (see 

transcription of conversation below). This participant mentioned this on his own at the beginning 
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of the study before he had any idea what was being investigated. He had just completed the two 

practice situations of the DCT and was confirming the procedure before moving on to the real 

DCT situations. The conversation is presented below: 

Researcher: “Yo sólo quiero—como el estudio solo quiere ver cómo hablan los paisas 

normalmente.” 

Participant: “Ah listo, listo. El objetivo es ver cómo hablamos.” 

Researcher: “Entonces, no te sientas, así como presionado—es como otra manera de observar 

cómo hablan los paisas.”  

Participant: “Listo, está bien” 

Researcher: “Entonces, puedes usar como palabras paisas, lo que sea. O sea, lo más natural para 

ti.”  

Participant: “Yo hablo muy paisa y revuelvo los vos, tú, usted. Todo eso. Yo revuelvo todo eso.”  

This above comment was rather unexpected because it involves an explicit level of 

linguistic awareness. But it shows that at least for some speakers, polymorphism is associated 

with paisa identity. As previous research has shown, identity is a strong factor that affects 2PS 

usage (Alonzo, 2016; Bishop & Michnowicz, 2010; Jang, 2013; Michnowicz et al., 2016; 

Weyers, 2013; Weyers, 2018). Similar to Weyers’ (2018) finding that public entities in Medellin 

use voseo vocatively to connect paisas to their local identity, paisas could also be picking up on 

the usage of polymorphism and employing it as a symbol of solidarity and local identity with 

other paisas. Weyers (2016a) describes the great increase in paisa prestige that occurred between 

the years of the Medellin drug cartel period and the decades following Pablo Escobar’s death. 
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Weyers (2016a) recounts the change in title that Medellin received going from “the World’s 

Most Dangerous City” to “the World’s Most Innovative City.” As Weyers (2016a) affirms that 

this increase in local pride could be influencing the increase in prestige in the regional voseo, it is 

logical to posit that it is also influencing the usage of polymorphism since it also seems to be 

linked to local identity. It should be recognized though that the mixing of 2PS could be 

associated with paisa identity due to the fact that the usage of vos in general is deemed 

characteristic of paisa speech. Thus, mixing vos with tú or usted could be thought of as very 

paisa solely due to its inclusion of vos. This is something that should be further investigated in 

the future.  

For paisas, the majority of the time, there are no significant differences between 

polymorphism and unimorphism (75%-87.5% of the time). When there is no explicit subject 

pronoun and tuteo combined with voseo, polymorphism is evaluated more positively than 

unimorphism. These implicit language attitudes are another line of evidence, in addition to the 

connection to local identity, that polymorphism is not likely to disappear from the Spanish of 

Medellin anytime soon. Labov (2001) asserts that changes from below develop social stigma, 

demonstrated by a steep slope of style shifting and negative classifications on matched guises. 

While there is some stigma associated with polymorphism that includes explicit subject 

pronouns, the opposite is true for polymorphism that does not consist of explicit subject 

pronouns. Furthermore, since we observed that polymorphism occurred in the production data 

from the DCT 23% of the time, this also provides further evidence that there is not a great 

amount of stigma associated with polymorphism. The DCT represents semi-spontaneous speech, 

but participants still are aware that they are participating in a linguistic study, and thus it is 

expected that some style-shifting will occur as participating in a DCT consists of more formal 
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discourse than real spontaneous speech not involved in a linguistic study at all. If there were a 

high level of stigma associated with polymorphism of 2PS, one would not expect to observe such 

a high percentage of polymorphism in the DCT data. Future studies should include a variety of 

tasks ranging in level of formality in order to observe style shifting more accurately. For now, we 

can conclude that polymorphism that includes explicit subject pronouns has a low level of stigma 

for paisas while polymorphism between tuteo and voseo with no explicit subject pronouns has no 

stigma and even shows some evidence of prestige. Thus, we can expect for polymorphism, at 

least without explicit subject pronouns, to be maintained in the Spanish of Medellin.  

5.4. Implications for the study of forms of address  

 The results of this study inform theoretical approaches to 2PS. Brown and Gilman’s 

(1960) explanation of 2PS selection was centered around the semantics of power and solidarity. 

However, findings from the present study demonstrate that 2PS are not fixed (at least not in all 

dialects) based solely on nuances of the speaker’s and interlocutor’s relationship (i.e., dynamics 

of power and solidarity). Rather, 2PS are dynamic and systematic, based of speech acts and the 

communicative goals of the speaker in addition to social variables relating to the speakers (Blas-

Arroyo, 2005). As Fasold (1990, p. 16) mentions, “It would be foolhardy to try and predict 

exactly what address form will be used at any given time, even if you know exactly what the 

relationship is between the speaker and the person he or she is talking to.” This is due to the 

dynamic and variable nature of 2PS described above. The current study corroborates this and 

provides concrete evidence that demonstrates why this is true. The influence of the speaker’s 

communicative goal is much more important than the relationship between the speakers and the 

semantics of power and solidarity.  
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 Findings from the present study have demonstrated the frequency of polymorphism of 

2PS in paisa Spanish. The semantic of solidarity described by Brown and Gilman (1960) would 

be more informative to current approaches to 2PS as an indicator of interlocutor relationship in 

terms of distance, which can then inform likelihood of polymorphism versus unimorphism. 

When there is solidarity or intimacy between speakers, polymoprhism of 2PS is more likely to 

occur. In contrast, when there is no solidarity or distance between speakers, unimorphism is 

more likely. Thus, in current day study of 2PS, this is a better use of the semantic solidarity. 

Although it is diificult if not impossible to predict what 2PS speakers will use, taking into 

account certain factors, such as distance between speakers, speaker sex, and change/no change in 

speech act, can help us predict the grade of dynamicity of 2PS that will b utilized.  

5.5 Implications for second language acquisition  

 The findings of the present study have pedagogical implications for second language 

learners of Spanish. Previous studies have examined the use of vos in the classroom and in 

textbooks (López et al., 2019; Shenk, 2014) and have found that instructors do not use vos in 

their classes (López et al. 209). Furthermore, mention of voseo was scarce in the textbooks that 

López et al. (2019) examined. It was only mentioned in cultural excerpts about Argentina. López 

et al. (2019) observed that instructors do not use vos in the classroom due to a variety of reasons 

including: negative connotations associated with voseo, its linguistic complexity, absence from 

textbooks, and unfamiliarity that some instructors have with vos. Shenk (2014) encountered 

similar reasons for not teaching vos in addition to an “already crowded syllabus” and the 

geographic limitation of voseo. Since voseo is used at least to some extent in several 

countries/regions in Latin America (Argentina, Central America, Chile, Bolivia, Paraguay, 

Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Cuba, Peru, and Mexico) (Benavides, 2003), voseo and its 
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verbal conjugations should be included in classroom instruction for Spanish second language 

learners. If vosotros is included in classroom instruction, then there is no reason why vos should 

not be taught as vosotros is used in one country while vos is used in 10+ countries. In addition to 

voseo’s vast presence in Latin America, another reason why it should be taught in second or 

foreign language classrooms is because of the strong connection to identity for several voseante 

speakers (Shenk, 2014). Textbooks that include vosotros in their verb conjugations charts, should 

also include voseo. This will greatly aid in the instructors’ ability to teach voseo. Students do not 

necessarily need to be graded on ability to conjugate vos (including its conjugations that vary by 

dialect) and vosotros but should be exposed to both. In terms of instructors’ proposition that the 

syllabus is already too “crowded,” voseo does not need to be an additional topic added to the 

syllabus. Instead, it can just be included in the normal grammar topic and verb conjugations 

charts as mentioned above. In addition, it should be included as dialectal variation with culture 

sections of textbooks and lessons.  

 Second, learners should be exposed to polymorphism of 2PS and should be taught that 

2PS are not actually fixed (at least not in all dialects, especially ones that have tripartite 2PS 

systems), contrary to what is commonly instructed. Spanish instructors should continue to teach 

the usual distinctions between tú and usted in “typical” dialects but should also inform students 

that these 2PS are not fixed based purely on the semantics of power and solidarity but rather 

depend on speech act and the situational context. Spanish instructors should expose learners to 

natural speech consisting of polymorphism. Consciousness raising activities using scenes from 

telenovelas, recordings from native speakers in real life, and songs (e.g., “Hasta el amanecer” by 

Nicky Jam) can be utilized to draw attention to actual usage of 2PS instead of relying on 

prescriptive rules.  
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5.6 Conclusions and future directions  

5.6.1 Conclusions and contributions 

 The present study contributes to our knowledge of the usage and language attitudes 

toward polymorphism of 2PS in a number of ways. First, the contributions in terms of usage are 

discussed followed by contributions of language attitudes and concluding with contributions 

concerning second language acquisition of 2PS.  

 Previous research has mentioned that polymorphism of 2PS occurs. However, the present 

study was the first study to examine all cases of polymorphism versus unimorphism in a 

systematic way. This allowed us to identify a complete description of the instances in which 

polymorphism of 2PS occurs in the Spanish of Medellin. This complete organization of the data 

and identification of the envelope of variation made it possible to identify the frequencies of 

polymorphism versus unimorphism, but more importantly allowed us to carry out statistical 

analyses and identify the linguistic and extralinguistic variables that constrain polymorphism. 

Furthermore, the present study extended previous research on 2PS and polymorphism by 

characterizing polymorphism and quantifying what are the most common aspects, such as 

number of switches, directionality, and subject pronoun expression. Specifically, previous 

research had provided accounts of polymorphism of 2PS, but no study had systematically 

examined all cases of polymorphism to assess tendencies. The current study did this and, thus, 

was able to identify the most common type of polymorphism: a response consisting of one 

switch from tuteo to ustedeo with all verbal morphology and no explicit subject pronouns. 

Furthermore, rates for each switch type, number of switches, and subject pronoun expression 

were calculated.  
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 A second major contribution of this dissertation is that it examined language attitudes 

toward polymorphism of 2PS. No other study (besides Denbaum & Restrepo-Ramos, 2019) had 

examined implicit language attitudes toward 2PS nonetheless toward polymorphism of 2PS. By 

using a matched guise to identify participants’ implicit language attitudes toward polymorphism 

of 2PS, this allowed us to observe how three different Colombian populations evaluated 

polymorphism compared to unimorphism. This in turn, aided in making predictions of the future 

of polymorphism of 2PS in the Spanish of Medellin. Through the study of implicit language 

attitudes, we were able to observe differences in evaluations based on population and stimulus. 

The latter gave us clues as to what characteristics of polymorphism are rated positively. This 

information greatly added to our inventory of what we know about polymorphism of 2PS.  

 A third contribution of the present study was the use of the innovative telenovela task, 

which used discourse from authentic situations to elicit attitudinal data regarding polymorphism 

of 2PS. This task aided in obtaining information about explicit language attitudes toward 

polymorphism but also allowed us to observe whether participants noticed polymorphism before 

it was explicitly pointed out to them. This was important because if a participant does not notice 

polymorphism, this can be indicative of the fact that polymorphism is prevalent in their dialect. 

The telenovela task allowed us to compare awareness of polymorphism and explicit language 

attitudes across three Colombian populations.  

 Last, the present study included pedagogical implications for second language acquisition 

of 2PS and polymorphism of 2PS. Specifically, it was suggested that voseo be included in 

classroom instruction since voseo is used in several countries in Latin America. Additionally, it 

was advised that instructors expose students to polymorphism and the role of speech acts so that 

learners do not have the often-erroneous idea that 2PS are fixed based off characteristics of the 
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interlocutor, such as age, power, and relationship. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this 

dissertation is the first study to suggest pedagogical implications for polymorphism of 2PS.  

Overall, this dissertation has furthered the field sociolinguistics, language variation and 

change, and second language acquisition. In particular, it has contributed to research on 2PS, 

specifically polymorphism of 2PS. It shows clear evidence that polymorphism of 2PS is common 

in Medellin and that polymorphism is a not a random error in performance, but rather is 

systematic and purposeful. The current study evidences the usefulness of examining not just 

usage of a structure but also languages attitudes, corroborating Labov’s (2001) affirmations 

about the role of language attitudes in the study of language variation and change.  

For the most part, implicit language attitudes parallel production. Polymorphism usage 

data shows that it is common, systematic, and purposeful. Implicit language data corroborate the 

frequency of polymorphism by the fact that there is no stigma for polymorphism with only 

verbal morphology. Even though participants use polymorphism and based on implicit language 

attitude data do not associate verbal morphology polymorphism with stigma, some participants 

express negative explicit language attitudes when asked to explain why participants switch 2PS. 

Thus, these findings suggest that explicit language attitudes are not as reliable measures as 

implicit language attitudes. This corroborates what Michnowicz and Place (2010) affirm about 

using surveys and that speakers do not always say what they actually do, but rather what they 

think they do or what they think the researcher wants to hear. It appears that implicit language 

attitude data is a more accurate measure of social awareness and stigma/prestige levels as Labov 

(2001) notes. Furthermore, explicit language attitude data suggests that just because two dialects 

have more similar systems (e.g., both having tripartite 2PS systems vs. a two-term 2PS system), 

that does not mean that their explicit language attitudes are going to be more similar. 
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Furthermore, the present study extends previous theory on 2PS. Brown & Gilman (1960) 

describe 2PS usage based on the semantics of power and solidarity. Their representation of 2PS 

selection based on solidarity semantics is reproduced below in Figure 7.  

Figure 7. 2PS selection based on solidarity semantic proposed by Brown and Gilman 

(1960) 
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In Brown and Gilman’s (1960) representation, reciprocal usted is used when there is no 

solidarity and  reciprocal tú is employed when there is solidarity. It should be noted that 

unimorphism is assumed and since this is a general description of 2PS usage across languages, 

there are only two-terms, and, thus, voseo is not accounted for. I propose an adapted 

representation of 2PS selection for the Spanish of Medellin based on the results of the present 

study (see Figure 8 below).  

Figure 8. Proposed representation of 2PS selection in the Spanish of Medellin 
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As can be observed in Figure 8, with non-solidary or distant relationships, the 2PS usage stays 

the same with a tendency to use ustedeo unimorphism. However, for solidary or intimate 

relationships, when there is a change in speech acts, any combination of tuteo, vose, and ustedeo 

is likely (represented by the +). In contrast, when there is no change in speech act, either tuteo, 

voseo, or, ustedeo is expected (i.e., unimorphism). This new representation takes takes voseo 

into account, but more importantly, is updated to include the dynamic nature of 2PS in Medellin. 

2PS are not fixed but rather are dynamic and variable depending on speech act and interlocutor 

relationship. This new representation of 2PS is not only applicable to the Spanish of Medellin, 

but likely can be applied to other varieties of Spanish that comprise a tripartite 2PS system. 

5.6.2 Limitations  

 The current study sheds light on the usage of polymorphism of 2PS in the Spanish of 

Medellin and compares languages attitudes toward polymorphism across three Colombian 

populations. This study is the first study to examine implicit language attitudes toward 

polymorphism of 2PS and it is also the first to compare all instances of polymorphism to 

unimorphism in a systematic way in order to describe patterns of use. Although this study paves 

the way for future research on polymorphism of 2PS, there are some limitations to the study that 

should be addressed. First, there was limited variation in education levels of participants and 

therefore, participants’ education level had to be categorized by two groups: 1) those who have 

completed at least technological training and 2) those who had not completed more than 

technical training). This resulted in the education level of participants being skewed toward 

higher education. This reflects the reality of Medellin’s inhabitants—currently Medellin has a 
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highly educated population.12 Furthermore, due to the fact that most of the data collected for this 

dissertation were collected in the summer of 2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic, all data had 

to be collected virtually and thus, it was more difficult to recruit participants of lower education 

levels. The fact that participants’ education levels were not more varied or evenly balanced 

meant that education level could not be analyzed in more depth in the statistical analysis. For 

example, I could not analyze the effect of each education level as “elementary education,” “high 

school education,” “college education,” and “postgraduate education.” On a similar note, for the 

data collected in the summer of 2018, participants were not asked to report their estrato social on 

the background questionnaire and instead were just asked to include their highest level of 

education completed. In contrast, the data collected in the summer of 2020 included both 

measures, estrato social and education level. Thus, in order for comparison and inclusion of all 

data, for this dissertation, participants could only be classified according to their education level 

and not their estrato social.  

 Second, while all three populations completed the language attitude tasks, only the 

speakers from Medellin completed the DCT, the production task. This means that while we were 

able to compare language attitudes across populations, it was not possible to compare usage data 

in the same way. While usage data from the present study was compared to results from previous 

studies in Bogota and Cali, it is hard to reliably make conclusions due to differences in data 

elicitation, social characteristics of participants, or variation in analyses and the envelope of 

variation.  

 
12 As per the 2018 census data from the DANE (National Administrative Department of Statistics), literacy rates in 

Medellin are over 97% (https://sitios.dane.gov.co/cnpv/#!/est_pob). 
 

https://sitios.dane.gov.co/cnpv/#!/est_pob
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Third, usage data was collected using only one task that elicited semi-spontaneous 

speech. While this task had several benefits, including the ability to control and include specific 

variables and the feasibility of the task, it still is not pure spontaneous speech as used in everyday 

discourse. While the usage data collected in the present study are informative and set the stage 

for future research on polymorphism of 2PS, it is yet to be observed what participants’ usage is 

like in pure spontaneous speech and to what extent it parallels the patterns encountered in the 

current study. In addition, the fact that there was only one task that measured usage limits the 

conclusions that can be made about polymorphism and style shifting because there is no standard 

to compare the current results to. Thus, for the present study, we must assume that the responses 

produced by speakers are representative of how they would speak in everyday life (with a slight 

level of formality added).  

 A final limitation to the study was that due to time constraints, the matched guise only 

consisted of three main stimuli (and their polymorphism and unimorphism variants). This 

resulted in various limitations in terms of the combinations of the 2PS in each stimulus and their 

directionality in addition to the 2PS combinations and explicit subject pronouns. For example, 

two of the stimuli included explicit subject pronouns while the third stimulus did not include any 

explicit subject pronouns (see Table 46 below).  

Table 46. Template for matched guise stimuli 

Stimulus 1 vos (explicit) → usted (explicit) → vos (verbal morphology only) 

Stimulus 2 tú (explicit) → usted (verbal morphology only) → tú (verbal 

morphology only) → usted (explicit)  

Stimulus 3  tú (verbal morphology only) → vos (verbal morphology only)  
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As can be seen in Table 46 above, in addition to the variation in explicit subject pronouns, there 

were other differences including the directionality, 2PS combinations, and number of switches. 

For example, stimulus 2 includes three switches, stimulus 1 has two switches, and stimulus 3 has 

only one switch. Thus, due to the variation of all of these characteristics, there are several 

confounding factors. For example, paisas rated the polymorphism version of stimulus 3 more 

positively than its unimorphism version. However, due to the confounding factors, it is 

impossible to know if they liked the polymorphism in this stimulus because 1) it combines vos 

and tú, 2) the directionality is from tú to vos, 3) there is only one switch, or 4) there are no 

explicit subject pronouns.  

5.6.3 Future directions 

 Although the present study has illuminated various aspects about polymorphism usage 

and language attitudes, there are still various questions to be answered and aspects to be 

examined further. First, future studies should consider using the variable estrato social instead of 

education level. As mentioned in Chapter 3, estrato social is a number ranging from 1-6 that the 

Colombian government assigns to each household, and every Colombian is aware of his number. 

It could be more informative than education level in that a 19-year-old who has only completed 

high school and is currently a college student but comes from estrato 5 is much different from a 

50-year-old who has only completed high school but comes estrato 1 or 2. However, if we were 

to only classify participants based on their education level, these two participants would be in the 

same group. Since all Colombians are aware of their estrato social number and it is an 

informative manner that already exists, future studies should utilize estrato social. However, on 

the other hand, it is possible that estrato social may not be better. Previous sociolinguistic 

corpora, such as PREESEA, have used education level. The benefits of using estrato social 
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versus education level should be investigated in the future. In addition, future research would 

benefit from more varied education levels or estratos sociales if possible, in order to be able to 

examine their effects with greater detail by including various levels for education level or estrato 

social in the statistical analysis.  

 Second, future studies should collect data using the same instrument with other 

populations, including caleños and bogotanos, in order to assure reliable comparisons across 

populations. Data could also be collected using a similar instrument (i.e., another DCT like 

Newall (2016)) but the same analyses and envelope of variation would have to be used in order 

to have reliable comparisons. In addition, future studies should include not just one task that 

measures usage of polymorphism but multiple tasks that vary in level of formality. This would 

help to more accurately observe style shifting and in turn make more reliable predictions about 

the future of polymorphism.  

Third, the present study has shown the importance of investigating implicit language 

attitudes, and future research would benefit from continuing to examine implicit language 

attitudes using matched guises but including more stimuli. In the present study, there were some 

confounding factors with the characteristics of the stimuli, including 2PS combination, 

directionality, role of subject expression, and number of switches. For example, with stimulus 3, 

we do not know if paisas liked it more because it was tuteo/voseo polymorphism or because it 

did not include any explicit subject pronouns. Thus, future studies should include more stimuli 

that are more controlled for these four characteristics in order to be able to make reliable 

conclusions about what specific characteristics can explain participants’ language attitudes. It 

would also be interesting to compare matched guise stimuli that compare polymorphism that has 

a change in speech act versus polymorphism that does not have a change in speech act. This 
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would allow us to investigate whether listeners pick up on this nuance that is very important in 

usage data.  

Similarly, future research should examine whether polymorphism is associated with 

paisa identity. Preliminary evidence from this dissertation demonstrates that some speakers deem 

mixing 2PS as “muy paisa.” Thus, future studies should include “paisa” as an adjective on the 

matched guise.   

Some questions that have stemmed from the current research still remain. One remaining 

question is whether polymorphism is acceptable in formal education. For example, do teachers 

correct their students when they mix 2PS in the classroom setting (for both spoken and written 

discourse? The second question that still needs to be answered concerns the second language 

acquisition of 2PS. First of all, future research should examine the second language acquisition 

of 2PS with learners studying Spanish in Medellin. The effects of implicit language attitudes and 

social interaction with local paisas on 2PS acquisition could be examined. This would ideally be 

a longitudinal study that examines 2PS usage and language attitudes at various points throughout 

learners’ study abroad program, such as the beginning, middle, and end. A final question 

regarding the second language acquisition of 2PS is: “how much easier it is for learners to 

acquire a two-term system compared to a tripartite one?” This could be done by comparing 

learners studying abroad in Medellin versus in Bogota, for example.  

The present study has contributed to the fields of variationist sociolinguistics and second 

language acquisition. It has provided a new method of how to analyze sociolinguistic data of 

overlapping variants that were previously perceived as discrete categories. Furthermore, it has 

extended previous research on 2PS by systematically examining all cases of polymorphism 

compared to unimorphism, allowing us to identify the linguistic and social factors that condition 
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its usage in addition to characterizing the most typical usage of polymorphism. In doing so, the 

present study has added to theoretical approaches to 2PS, demonstrating that 2PS are not fixed 

but rather dynamic and depend greatly on speech act or the speaker’s communicative goal 

instead of merely the relationship between the speakers. These findings have aided in forming 

pedagogical implications for the second language acquisition of 2PS that will result in students 

who have more sociolinguistic competence and awarenss of how speakers actually use language. 

Methodological innovations and findings from this dissertation lay the foundation for future 

studies on 2PS and more broadly, within the fields of variationist sociolinguistics and second 

language acquisition.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

Figure 9. Background Questionnaire (2020 Data Collection) 
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Appendix B 

Figure 10. Background Questionnaire (2018 Data Collection) 
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Appendix C 

Table 47. DCT situations 2020 data collection 

DCT 

Situation 

Number  

Situation/context Discourse 

Goal 

Elicited 

Interlocutor 

Relationship 

Interlocutor 

Age 

Interlocut

or Gender 

1 Estoy en casa con mi 

papá.  Estoy alistándome 

para ir a la universidad 

pero ando muy apurad@ 

porque me levanté tarde. 

No puedo encontrar mi 

mochila con todos mis 

libros y apuntes. Por fin, 

me doy cuenta de que mi 

Complaint Known  Older  Male 
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papá la había puesto en 

otra habitación aunque le 

he dicho mil veces que no 

la mueva. Por eso, no la 

encontraba y me he 

demorado aún más.  

2 Me acabo de enterar de 

una noticia interesante, 

¡me dieron una oferta de 

trabajo increíble! Después 

hablo con mi mamá por 

teléfono. Estoy muy 

emocionad@ por contarle 

la noticia. Sin embargo, 

cuando hablamos, ella ni 

me pregunta cómo estoy. 

Sólo me pregunta si he 

pagado mi tarjeta de 

crédito y si estoy 

estudiando. Parece que ni 

tiene interés de saber de 

mí y mis emociones. 

Complaint Known Older Female 

3 Le presté $400.000 pesos 

a mi amigo el mes pasado 

para que pudiera pagar la 

renta. Me dijo que me iba 

a devolver el dinero una 

semana después. Ayer, le 

pregunté si me lo podría 

pagar ya porque ya no 

tengo mucho dinero. Me 

dijo que todavía no me 

podía pagar pero tan 

pronto como pudiera, me 

lo daría. Sin embargo, 

acabo de ver un post en su 

Facebook de él comiendo 

sushi y bailando en una 

discoteca muy cara.  

Complaint Known Same Age Male 

4 La semana pasada 

tuvimos un examen muy 

difícil en la clase de 

física. No había tenido 

tiempo para estudiar 

porque estaba muy 

ocupad@ con la boda de 

Complaint Known Same Age Female 
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mi hermano. Entonces, 

como no había estudiado, 

no estaba preparad@ para 

nada para el examen. No 

podía arriesgar reprobar el 

examen. Entonces, mi 

amiga me dejó copiar de 

su examen cuando la 

profesora no miraba. Sin 

embargo, ayer mi 

profesora se dio cuenta y 

mi amiga le admitió todo.  

5 Acabo de salir del metro y 

estoy esperando a unos 

amigos. Mientras tanto, 

me siento en una banquita 

dentro de la plataforma. 

Viene un señor de 

limpieza y me dice que 

me tengo que mover pero 

me indica otra banca 

dónde dice que me puedo 

sentar. Estoy muy 

cansad@, pero me levanto 

y me siento en la otra 

banca a esperar a los 

amigos. Sin embargo, 

cinco minutos más tarde 

viene el mismo hombre y 

ahora me dice que no 

puedo estar sentado allá.  

Complaint Unknown  Older Male 

6 El otro día una consejera, 

a quien nunca había 

conocido, me dijo que 

tenía que hablar conmigo 

urgentemente. Yo estaba 

muy ocupad@ con 

proyectos finales, 

entonces no tenía mucho 

tiempo para hablar con 

ella. Ella me dijo que eso 

no podía esperar y me 

mandó a ir al campus a 

hablar con ella a las seis 

de la mañana. Cuando 

llegué, ella ni siquiera 

Complaint Unknown Older Female 
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estaba. Esperé dos horas y 

nunca llegó.  

7 Estoy de vacaciones en 

Paris comiendo con unos 

amigos. Cuando viene el 

mesero a tomar nuestras 

órdenes, yo tenía muchas 

preguntas sobre varios 

platos. No podía decidir 

qué pedir. Al final, decidí, 

pero el mesero parecía 

impaciente. Al pedir, fui 

muy clar@ con el mesero 

que yo no puedo comer 

berenjena porque tengo 

alergias. Sin embargo, 

¡cuando me trajo mi 

comida había un gran 

pedazo de berenjena en el 

plato!  

Complaint Unknown Same Age Male 

8 Estoy en un concierto de 

Pitbull en Miami para el 

año nuevo. Es muy 

chévere y hay mucha 

gente. ¡La mejor parte es 

que el concierto es gratis! 

Creo que por eso, está 

muy lleno de gente. Hay 

mucha gente caminando 

por todos lados y 

empujando a los demás 

para poder caminar. Yo 

estoy al lado de mis 

amigos, pero viene una 

chica de mi misma edad y 

nos empuja y camina 

justo en la mitad de 

nosotros.  

Complaint Unknown Same Age Female 

9 Estoy mudándome a un 

apartamento nuevo. 

Tengo muchísimas cosas 

que mover. Por eso toda 

mi familia me está 

ayudando. Pero de todos 

modos, es mucho trabajo. 

Todo el mundo está 

Command Known Older Male 
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llevando las cosas dentro 

de mi nuevo apartamento 

y todas las cajas se van 

acumulándose. Cuando 

entro en la casa, veo a mi 

papá tirando las cajas por 

todos lados, pero quiero 

que ponga las cajas en 

lugares de manera 

organizada.  

10 Mi mamá y yo somos 

muy cercan@s. Me gusta 

porque siempre he podido 

hablar con ella de 

cualquier cosa y ella es 

muy abierta y me escucha. 

Sin embargo, 

recientemente ya no es tan 

paciente conmigo. Yo le 

cuento de mis problemas 

y ella me critica un poco. 

También me manda muy 

frecuentemente, 

diciéndome qué hacer. No 

me gusta eso para nada. 

Quiero que ella me 

escuche sin decirme qué 

hacer.  

Command Known Older Female 

11 Tengo un compañero de 

cuarto que es un poco 

antisociable. Tiene dos 

gatos y cuando nos 

conocimos, me dijo que le 

gustaban los perros. Sin 

embargo, ahora que 

vivimos juntos, parece 

que no le gusta mucho mi 

perro. El otro día cuando 

un amigo de mi 

compañero vino a la casa, 

mi perro empezó a correr 

hacía el amigo y mi 

compañero le gritó a mi 

perro. No me gustó y no 

quiero que le grite a mi 

perro otra vez.  

Command Known Same Age Male 
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12 Estoy muy ocupad@ 

estudiando para mis 

exámenes y se me olvidó 

que vienen mis papás 

mañana y la casa está 

súper desordenada. Tengo 

platos sucios en el 

fregadero y ropa por todo 

el piso. Mis papás son 

personas muy ordenadas y 

les dará mucho asco ver la 

casa tal como está. Lo 

peor es que mi compañera 

de cuarto tiene botellas de 

cerveza por toda la sala. 

Quiero que ella me ayude 

a limpiar.  

Command Known Same Age Female 

13 Estoy teniendo un día 

horrible. Estoy atrasad@ 

para el trabajo y además 

de eso, tengo que llevar 

muchos papeles a la 

oficina. Es muy difícil 

caminar con todo eso. 

Camino hacia el ascensor 

y un hombre mayor y 

amable me espera, 

asegurándose de que la 

puerta no cierre antes de 

que yo llegue. Hay 

muchas personas dentro 

del ascensor y no puedo 

alcanzar el botón para el 

tercer piso. Entonces 

quiero que el hombre 

mayor me ayude.  

Command Unknown Older Male 

14 Soy voluntari@ en un 

centro para personas 

mayores. Voy al centro y 

paso tiempo con los 

mayores. Charlamos y a 

veces jugamos naipes. 

Hay una señora a quien no 

conozco. Ella está muy 

mal de salud. Tiene que 

tomar pastillas 4 veces al 

Command Unknown Older Female 
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día, pero no quiere. He 

escuchado que a veces, 

finge que las toma pero en 

realidad las bota en el 

basurero. Mientras yo 

estoy, ella hace justo eso. 

Quiero que ella las tome 

de verdad.  

15 Estoy en una fiesta con 

todos mis amigos. Nos 

encanta bailar pero el DJ, 

quien es de mi misma 

edad más o menos, está 

poniendo música muy 

mala. La música está 

arruinando la fiesta para 

mis amigos y quiero que 

lo pasen bien. Entonces, 

encuentro una manera 

para llegar hasta el DJ. 

Quiero pedirle una 

canción bien buena.  

Command Unknown Same Age Male 

16 Estoy jugando baloncesto 

en el gimnasio porque es 

mi deporte favorito. Me 

gusta jugar varias veces a 

la semana porque es muy 

buen ejercicio. Conozco a 

varias personas que 

juegan allí pero también 

hay personas nuevas cada 

día. Justo hoy, hay una 

chica a quien nunca he 

visto. Está en mi equipo, 

pero no me está pasando 

la pelota y le están 

robando la pelota. La 

próxima vez, debe 

pasarme la pelota.  

Command Unknown Same Age Female 

17 Las clases de este 

semestre acaban de 

empezar ayer. Este 

semestre, estoy tomando 

una clase de historia. 

Parece una clase muy 

interesante. Para la 

Question Known Older Male 
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primera tarea, el profesor 

nos asignó que 

investigáramos y que 

creáramos un árbol 

genealógico. No sé mucho 

sobre mis antepasados. 

Por ejemplo, ni sé los 

nombres de mis 

bisabuelos. Por suerte, mi 

papá está en casa y sabe 

toda esa información.  

18 Estoy en casa de mis 

papás para las vacaciones 

del invierno. Durante los 

días festivos me gusta 

preparar muchos dulces 

como pasteles y galletas 

para regalarles a mis 

amigos. El año pasado 

preparé unas galletas 

especiales y a mi mejor 

amiga le encantaron. Sin 

embargo, no me acuerdo 

cómo se preparan. Mi 

mamá sabe y acaba de 

llegar a la casa.  

Question Known Older Female 

19 Estoy en clase de 

biología. Todo el mundo 

está hablando de sus 

cumpleaños y qué piensan 

hacer para sus fiestas. Yo 

estoy con mi mejor amigo 

y le cuento de lo que a mí 

me gustaría hacer para mi 

cumpleaños. Le digo que 

me parece muy divertido 

ir a acampar con nuestro 

grupo de buenos amigos 

cerca de un río bien 

bonito. Después, me doy 

cuenta que he hablado 

mucho y ni sé que le 

gustaría hacer a mi amigo.  

Question Known Same Age Male 

20 Este semestre estoy en 

una clase de química y es 

muy difícil. Tenemos que 

Question Acquaintance Same Age Female 
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hacer varios estudios de 

investigación. Muchos de 

los estudios los hacemos 

en grupo. Para el estudio 

actual, me toca trabajar 

con una compañera de 

clase con quien he 

trabajado varias veces. 

Tenemos que decidir 

cuándo reunirnos para 

trabajar.  

21 Soy de un pueblo en 

Antioquia, pero vine de 

vacaciones a Bogotá. 

Vine con mi familia pero 

todos estaban cansados 

cuando llegamos y por 

eso se querían quedar en 

el hotel. Yo, por otro lado, 

quería ir de compras. 

Entonces, fui a explorar 

las tiendas aquí en el 

centro. Encontré muchos 

lugares y caminé bastante. 

Caminé tanto que ya no 

me acuerdo cómo llegar al 

hotel. Veo a un policía 

mayorcito en la calle.  

Question Unknown Older Male 

22 Acabo de empezar un 

nuevo trabajo como 

meser@ en un restaurante 

italiano. Es muy 

abrumador porque hay 

muchas cosas nuevas para 

recordar. Hay una señora 

mayor que está ayudando 

a entrenarme y enseñarme 

todo lo que tengo que 

saber. Me ha estado 

entrenando todo el día. 

Sin embargo, me había 

dicho su nombre al 

comienzo del día pero ya 

no me acuerdo.  

Question Unknown Older Female 

23 Estoy en una boda de un 

amigo y no conozco a 

Question Unknown Same Age Male 
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mucha gente. Entonces, 

por eso tuve que sentarme 

con personas 

desconocidas. Al lado 

mío, hay un chico de mi 

misma edad y empezamos 

a hablar. Resulta que los 

dos somos de Antioquia. 

Charlamos por un rato y 

después me doy cuenta de 

que no le he preguntado la 

pregunta clásica de las 

bodas, si viene de parte de 

la novia o del novio.  

24 Llevé a mi perro al parque 

para que pueda jugar con 

los otros perros. De 

repente, veo que mi perro 

se ha ensuciado mucho en 

el lodo. Sé que voy a tener 

que bañarlo tan pronto 

como lleguemos a la casa. 

Sin embargo, no me gusta 

la marca de champú que 

tengo. Hay una chica 

sentada cerca de mí y 

parece que sus perros 

están muy limpios y 

huelen bien. Quiero saber 

que champú usa ella con 

sus perros.  

Question Unknown Same Age Female 

 

Appendix D 

Table 48. DCT situations 2018 data collection, younger group 

DCT 

Situation 

Number  

Situation/context Discourse 

Goal 

Elicited 

Interlocutor 

Relationship 

Interlocutor 

Age 

Interloc

utor 

Gender 

1 Estoy en casa con mi papá.  

Estoy alistándome para ir a 

la universidad pero ando 

muy apurad@ porque me 

levanté tarde. No puedo 

Complaint Known  Older  Male 
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encontrar mi mochila con 

todos mis libros y apuntes. 

Por fin, me doy cuenta de 

que mi papá la había 

puesto en otra habitación 

aunque le he dicho mil 

veces que no la mueva. Por 

eso, no la encontraba y me 

he demorado aún más.  

2 Me acabo de enterar de una 

noticia interesante, ¡me 

dieron una oferta de trabajo 

increíble! Después hablo 

con mi mamá por teléfono. 

Estoy muy emocionad@ 

por contarle la noticia. Sin 

embargo, cuando 

hablamos, ella ni me 

pregunta cómo estoy. Sólo 

me pregunta si he pagado 

mi tarjeta de crédito y si 

estoy estudiando. Parece 

que ni tiene interés de 

saber de mí y mis 

emociones. 

Complaint Known Older Female 

3 Le presté $400.000 pesos a 

mi amigo el mes pasado 

para que pudiera pagar la 

renta. Me dijo que me iba a 

devolver el dinero una 

semana después. Ayer, le 

pregunté si me lo podría 

pagar ya porque ya no 

tengo mucho dinero. Me 

dijo que todavía no me 

podía pagar pero tan pronto 

como pudiera, me lo daría. 

Sin embargo, acabo de ver 

un post en su Facebook de 

él comiendo sushi y 

bailando en una discoteca 

muy cara.  

Complaint Known Same Age Male 

4 La semana pasada tuvimos 

un examen muy difícil en 

la clase de física. No había 

tenido tiempo para estudiar 

Complaint Known Same Age Female 
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porque estaba muy 

ocupad@ con la boda de 

mi hermano. Entonces, 

como no había estudiado, 

no estaba preparad@ para 

nada para el examen. No 

podía arriesgar reprobar el 

examen. Entonces, mi 

amiga me dejó copiar de su 

examen cuando la 

profesora no miraba. Sin 

embargo, ayer mi profesora 

se dio cuenta y mi amiga le 

admitió todo.  

5 Trabajé muy duro en un 

proyecto grande para mi 

clase de economía. Quería 

hacerlo sobre un tema que 

me interesaba mucho, pero 

mi profesor me convenció 

investigar otro tema que no 

me gustaba mucho. Yo 

tomé su consejo. Cuando 

mi profesor me devolvió 

mi proyecto con la nota y 

sus comentarios, me dijo 

que no le gustó el tema y 

debería haber escogido 

otro tema.  

Complaint Acquaintanc

e 

Older Male 

6 El otro día mi consejera me 

dijo que tenía que hablar 

conmigo urgentemente. Yo 

estaba muy ocupad@ con 

proyectos finales, entonces 

no tenía mucho tiempo 

para hablar con ella. Ella 

me dijo que eso no podía 

esperar y me mandó a ir al 

campus a hablar con ella a 

las seis de la mañana. 

Cuando llegué, ella ni 

siquiera estaba. Esperé dos 

horas y nunca llegó.  

Complaint Acquaintanc

e 

Older Female 

7 Estoy de vacaciones en 

Paris comiendo con unos 

amigos. Cuando viene el 

Complaint Unknown Same Age Male 
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mesero a tomar nuestras 

órdenes, yo tenía muchas 

preguntas sobre varios 

platos. No podía decidir 

qué pedir. Al final, decidí, 

pero el mesero parecía 

impaciente. Al pedir, fui 

muy clar@ con el mesero 

que yo no puedo comer 

berenjena porque tengo 

alergias. Sin embargo, 

¡cuando me trajo mi 

comida había un gran 

pedazo de berenjena en el 

plato!  

8 Estoy en un concierto de 

Pitbull en Miami para el 

año nuevo. Es muy chévere 

y hay mucha gente. ¡La 

mejor parte es que el 

concierto es gratis! Creo 

que por eso, está muy lleno 

de gente. Hay mucha gente 

caminando por todos lados 

y empujando a los demás 

para poder caminar. Yo 

estoy al lado de mis 

amigos, pero viene una 

chica de mi misma edad y 

nos empuja y camina justo 

en la mitad de nosotros.  

Complaint Unknown Same Age Female 

9 Estoy mudándome a un 

apartamento nuevo. Tengo 

muchísimas cosas que 

mover. Por eso toda mi 

familia me está ayudando. 

Pero de todos modos, es 

mucho trabajo. Todo el 

mundo está llevando las 

cosas dentro de mi nuevo 

apartamento y todas las 

cajas se van acumulándose. 

Cuando entro en la casa, 

veo a mi papá tirando las 

cajas por todos lados, pero 

quiero que ponga las cajas 

Command Known Older Male 
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en lugares de manera 

organizada.  

10 Mi mamá y yo somos muy 

cercan@s. Me gusta 

porque siempre he podido 

hablar con ella de cualquier 

cosa y ella es muy abierta y 

me escucha. Sin embargo, 

recientemente ya no es tan 

paciente conmigo. Yo le 

cuento de mis problemas y 

ella me critica un poco. 

También me manda muy 

frecuentemente, 

diciéndome qué hacer. No 

me gusta eso para nada. 

Quiero que ella me escuche 

sin decirme qué hacer.  

Command Known Older Female 

11 Tengo un compañero de 

cuarto que es un poco 

antisociable. Tiene dos 

gatos y cuando nos 

conocimos, me dijo que le 

gustaban los perros. Sin 

embargo, ahora que 

vivimos juntos, parece que 

no le gusta mucho mi 

perro. El otro día cuando 

un amigo de mi compañero 

vino a la casa, mi perro 

empezó a correr hacía el 

amigo y mi compañero le 

gritó a mi perro. No me 

gustó y no quiero que le 

grite a mi perro otra vez.  

Command Known Same Age Male 

12 Estoy muy ocupad@ 

estudiando para mis 

exámenes y se me olvidó 

que vienen mis papás 

mañana y la casa está súper 

desordenada. Tengo platos 

sucios en el fregadero y 

ropa por todo el piso. Mis 

papás son personas muy 

ordenadas y les dará 

mucho asco ver la casa tal 

Command Known Same Age Female 
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como está. Lo peor es que 

mi compañera de cuarto 

tiene botellas de cerveza 

por toda la sala. Quiero que 

ella me ayude a limpiar.  

13 Estoy teniendo un día 

horrible. Estoy atrasad@ 

para el trabajo y además de 

eso, tengo que llevar 

muchos papeles a la 

oficina. Es muy difícil 

caminar con todo eso. 

Camino hacia el ascensor y 

un hombre mayor y amable 

me espera, asegurándose 

de que la puerta no cierre 

antes de que yo llegue. Hay 

muchas personas dentro 

del ascensor y no puedo 

alcanzar el botón para el 

tercer piso. Entonces 

quiero que el hombre 

mayor me ayude.  

Command Unknown Older Male 

14 Soy voluntari@ en un 

centro para personas 

mayores. Voy al centro y 

paso tiempo con los 

mayores. Charlamos y a 

veces jugamos naipes. Hay 

una señora a quien siempre 

veo. Ella está muy mal de 

salud. Tiene que tomar 

pastillas 4 veces al día, 

pero no le gusta. A veces, 

finge que las toma pero en 

realidad las bota en el 

basurero. Mientras yo 

estoy, ella hace justo eso. 

Quiero que ella las tome de 

verdad.  

Command Acquaintanc

e 

Older Female 

15 Estoy en una fiesta con 

todos mis amigos. Nos 

encanta bailar pero el DJ, 

quien es de mi misma edad 

más o menos, está 

poniendo música muy 

Command Unknown Same Age Male 
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mala. La música está 

arruinando la fiesta para 

mis amigos y quiero que lo 

pasen bien. Entonces, 

encuentro una manera para 

llegar hasta el DJ. Quiero 

pedirle una canción bien 

buena.  

16 Estoy jugando baloncesto 

en el gimnasio porque es 

mi deporte favorito. Me 

gusta jugar varias veces a 

la semana porque es muy 

buen ejercicio. Conozco a 

varias personas que juegan 

allí pero también hay 

personas nuevas cada día. 

Justo hoy, hay una chica a 

quien nunca he visto. Está 

en mi equipo, pero no me 

está pasando la pelota y le 

están robando la pelota. La 

próxima vez, debe pasarme 

la pelota.  

Command Unknown Same Age Female 

17 Las clases de este semestre 

acaban de empezar ayer. 

Este semestre, estoy 

tomando una clase de 

historia. Parece una clase 

muy interesante. Para la 

primera tarea, el profesor 

nos asignó que 

investigáramos y que 

creáramos un árbol 

genealógico. No sé mucho 

sobre mis antepasados. Por 

ejemplo, ni sé los nombres 

de mis bisabuelos. Por 

suerte, mi papá está en casa 

y sabe toda esa 

información.  

Question Known Older Male 

18 Estoy en casa de mis papás 

para las vacaciones del 

invierno. Durante los días 

festivos me gusta preparar 

muchos dulces como 

Question Known Older Female 
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pasteles y galletas para 

regalarles a mis amigos. El 

año pasado preparé unas 

galletas especiales y a mi 

mejor amiga le encantaron. 

Sin embargo, no me 

acuerdo cómo se preparan. 

Mi mamá sabe y acaba de 

llegar a la casa.  

19 Estoy en clase de biología. 

Todo el mundo está 

hablando de sus 

cumpleaños y qué piensan 

hacer para sus fiestas. Yo 

estoy con mi mejor amigo 

y le cuento de lo que a mí 

me gustaría hacer para mi 

cumpleaños. Le digo que 

me parece muy divertido ir 

a acampar con nuestro 

grupo de buenos amigos 

cerca de un río bien bonito. 

Después, me doy cuenta 

que he hablado mucho y ni 

sé que le gustaría hacer a 

mi amigo.  

Question Known Same Age Male 

20 Este semestre estoy en una 

clase de química y es muy 

difícil. Tenemos que hacer 

varios estudios de 

investigación. Muchos de 

los estudios los hacemos en 

grupo. Para el estudio 

actual, me toca trabajar con 

una compañera de clase 

con quien he trabajado 

varias veces. Tenemos que 

decidir cuándo reunirnos 

para trabajar.  

Question Acquaintance Same Age Female 

21 Soy de un pueblo en 

Antioquia, pero vine de 

vacaciones a Bogotá. Vine 

con mi familia pero todos 

estaban cansados cuando 

llegamos y por eso se 

querían quedar en el hotel. 

Question Unknown Older Male 
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Yo, por otro lado, quería ir 

de compras. Entonces, fui a 

explorar las tiendas aquí en 

el centro. Encontré muchos 

lugares y caminé bastante. 

Caminé tanto que ya no me 

acuerdo cómo llegar al 

hotel. Veo a un policía 

mayorcito en la calle.  

22 Acabo de empezar un 

nuevo trabajo como 

meser@ en un restaurante 

italiano. Es muy 

abrumador porque hay 

muchas cosas nuevas para 

recordar. Hay una señora 

mayor que está ayudando a 

entrenarme y enseñarme 

todo lo que tengo que 

saber. Me ha estado 

entrenando todo el día. Sin 

embargo, me había dicho 

su nombre al comienzo del 

día pero ya no me acuerdo.  

Question Unknown Older Female 

23 Estoy en una boda de un 

amigo y no conozco a 

mucha gente. Entonces, 

por eso tuve que sentarme 

con personas desconocidas. 

Al lado mío, hay un chico 

de mi misma edad y 

empezamos a hablar. 

Resulta que los dos somos 

de Antioquia. Charlamos 

por un rato y después me 

doy cuenta de que no le he 

preguntado la pregunta 

clásica de las bodas, si 

viene de parte de la novia o 

del novio.  

Question Unknown Same Age Male 

24 Llevé a mi perro al parque 

para perros para que pueda 

jugar con los otros perros. 

Siempre hay mucha gente 

feliz y jugando con sus 

perritos. Hay un perro muy 

Question Unknown Same Age Female 
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lindo y empiezo a hablar 

con su dueña, una chica de 

mi misma edad. De pronto, 

aparece otro perro cerca de 

ella y no sé si ella tiene dos 

perros o sólo uno.  

 

Appendix E 

Table 49. DCT situations 2018 data collection, older group 

DCT 

Situation 

Number  

Situation/context Discourse 

Goal 

Elicited 

Interlocutor 

Relationship 

Interlocutor 

Age 

Interloc

utor 

Gender 

1 Estoy en casa con mi papá.  

Estoy alistándome para ir a 

la universidad pero ando 

muy apurad@ porque me 

levanté tarde. No puedo 

encontrar mi mochila con 

todos mis libros y apuntes. 

Por fin, me doy cuenta de 

que mi papá la había 

puesto en otra habitación 

aunque le he dicho mil 

veces que no la mueva. Por 

eso, no la encontraba y me 

he demorado aún más.  

Complaint Known  Older  Male 

2 Me acabo de enterar de una 

noticia interesante, ¡me 

dieron una oferta de trabajo 

increíble! Después hablo 

con mi mamá por teléfono. 

Estoy muy emocionad@ 

por contarle la noticia. Sin 

embargo, cuando 

hablamos, ella ni me 

pregunta cómo estoy. Sólo 

me pregunta si he pagado 

mi tarjeta de crédito y si 

estoy estudiando. Parece 

que ni tiene interés de 

saber de mí y mis 

emociones. 

Complaint Known Older Female 
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3 Le presté $400.000 pesos a 

mi amigo el mes pasado 

para que pudiera pagar la 

renta. Me dijo que me iba a 

devolver el dinero una 

semana después. Ayer, le 

pregunté si me lo podría 

pagar ya porque ya no 

tengo mucho dinero. Me 

dijo que todavía no me 

podía pagar pero tan pronto 

como pudiera, me lo daría. 

Sin embargo, acabo de ver 

un post en su Facebook de 

él comiendo sushi y 

bailando en una discoteca 

muy cara.  

Complaint Known Same Age Male 

4 La semana pasada tenía 

que entregar un reporte 

muy importante a mi jefe. 

No había tenido tiempo 

para hacerlo porque estaba 

muy ocupad@ con la boda 

de mi hermano. Entonces, 

una amiga del trabajo lo 

hizo por mí y yo le dije a 

mi jefe que yo lo había 

hecho. Sin embargo, ayer 

mi amiga le dijo la verdad 

a mi jefe, haciéndome 

quedar mal.  

Complaint Known Same Age Female 

5 Trabajé muy duro en un 

proyecto grande para mi 

jefe, quien es mayor que 

yo. Quería hacerlo sobre 

un tema que me interesaba 

mucho, pero mi jefe me 

convenció investigar otro 

tema que no me gustaba 

mucho. Yo tomé su 

consejo. Cuando mi jefe 

devolvió mi proyecto con y 

sus comentarios, me dijo 

que no le gustó el tema y 

debería haber escogido 

otro tema.  

Complaint Acquaintance  Older Male 
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6 El otro día mi jefa, quien 

es mayor que yo, me dijo 

que tenía que hablar 

conmigo urgentemente. Yo 

estaba muy ocupad@, 

entonces no tenía mucho 

tiempo para hablar con 

ella. Ella me dijo que eso 

no podía esperar y me 

mandó a ir a su oficina a 

hablar con ella a las seis de 

la mañana. Cuando llegué, 

ella ni siquiera estaba. 

Esperé dos horas y nunca 

llegó.  

Complaint Acquaintance Older Female 

7 Estoy de vacaciones en 

Paris comiendo con unos 

amigos. Cuando viene el 

mesero a tomar nuestras 

órdenes, yo tenía muchas 

preguntas sobre varios 

platos. No podía decidir 

qué pedir. Al final, decidí, 

pero el mesero parecía 

impaciente. Al pedir, fui 

muy clar@ con el mesero 

que yo no puedo comer 

berenjena porque tengo 

alergias. Sin embargo, 

¡cuando me trajo mi 

comida había un gran 

pedazo de berenjena en el 

plato!  

Complaint Unknown Same Age Male 

8 Estoy en un concierto de 

Pitbull en Miami para el 

año nuevo. Es muy chévere 

y hay mucha gente. ¡La 

mejor parte es que el 

concierto es gratis! Creo 

que por eso, está muy lleno 

de gente. Hay mucha gente 

caminando por todos lados 

y empujando a los demás 

para poder caminar. Yo 

estoy al lado de mis 

amigos, pero viene una 

Complaint Unknown Same Age Female 
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chica de mi misma edad y 

nos empuja y camina justo 

en la mitad de nosotros.  

9 Estoy mudándome a un 

apartamento nuevo. Tengo 

muchísimas cosas que 

mover. Por eso toda mi 

familia me está ayudando. 

Pero de todos modos, es 

mucho trabajo. Todo el 

mundo está llevando las 

cosas dentro de mi nuevo 

apartamento y todas las 

cajas se van acumulándose. 

Cuando entro en la casa, 

veo a mi papá tirando las 

cajas por todos lados, pero 

quiero que ponga las cajas 

en lugares de manera 

organizada.  

Command Known Older Male 

10 Mi mamá y yo somos muy 

cercan@s. Me gusta 

porque siempre he podido 

hablar con ella de cualquier 

cosa y ella es muy abierta y 

me escucha. Sin embargo, 

recientemente ya no es tan 

paciente conmigo. Yo le 

cuento de mis problemas y 

ella me critica un poco. 

También me manda muy 

frecuentemente, 

diciéndome qué hacer. No 

me gusta eso para nada. 

Quiero que ella me escuche 

sin decirme qué hacer.  

Command Known Older Female 

11 Tengo un compañero de 

cuarto que es un poco 

antisociable. Tiene dos 

gatos y cuando nos 

conocimos, me dijo que le 

gustaban los perros. Sin 

embargo, ahora que 

vivimos juntos, parece que 

no le gusta mucho mi 

perro. El otro día cuando 

Command Known Same Age Male 
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un amigo de mi compañero 

vino a la casa, mi perro 

empezó a correr hacía el 

amigo y mi compañero le 

gritó a mi perro. No me 

gustó y no quiero que le 

grite a mi perro otra vez.  

12 Estoy muy ocupad@ en el 

trabajo y se me olvidó que 

vienen mis papás mañana y 

la casa está súper 

desordenada. Tengo platos 

sucios en el fregadero y 

ropa por todo el piso. Mis 

papás son personas muy 

ordenadas y les dará 

mucho asco ver la casa tal 

como está. Lo peor es que 

mi hermana, quien vive 

conmigo, tiene botellas de 

cerveza por toda la sala. 

Quiero que ella me ayude a 

limpiar.  

Command Known Same Age Female 

13 Estoy teniendo un día 

horrible. Estoy atrasad@ 

para el trabajo y además de 

eso, tengo que llevar 

muchos papeles a la 

oficina. Es muy difícil 

caminar con todo eso. 

Camino hacia el ascensor y 

un hombre mayor y amable 

me espera, asegurándose 

de que la puerta no cierre 

antes de que yo llegue. Hay 

muchas personas dentro 

del ascensor y no puedo 

alcanzar el botón para el 

tercer piso. Entonces 

quiero que el hombre 

mayor me ayude.  

Command Unknown Older Male 

14 Soy voluntari@ en un 

centro para personas 

mayores. Voy al centro y 

paso tiempo con los 

mayores. Charlamos y a 

Command Acquaintance Older Female 
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veces jugamos naipes. Hay 

una señora a quien siempre 

veo. Ella está muy mal de 

salud. Tiene que tomar 

pastillas 4 veces al día, 

pero no le gusta. A veces, 

finge que las toma pero en 

realidad las bota en el 

basurero. Mientras yo 

estoy, ella hace justo eso. 

Quiero que ella las tome de 

verdad.  

15 Estoy en una fiesta con 

todos mis amigos. Nos 

encanta bailar pero el DJ, 

quien es de mi misma edad 

más o menos, está 

poniendo música muy 

mala. La música está 

arruinando la fiesta para 

mis amigos y quiero que lo 

pasen bien. Entonces, 

encuentro una manera para 

llegar hasta el DJ. Quiero 

pedirle una canción bien 

buena.  

Command Unknown Same Age Male 

16 Estoy jugando baloncesto 

en el gimnasio porque es 

mi deporte favorito. Me 

gusta jugar varias veces a 

la semana porque es muy 

buen ejercicio. Conozco a 

varias personas que juegan 

allí pero también hay 

personas nuevas cada día. 

Justo hoy, hay una chica a 

quien nunca he visto. Está 

en mi equipo, pero no me 

está pasando la pelota y le 

están robando la pelota. La 

próxima vez, debe pasarme 

la pelota.  

Command Unknown Same Age Female 

17 Recientemente me ha 

interesado saber más sobre 

mi familia y mis 

antepasados. Quiero crear 

Question Known Older Male 
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un árbol genealógico, pero 

no sé mucho sobre mis 

antepasados. Por ejemplo, 

ni sé los nombres de mis 

bisabuelos. Por suerte, mi 

papá está en casa y sabe 

toda esa información.  

18 Es diciembre y estoy en 

casa de mis papás. Durante 

los días festivos me gusta 

preparar muchos dulces 

como pasteles y galletas 

para regalar a mis amigos. 

El año pasado preparé unas 

galletas especiales y a mi 

mejor amiga le encantaron. 

Sin embargo, no me 

acuerdo cómo se preparan. 

Mi mamá sabe y acaba de 

llegar a la casa.  

Question Known Older Female 

19 Estoy en una junta del 

trabajo. Todo el mundo 

está hablando de sus 

cumpleaños y qué piensan 

hacer para sus fiestas. Yo 

estoy con mi mejor amigo 

y le cuento de lo que a mí 

me gustaría hacer para mi 

cumpleaños. Le digo que 

me parece muy divertido ir 

a acampar con nuestro 

grupo de buenos amigos 

cerca de un río bien bonito. 

Después, me doy cuenta 

que he hablado mucho y ni 

sé que le gustaría hacer a 

mi amigo.  

Question Known Same Age Male 

20 En el trabajo, tenemos que 

hacer varios proyectos en 

grupo. Para el proyecto 

actual, me toca trabajar con 

una colega con quien he 

trabajado varias veces. 

Tenemos que decidir 

cuándo reunirnos para 

empezar a trabajar.  

Question Acquaintance Same Age Female 
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21 Soy de un pueblo en 

Antioquia, pero vine de 

vacaciones a Bogotá. Vine 

con mi familia pero todos 

estaban cansados cuando 

llegamos y por eso se 

querían quedar en el hotel. 

Yo, por otro lado, quería ir 

de compras. Entonces, fui a 

explorar las tiendas aquí en 

el centro. Encontré muchos 

lugares y caminé bastante. 

Caminé tanto que ya no me 

acuerdo cómo llegar al 

hotel. Veo a un policía 

mayorcito en la calle.  

Question Unknown Older Male 

22 Acabo de empezar un 

nuevo trabajo como 

meser@ en un restaurante 

italiano. Es muy 

abrumador porque hay 

muchas cosas nuevas para 

recordar. Hay una señora 

mayor que está ayudando a 

entrenarme y enseñarme 

todo lo que tengo que 

saber. Me ha estado 

entrenando todo el día. Sin 

embargo, me había dicho 

su nombre al comienzo del 

día pero ya no me acuerdo.  

Question Unknown Older Female 

23 Estoy en una boda de un 

amigo y no conozco a 

mucha gente. Entonces, 

por eso tuve que sentarme 

con personas desconocidas. 

Al lado mío, hay un chico 

de mi misma edad y 

empezamos a hablar. 

Resulta que los dos somos 

de Antioquia. Charlamos 

por un rato y después me 

doy cuenta de que no le he 

preguntado la pregunta 

clásica de las bodas, si 

Question Unknown Same Age Male 
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viene de parte de la novia o 

del novio.  

24 Llevé a mi perro al parque 

para perros para que pueda 

jugar con los otros perros. 

Siempre hay mucha gente 

feliz y jugando con sus 

perritos. Hay un perro muy 

lindo y empiezo a hablar 

con su dueña, una mujer de 

mi misma edad. De pronto, 

aparece otro perro cerca de 

ella y no sé si ella tiene dos 

perros o sólo uno.  

Question Unknown Same Age Female 

 

Appendix F 

Table 50. Order of audio clips for the matched guise task 

Speaker Stimulus identification Stimulus 

Male 1 1P Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Te sentís 

bien? 

Female 1 3P Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Male 2 2U Espero que le vaya muy bien, usted es muy 

inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confíe en lo 

que usted sabe. 

Male 2 1V Bien ¿y vos? ¿Vos cómo estás? ¿Te sentís bien? 

Female 2 3V Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupés. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Male 2 2P Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confía en lo 

que usted sabe. 

Female 2 2T Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente.  Hazle con ánimo y confía en lo que 

tú sabes. 

Female 1 2P Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confía en lo 

que usted sabe. 

Female 2 2U Espero que le vaya muy bien, usted es muy 

inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confíe en lo 

que usted sabe. 
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Female 1 2U Espero que le vaya muy bien, usted es muy 

inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confíe en lo 

que usted sabe. 

Male 2 3V Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupés. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Male 1 3P Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Female 1 3T Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la quieres pintar? 

Male 1 1U Bien ¿y usted? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Se siente 

bien? 

Distractor 1  ¿Tú vives cerca de acá? 

Female 1 3V Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupés. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Female 2 1V Bien ¿y vos? ¿Vos cómo estás? ¿Te sentís bien? 

Male 1 3V Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupés. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Male 2 3T Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la quieres pintar? 

Female 1 1V Bien ¿y vos? ¿Vos cómo estás? ¿Te sentís bien? 

Distractor 2  ¿Por qué tú siempre haces eso? 

Female 2 3T Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la quieres pintar? 

Male 2 2T Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente. Hazle con ánimo y confía en lo que 

tú sabes. 

Distractor 1  ¿Usted vive cerca de acá? 

Male 1 2U Espero que le vaya muy bien, usted es muy 

inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confíe en lo 

que usted sabe. 

Male 2 1U Bien ¿y usted? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Se siente 

bien? 

Distractor 2  Venga a la fiesta pues.  

Male 1 2P Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente. Hágale con ánimo y confía en lo 

que usted sabe. 

Female 2 1U Bien ¿y usted? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Se siente 

bien? 

Male 1 3T Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la quieres pintar? 

Distractor 3  ¿Por qué tu siempre haces eso? 

Male 2 3P Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Female 2 2P Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente.  Hágale con ánimo y confía en lo 

que usted sabe. 
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Male 1 2T Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente. Hazle con ánimo y confía en lo que 

tú sabes. 

Distractor 1  Vení a la fiesta pues.  

Female 1 1P Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Te sentís 

bien? 

Male 1 1V Bien ¿y vos? ¿Vos cómo estás? ¿Te sentís bien? 

Female 2 3P Sí mami yo la hago, no te preocupes. ¿De qué 

color la querés pintar? 

Female 1 1U Bien ¿y usted? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Se siente 

bien? 

Distractor 3  Vení a la fiesta pues.  

Female 1 2T Espero que te vaya muy bien, tú eres muy 

inteligente. Hazle con ánimo y confía en lo que 

tú sabes. 

Female 2 1P Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Te sentís 

bien? 

Male 2 1P Bien ¿y vos? ¿Usted cómo está? ¿Te sentís 

bien? 
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